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Abstract

Intentionality, the capacity of the mind to refer to objects, their
properties, or states of affairs, forms the basis for almost all cognitive
processes in everyday life. Whether we perceive our environment,
recall memories, or carry out an action, in all these cases our brain
realizes a cognitive process that refers to something. How do neural
processes implement this reference? How can neural networks form
mental states that refer to the world? Intentional states might differ
in content or mode of representation, but they all share the same
interface to the world: a sensorimotor surface that physically con-
nects the body to the world. Neural processes that connect mental
states to objects or states of affairs need to account for the following:
(1) They need to stabilize intentional states over time to enable cou-
pling to time-continuous sensorimotor processes. To allow sequences
of intentional states it must also be possible to revoke stabilization.
(2) Higher-level intentional states that are not in direct connection
to the sensorimotor surface have to be grounded through lower-level
states. Action plans, for example, are only grounded as intentional
states, because it is possible to realize them through actions and
connected perceptions.

Process models of intentional states play a crucial role in au-
tonomous learning — learning from self-generated experience. Neu-
ral processes that form intentional states allow to determine, when
experience should lead to learning, and which experiences contribute
to it.

This thesis proposes a neural process model of intentional states
using Dynamic Field Theory, a mathematical modeling framework
on the level of neural populations. Attractors in neural fields form
stable state representations, while actively induced instabilities in
those fields enable transitions between states. Grounding of inten-
tional states is demonstrated through a dynamic field architecture
that controls a simulated robotic agent. The agent engages in a



multi-step task that affords to collect color from bucket objects and
to apply it on colored canvas objects, to achieve a desired result color.
The task was specifically designed to require different archetypal in-
tentional states of varying levels of abstraction: Perception, memory,
and belief, as well as action, prior intention, and desire.

The presented field architecture autonomously generates sequences
of intentional states that ultimately lead to the agent producing the
desired result color. In doing so, the agent learns the observed color
transformation rule, and can then apply it in future painting at-
tempts.

The proposed embodied process models for intentional states aim
to lay a foundation for an embodied cognitive theory that connects
reactive bottom-up approaches with symbol-based cognitivist ap-
proaches of the mind.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Imagine you are sitting at your desk, you started working on a
task, but your mind continues to wander off: You are beginning
to feel hungry and you should probably prepare a meal. However,
you might want to finish your work first. Would it not be ideal if
you could continue working, while someone else prepares a meal for
you? What if you had a robot that could cook all your favorite
meals? Vacuum cleaning robots, for example, that autonomously
sweep through your apartment, are already a possibility and they
do a quite decent job. A robot that can autonomously use a kitchen,
however, is still a dream of the future. Even the simple act of just
boiling noodles requires a precise sequence of different actions to be
executed. Fulfilling a multi-stage task such as cooking in an envi-
ronment as complex as a kitchen affords a higher level of autonomy
than “mindlessly” vacuuming multiple rooms.

Creating autonomous agents has been a central goal of artificial
intelligence (AI) research for years. The main sources of inspiration
have been the autonomous agents present in the real world: ani-
mals and humans. Contrary to the artificial agents desired by AI
researchers, living agents achieve their autonomy through biological
nervous systems situated in bodies rather than software code exe-
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1. Introduction

cuted on computers or robots. How do nervous systems endow living
organisms with the capability to act autonomously?

To answer this question appropriately, one has to narrow down
what is entailed in the term autonomous agent. Franklin and Graesser
(1996) compared multiple definitions from different researchers and
arrived at the following synthesis:

An autonomous agent is a system situated within and a
part of an environment that senses that environment and
acts on it, over time, in pursuit of its own agenda and
so as to effect what it senses in the future.

How does this definition map to the cooking scenario mentioned
above?

The first part of this definition, situatedness within a body in
an environment, is trivially given for nervous systems. Similarly, for
the cooking robot, it should physically exist in the kitchen. Being
able to sense the environment and act on it, affords a set of sensors
and motors, the sensorimotor surface. To utilize the sensorimotor
surface, the nervous system needs the ability to convert sensor infor-
mation into representations of the environment as well as converting
action representations into motor activation. Analogously, the robot
should be able to perceive relevant aspects of the kitchen, e.g., a pan
or a fridge, and it should be able to meaningfully interact with them.

Following along the definition, its next aspect is the temporal
dimension. Not only do sensing and acting take some amount of
time, but those events are also embedded in a temporal context.
The nervous system has to represent previously occurred events as
memories as well as upcoming events in the form of plans. In the
cooking task, the robot has to remember which steps of the recipe
it has already executed and where it has deposited particular tools
and ingredients. Based on those representations, it has to plan its
next action.

Plans are ultimately formed from the agent’s agenda in combi-
nation with its beliefs about how the desired contents of the agenda
can be realized. In the cooking example, the robot’s agenda would
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1. Introduction

be to cook a meal and a particular recipe known to the robot would
be its belief about how to achieve its goals.

Coming back to the original question, how can nervous systems
achieve the above-mentioned capabilities that make up autonomous
acting? This thesis suggests that this question is strongly connected
to the philosophical notion of intentionality: “The power of minds
and mental states to be about, to represent, or to stand for, things,
properties, and states of affairs” (Jacob, 2019). Although this defini-
tion of intentionality is very broad, the capabilities described above
are all specific modes of intentionality, i.e. different ways in which
mental content is represented. A neural account for the processes
that create and utilize these different mental representations could
be a first step in the direction of an account for neural-based au-
tonomous acting.

The term neural representation itself is again rather broad and its
meaning might vary across different areas of neuroscience. Vilarroya
(2017) observed that despite its broad meaning, the term is often
only implicitly defined. He conducted a survey among neuroscien-
tists from the domains of place-cell and multivariate pattern analysis
research and arrived at the following minimal definition: “A neural
representation is a pattern of neural activity that stands for some en-
vironmental feature in the internal workings of the brain.”(Vilarroya,
2017, p. 4). He then formulates criteria for the three components of
a neural representation: the neural activity, the representee, and the
representational relation itself. Neural activity should be embedded
in a grammar that makes it distinguishable from other neural activ-
ity (well-formed), it should be able to exist in the absence of the rep-
resentee (self-contained), and it should be based on a neurally plau-
sible measure for representational activity (neurally sound). The
representee should be quantifiable (measurable), it should exist in-
dependently from the neural activity (self-subsistence), and it should
be meaningful to the organism in question. The representational re-
lation is considered the least defined with the only criterion being
reliability, ensuring that the correlation between neural activity and
the representee is consistent and replicable. Apart from that ac-
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1. Introduction

cording to Vilarroya (2017, p. 7) “. . . any measure that identifies a
correlation between a particular representee and a particular pattern
of neural activity is acceptable . . . ”.

The above definition and criteria are not sufficient to formalize a
neural account for intentionality. Regarding the representee, the cri-
terion of self-subsistence may not be given for each intentional state,
as some representees may never exist without accompanying neural
activity representing them (e.g. discarded action plans). However,
the most critical part, the relation itself, is lacking in the definition
above. Intentionality covers a whole range of different forms of repre-
sentation, which entail a specific function for the agent. An account
for intentionality needs to develop the relation beyond correlation
towards a relation that explains functionality. How do stimuli in the
real world cause neural activity and how does neural activity cause
bodily movement?

The philosopher John Searle has analyzed the formal structure
of intentional states with a particular emphasis on functionality
(Searle, 1983). Functionality, from a philosophical standpoint, does
not consider the details of neural reality, but it considers the particu-
lar implications a given class of intentional states imposes on mental
representation and worldly environment. In Searle’s analysis, the
two main components of each intentional state are its represented
content and the psychological mode which determines how the con-
tent is represented. The same content represented in a different psy-
chological mode completely changes the nature of the mental repre-
sentation. For example, the perception of rain and the desire for rain
are two different mental phenomena with their own implications on
the agent and the environment. Searle classifies psychological modes
by their particular direction of fit (DoF). An intentional state with
the mind-to-world DoF aims to capture a given state of affairs in
the world and therefore it is the mind’s responsibility to change
until it matches the world. The archetypical modes of the mind-to-
world DoF are perception (present), memory (temporally shifted),
and belief (general). The opposite world-to-mind DoF encompasses
intentional states that represent a desired world-state. Here it is
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1. Introduction

the world’s responsibility to change until it fits to the mental rep-
resentation. The archetypical modes of the world-to-mind DoF are
intention-in-action (present), prior intention (temporally shifted),
and desire (general). All six archetypical psychological modes are
implicitly mentioned in the definition of an autonomous agent given
by Franklin and Graesser (1996).

Central to Searle’s work is the notion of condition of satisfaction
(CoS), which expresses for a particular intentional state whether the
fit between world and mind has been achieved. In Searle’s view, it
is possible to fully characterize any intentional state by the verbal
description of its CoS, because it entails a description of its content,
its psychological mode, and the current state of the fit. The latter
is a binary value determined by an outside observer with absolute
knowledge. Based on this, Searle adds a causal component to the
CoS that connects the mental representation to the world: Causal
self-referentiality. States with causal self-referentiality require that
they themselves are the reason for the fit between mind-and-world.
The CoS of the perception of the computer screen in front of me,
for instance, is only fulfilled, if my visual experience matches the
computer screen and if the perception is caused by the screen being
in front of me. Similarly, for an intention-in-action, such as raising
my arm, the CoS is only fulfilled if my arm is raised and if I raised
it myself (and not somebody else).

Searle provides a coherent philosophical account explaining how
intentional states function logically. A neural realization of his ac-
count, however, is impossible to realize, because the absolute knowl-
edge about the world and its causal relationships are obviously un-
obtainable. Even if its implementation were possible, from a neural
standpoint, a lot of open questions remain: How are the different
psychological modes realized by the nervous system? How can the
same content be represented under different aspects? What kind of
implications do they entail for the agent’s body and nervous sys-
tem? Searle’s distinctions between the six archetypical modes and
especially the two directions of fit provide a helpful framework to
systematically investigate these questions.
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1. Introduction

Neural plausibility of the account encompasses a series of differ-
ent constraints on the implementation. Churchland and Sejnowski
(1990) evaluated logical semantic accounts of representation with
respect to neural plausibility and emphasized that in neural terms
any logical relation has to be expressed through causal relationships.
The question, then, is how neural networks can form semantic and
logical relations based on causation, enforced by connectivity. How
can connectivity ensure that a certain content is represented in a
particular psychological mode and not another?

For intentional states with a present-type psychological mode,
this causal connection is rather trivial through their closeness to the
sensorimotor surface. A stimulus presented to the agent causes a sen-
sor to respond, which leads to a particular neural activity represent-
ing a perception of that stimulus through a fixed connectivity pat-
tern. Similarly, neural activity that represents a certain intention-
in-action leads to bodily movement given a fixed connection pattern
to the agent’s motor system. In both cases, one has to assume that
the connection pattern to and from the sensorimotor surface is re-
liable according to Vilarroya (2017). The connection pattern may
also reduce the features of the stimulus or the body movement to a
few relevant ones instead of representing all physical aspects of the
world. The connection pattern to and from the sensorimotor surface
explains the causal connection between mind and world; it grounds
the present-type modes in the world (Harnad, 1990). Missing from
this is an explanation of the integration with other intentional states.
What causes a particular intention-in-action? What are the conse-
quences of a given perception?

Answers to these questions are tied to the temporally shifted and
abstract psychological modes. A memory is ultimately caused by a
perception representation and a prior intention may eventually lead
to an intention-in-action. The causal mind-to-world connection of
temporally shifted states is grounded through present states. This
grounding extends similarly to the higher-level abstract states: belief
and desire. Desires cause prior intentions and intentions-in-action,
while perceptions and memories cause beliefs. Grounding, based
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1. Introduction

on present states, allows for a causal connection between mind and
world, but unlike for the present states, the connection is not active
at all times. It may even be the case that some intentional states
are never grounded, for example, a discarded prior intention may
never result in action. It is therefore not the concrete grounding
that defines the mode of representation, but the possibility to be
grounded in a particular way. In neural terms, connection patterns
need to be in place that allow neural activity representing lower-
level present states to evoke neural activity representing higher-level
states and vice versa. It should nevertheless still be possible within
the same neural network to create states of either category without
the other. Integration of all modes within the same network thus re-
quires particular processes that govern the creation and termination
of representations.

This thesis proposes a neurally plausible model, which controls
an embodied agent situated in a virtual environment and endows
it with the capability to form intentional states of the archetypical
modes described above. Based on these intentional state represen-
tations, the agent is capable to autonomously engage in a multi-
step task. The model is based on Dynamic Field Theory (DFT)
(Schöner, Spencer, and DFT Research Group, 2015), a set of math-
ematical concepts describing the neural dynamics of networks of neu-
ral populations. Representations in DFT are realized as attractor
states of the dynamics, which fulfill the three criteria postulated
by Vilarroya (2017): well-formedness, self-containedness, and neu-
rally soundness. Modeling on the population level allows to uncover
neural restrictions and mechanisms irrespective of the concrete un-
derlying neuroanatomy, which makes the findings invariant across
different species. Due to the population’s embedding in continu-
ous time, DFT puts an explicit emphasis on the neural processes
that cause and stabilize representations. Therefore, each individ-
ual intentional state has to be implemented as a process model that
explains how a discrete representation emerges in continuous time.
The model builds on a neural implementation of Searle’s CoS as a
process variable, which has been utilized in a DFT model on action
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1. Introduction

sequences (Sandamirskaya, Richter, and Schöner, 2011).
The goal of this thesis is to develop a neurally plausible model

situated in an embodied agent capable of creating intentional states
of all six psychological modes defined by Searle. The model should
endow its agent to autonomously act and learn in its environment.
Neural plausibility of the model entails that it has to deal with the
following questions regarding intentional states: How do representa-
tions of intentional states develop over time? Under which circum-
stances do they form, how are they stabilized over time, and when
do they cease to exist? How can different neural states emerge in
the same network with more or less fixed connectivity? How do ac-
tive neural states influence the agent’s behavior? How do multiple
intentional states interfere with one another?

An aspect neglected in Franklin and Graesser’s definition of an
autonomous agent is the ability of the agent to deal with unknown
situations and environments. The major solution to this problem
is autonomous learning as pointed out by Thórisson and Helgasson
(2012) in their comparative analysis on autonomous agents. Au-
tonomous learning is implicitly also a requirement for an integrative
model of intentional states because the formation of memories and
beliefs are already a form of learning. Although there has been a
recent surge in neurally inspired forms of machine learning due to
the developments concerning deep neural networks (see, for exam-
ple, Hinton, Osindero, and Teh, 2006; LeCun, Bengio, and Hinton,
2015), biologically plausible autonomous learning is still rather un-
explored. While machine learning typically describes a form of ex-
ploiting rich data sets, in autonomous learning, i.e., learning from
self-generated experience, this data has to be acquired by the agent
through behavior and actively steered perception. Reinforcement
learning (Sutton and Barto, 1998) shares the same principles in its
goal to learn a behavioral policy based on an agent’s experience.
Experience typically takes the form of a reward function based on
valency devoid of intentional content. The reward function indirectly
encodes the agent’s task, making the resulting learned policy highly
task-specific. The research field of reinforcement learning or machine
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1. Introduction

learning, in general, is interested in efficient problem solving, rather
than the biological plausibility of their methods. For example, in
deep reinforcement learning, the agent’s policy is realized through
neural networks, but the implemented learning rules, such as error
backpropagation, and the agent’s body and its relationship to the
environment are not all neurally plausible (Mnih et al., 2013; Silver
et al., 2016).

Learning in biological systems is typically achieved through the
formation and destruction of neural connections, i.e. neural plas-
ticity. One of the most influential theories on the mechanisms of
neural plasticity is Hebbian Learning (Hebb, 1949), which is often
paraphrased as “neurons that fire together wire together”. One of its
most prominent manifestations are synaptic long-term potentiation
and long-term depression, which modify synaptic strength based on
simultaneous pre- and postsynaptic activation. One of the inferences
drawn from Hebbian learning is that biologically plausible learning
occurs locally, i.e., based on information located at the synapse.
This renders a lot of learning mechanisms employed in traditional
machine learning biologically implausible, e.g., the propagation of a
calculated error signal back to its origin. Non-local interaction in
form of competition between synapses, however, is possible as Song,
Miller, and Abbott (2000) have shown with spike-timing-dependent
plasticity.

Hebbian learning thus accounts for the association of neural rep-
resentations occurring at similar points in time. Logical connections
between representations are enforced by filtering out the less fre-
quent chance-based associations through competition. It is however
not clear how Hebbian learning mechanisms can be utilized to asso-
ciate causally related representations occurring at different points in
time. A possible solution to this credit assignment problem seems
to be the use of a neuromodulator that triggers the learning pro-
cess. Suri and Schultz (1999) suggest dopamine as a possible reward
mechanism signaling unpredicted events in the context of reinforce-
ment learning. Similarly, Rombouts, Roelfsema, and Bohte (2012)
propose a combination of synaptic tags and a dopamine-like neu-
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romodulator as a solution to the credit assignment problem in a
neurally plausible implementation of reinforcement learning. In a
DFT implementation of temporal difference reinforcement learning
Kazerounian et al. (2013) used a short-term memory representation
of taken actions as an eligibility trace to learn a particular rewarding
action sequence. Reward signals in combination with a short-term
memory representation of relevant history seem to be a possible so-
lution for neurally plausible credit assignment.

The discussed examples from reinforcement learning succeed in
associating particular stimulus-response patterns in the form of state
and action associations. These associations provide the means to effi-
ciently solve a particular task, but they do not represent the general
knowledge that the psychological mode belief is supposed to cap-
ture. Belief learning entails abstracting from individual experiences
to represent general relations that may then guide future actions in
different tasks. The same neural substrate should provide the means
to learn, represent, and utilize relations. Thus, processes need to
be in place to recruit new substrate for novel activation patterns,
to reinforce familiar activation patterns, and to complete patterns
given a partial cue. The proposed model builds on Adaptive Res-
onance Theory (ART) by Carpenter and Grossberg (2016), which
provides a neural plausible mechanism for pattern learning that is
robust against catastrophic forgetting. In this context, the pattern
is made up of individual experiences, represented perceptions, and
memories, which in combination may lead to the formation of a be-
lief. Thus, belief learning cannot be implemented in isolation but
requires a strong integration with other representations within the
model. This thesis proposes that the framework of intentional states
and in particular the notion of CoS provides a suiting interface to
realize this integration.

In summary, this thesis attempts to answer the following ques-
tions in the context of autonomous belief learning: How to represent
the lower-level intentional states that make up the experience rele-
vant for belief learning? How can the system differentiate between
novel or familiar experiences? How can new neural substrate be re-
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1. Introduction

cruited in an established neural network? How can the events that
start a learning episode be detected? How can the already learned
representations be utilized to achieve specific goals?

The remainder of the thesis is structured in the following way.
Chapter 2 gives an overview of Dynamic Field Theory and its mod-
eling principles. The following chapter 3 presents different process
models of intentional states; one model for each archetypical psy-
chological mode described by Searle (1983). Chapter 4 presents a
field architecture that integrates the previously explained models.
It is connected to a robotic agent’s sensorimotor surface and en-
ables it to solve a multi-step painting task. Chapter 5 illustrates
how the architecture governs the behavior of the agent in selected
painting episodes. Chapter 6 discusses the realized psychological
modes individually. Furthermore, it evaluates the implications of
the intentional state framework on DFT and compares it to other
computational theories of the mind. Chapter 7 briefly concludes the
thesis.

Parts of this thesis have been published in a less detailed form
in:

• Jan Tekülve and Gregor Schöner (2019b). “Neural dynamic
concepts for intentional systems”. In: Proceedings of the 41st
Annual Conference of the Cognitive Science Society (CogSci),
pp. 1090–1096

• Jan Tekülve and Gregor Schöner (2019a). “Autonomously
learning beliefs is facilitated by a neural dynamic network
driving an intentional agent”. In: Joint IEEE 9th Interna-
tional Conference on Development and Learning and Epige-
netic Robotics (ICDL-EpiRob), pp. 143–150

• Jan Tekülve and Gregor Schöner (2020). “A neural dynamic
network drives an intentional agent that autonomously learns
beliefs in continuous time”. In: IEEE Transactions on Cogni-
tive and Developmental Systems. doi: 10.1109/TCDS.2020.

3013768
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Chapter 2

Dynamic Field Theory

This thesis is heavily based on Dynamic Field Theory (DFT; Schöner,
Spencer, and DFT Research Group, 2015), a mathematical model-
ing framework on the level of neural populations. It is based on
the notion that behavioral or perceptual events are directly linked
to activation in neural populations. Neural populations are formal-
ized as dynamic neural fields, which can be numerically simulated to
capture the temporal evolution of population activation. Early work
based on DFT modeled low-level sensor or motor behavior, such as
motion perception (Jancke, Erlhagen, Schöner, et al., 2004) or the
planning of eye (Kopecz, Engels, and Schöner, 1993) or arm move-
ments (Bastian, Schöner, and Riehle, 2003). In the recent past DFT
models of single behavioral competences have been utilized to cap-
ture higher-level cognitive processes, such as learning and recalling
of sequences (Sandamirskaya, Richter, and Schöner, 2011; Tekülve,
Fois, et al., 2019), meaningful representations of visual scenes (Zib-
ner, Faubel, et al., 2011; Grieben, Tekülve, Zibner, Lins, et al., 2020)
or the grounding of language (Richter, Lins, and Schöner, 2017). Ul-
timately DFT aims to explain how cognitive processes of different
abstraction levels evolve in continuous time in one coherent neurally
plausible framework.
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2. Dynamic Field Theory 2.1. Foundations of DFT

2.1 Foundations of Dynamic Field The-
ory

Central to DFT is the idea that its core principles apply globally in
all areas of cognition. Maintaining the same principles in models for
lower-level or higher-level cognition may reveal constraints, which
would have been hidden to an isolated model. Even if these prin-
ciples may sometimes lead to unnecessary overhead, they do ensure
the overall integrity of the model. The origin of these principles and
how they influence DFT-based modeling is laid out in this section.
It is strongly based on the recent review by Schöner (2019) and the
DFT textbook (Schöner, Spencer, and DFT Research Group, 2015).

2.1.1 Description on the Level of Neural Popula-
tions

Dynamic neural fields, the main building blocks of DFT, capture the
level of neural populations. It is a fitting description level for cogni-
tion and behavior because on this level task-relevant variables can be
experimentally captured and manipulated. For example, Erlhagen
et al. (1999) used the distribution of neural population activation to
extract the evolution of a motor variable over time, e.g., a planned
reaching direction, from multiple neurons in the motor and premotor
cortex of a macaque monkey. Lee, Rohrer, and Sparks (1988) showed
through manipulation of neurons in the superior colliculus that sac-
cadic eye movements are based on the average activity of neurons in
the population rather than the activity of individual neurons.

Individual neural fields do not need to be directly connected to a
concrete population in the brain, but DFT assumes that behavioral
variables of different tasks nevertheless evolve according to popula-
tion dynamics. While there are concrete assumptions on the neural
substrate for some cognitive systems, especially in the sensorimotor
domain, there are no strong assumptions on the location of popu-
lations representing higher-level variables (Although recent work by
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2. Dynamic Field Theory 2.1. Foundations of DFT

Buss and Spencer (2018) uses DFT models to predict hemodynamic
responses in the frontal cortex of children engaged in a card sort
task). Ultimately DFT models aspire to be generally compatible
with brain functions.

2.1.2 Neural Representation affords Stabilization

DFT subscribes to the embodiment hypothesis and thus all models
are considered to be connected to the sensorimotor surface at all
times. The sensorimotor surface is subject to fast changes or even
noise, while behavioral or perceptual states represented by the ner-
vous system are sustained over longer periods of time. For example,
the vision system maintains a continuous visual experience in the
face of saccades or eye blinks. States represented by the nervous
system, therefore, need to be stabilized over time. Strong recurrent
connections provide a solution to this problem and allow to decou-
ple the representation from the sensorimotor surface. A prevalent
recurrent connection pattern implements short-range excitation and
long-range inhibition; i.e. neurons that code for similar variables
excite each other, while they inhibit neurons encoding for different
variables. Thus, the represented variable is stabilized against decay
and competing activation patterns in the connected input.

This connection pattern is typically found in neural populations
that encode for low-dimensional feature spaces, for example, in the
cat primary visual cortex (Jancke, Erlhagen, Dinse, et al., 1999).
Following the embodiment hypothesis, DFT assumes that lower-level
and higher-level cognitive processes share the same structure, there-
fore also the same stabilizing recurrent connection patterns. The
stabilization property can be taken as an argument that cognition
as a whole is based on low-dimensional feature representations, as it
would be quite neurally costly to implement such a recurrent con-
nection pattern for higher dimensionality. A second argument for
lower dimensionality as a relevant description level is the invari-
ance of cognitive processes. Behavior and thought typically work
independently from the concrete sensorimotor presentation they are
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2. Dynamic Field Theory 2.1. Foundations of DFT

connected to. Combinations of multiple low-dimensional represen-
tations may account for such invariance and still maintain a vast
richness of possible states.

2.1.3 Instabilities enable Temporal Discreteness

Self-stabilized systems resist change and depending on the degree of
stabilization, a system might turn out to be stationary. A stationary
system is not capable of generating thought or behavior. Therefore
a system needs to be capable to experience instabilities that allow
it to break from stable states and eventually cause change. Instabil-
ities occur whenever the current stable state of the neural dynamic
systems changes to a new stable state.

The response to a sensory stimulus is already an example of
an instability: The detection instability. It describes the change
from a stable resting state to a now stabilized representation of that
stimulus. The inverse process, the loss of a stimulus representation,
is described as the reverse detection instability. A different kind of
instability would be the selection instability, which leads to a stable
selection of a representation out of multiple competing candidates
(see section 2.2.2 for a detailed overview of the instabilities in DFT).

DFT postulates that any act of cognition and ultimately behavior
is caused by organized inductions of instabilities. Acts of cognition
can be described through a sequence of instabilities or a sequence
of stable states. This picture allows to neurally model the creation
and termination of discrete representations in continuous time. A
particular goal in the DFT framework is to create models, which
autonomously induce instabilities under specific conditions, to cause
meaningful autonomous behavior.

2.1.4 Cognition emerges from Neural Dynamic
Networks

Models based on DFT manifest themselves as networks of neural dy-
namics or dynamic field architectures. Fields are particularly suited
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to be connected into networks because their population dynamics al-
ready provide a mechanism to robustly deal with dynamically chang-
ing input. In alignment with the embodiment stance field architec-
tures are always grounded through fixed connections with the senso-
rimotor surface. Only through those connections are the individual
populations in the architecture endowed with function. Incoming
connectivity defines the representational content, recurrent connec-
tivity defines the functionality (e.g. selection or detection), and
outgoing connectivity defines the scope of influence.

Connections within an architecture can be considered fixed with
respect to the timescale in which the dynamics unfold. This poses
a huge constraint to field architectures, as all required connections
need to be in place at all times. How and when certain parts of
the architecture influence each other has to be specifically guided by
instabilities. A typical mechanism to guide the flow of information
is the notion of selective attention, which allows to process only a
sub-set of possible stimuli.

Implementing a particular cognitive system with a dynamic field
architecture thus adheres to the following restrictions: (1) All parts
of the architecture should be modeled through dynamic neural fields
and neurally plausible connections between them. (2) The required
number of neural populations should be kept as low as possible and
within a neurally plausible range. (3) The resulting field architec-
ture should be able to autonomously engage in meaningful behavior
without the need for external control signals.

2.2 Dynamic Neural Fields

In Dynamic Field theory, activation of a neural population tuned to
a certain feature dimension, x, is modeled through a dynamic neural
field (DNF), u(x), defined over the metric dimension x. The neural
dynamics of neural fields, originally proposed by Amari (1977), de-
scribes the time-continuous evolution of neural activation at position
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2. Dynamic Field Theory 2.2. Dynamic Neural Fields

x on the time scale τ :

τ u̇(x) = −u(x) + h+
∑
i

si(x) +

∫
ω(x− x′)σ(u(x′))dx′ (2.1)

Change in neural activation depends on the field’s resting level,
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Figure 2.2.1: A dynamic neural field with a supra-threshold activation
peak representing the value x0.

h < 0, external inputs si from sensors or other fields, and the lat-
eral interaction kernel ω. The stabilization term −u(x) causes the
field activation to relax to a stable solution that is defined by the
remaining terms. The resting level and the sum of inputs cause
the field to relax to the solution h +

∑
i si(x). However, all field

locations, where activation strength surpasses the sigmoidal thresh-
old defined by σ(x) = 1

1+e−βx , alter the solution through lateral
interaction defined by the kernel, ω(x − x′). Typical kernels excite
locations with close distance x − x′ and inhibit locations with long
distance x− x′, which leads to the formation of peaks of activation
at supra-threshold locations. Peaks of activation are the main units
of representation in DFT. A peak of activation centered around the
location x0 encodes the value x0 (see figure 2.2.1).

2.2.1 Lateral Interaction

Depending on the individual strength of excitatory and inhibitory
interaction, fields may allow the formation of multiple peaks (self-
stabilized), single peaks (selective) or they may sustain peaks once
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2. Dynamic Field Theory 2.2. Dynamic Neural Fields

localized input is removed (self-sustained). The kernel’s interaction
strength, ω(x − x′), is defined through three components: Local
excitation, ωle, local inhibition ωli and global inhibition ωgi:

ω(x− x′) = ωleφ(x− x′, σle)− ωliφ(x− x′, σli)− ωgi (2.2)

with

φ(x− x′, σ) = exp

(
− (x− x′)2

2σ2

)
. (2.3)

Local excitation and inhibition are modeled with Gaussian Functions
φ with common mean value x−x′, individual standard deviation (σle,
σli), and individual amplitude (ωle, ωli). Global inhibition is location
independent and thus modeled through a scalar contribution ωgi.

x-x'0
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0
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0
x-x'0

0

A B C

Figure 2.2.2: Different prototypical kernel parametrizations. A self-
stabilizing kernel (A), a selective kernel (B), and a self-sustaining kernel
(C).

An interaction kernel with little global inhibition and medium
local excitation results in a field that allows multiple peaks of acti-
vation that are stabilized against noisy input (see Figure 2.2.2 A). An
interaction kernel with strong global inhibition and medium local-
excitation results in a field that allows a single peak of activation at
all times (see Figure 2.2.2 B). Such a field may be utilized to select
among multiple input stimuli. An interaction kernel with no global
inhibition, medium local inhibition, and strong local excitation re-
sults in a field that sustains activation peaks, even if the input that
generated them is removed (see Figure 2.2.2 C). Such a field may be
utilized to model working memory.
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2. Dynamic Field Theory 2.2. Dynamic Neural Fields

2.2.2 Instabilities

Dynamic neural fields are inherently stable, because at each point
in time, t, they relax to the attractor defined by u̇(t). However, due
to changes in input or lateral interaction an instability might occur,
which changes the current attractor solution qualitatively. Instabil-
ities are the key components of cognitive processes as they enable
change in inherently stable representations. The main instabilities
that occur in DNFs are the Detection Instability, the Selection In-
stability, and the Memory Instability (see Figure 2.2.3).

TheDetection Instability describes the change from sub-threshold
activity, where the attractor resides at h+

∑
i si, to supra-threshold

activity, which adds the lateral interaction term to the attractor so-
lution. This detection might be induced by small changes in input,
but due to the stabilizing effect of the interaction term, it is unlikely
to reverse through future small changes in input. Only sufficiently
large changes in input may induce a Reverse Detection Instability
that leads back to a sub-threshold activation state. The Detection
Instability is the basis of all other instabilities and may occur in any
DNF.

The Selection Instability describes the change from a multi-peak
sub-threshold activation pattern to a supra-threshold single-peak so-
lution. The change in the attractor state is induced through lateral
interaction once a change in input brings one of the multiple peaks
above the threshold. The lateral interaction term increases the dif-
ference in activation strength between the “selected” supra-threshold
peak and all other sub-threshold peaks. This stabilizes the selection,
which now requires a large change in input to be reversed.

The Memory Instability is another special case of the Detection
Instability. It describes the process of sustaining a “detected” supra-
threshold activation pattern in the absence of the input that gener-
ated it. The Memory Instability requires strong self-excitation and
is the basis of the DFT implementation of working memory.

All three instabilities demonstrate hysteresis, as the current ac-
tivation state, u, strongly depends on the activation history rather
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Figure 2.2.3: Activation and input snapshots of three different fields at
three different points in time showcasing the three main instabilities of
DFT. Each column represents a different field, while each row represents
a different point in time. Detection: At point t0 the activation, u(x),
resides below the threshold as the input, s(x), is not sufficient to pierce
the activation threshold. At t1 input has increased by a small amount
(the dotted line labeled t0 indicates the maximum input strength at t0).
This small increase in input was sufficient to trigger the detection instabil-
ity and cause a significantly greater increase in activation, u(x), through
self-excitation. At t2 the input has fallen back to its initial strength, but
the supra-threshold activation peak remains. Selection: At point t0 the
input s(x) contains two bumps of equal height and width not sufficient
to be detected. At t1 both inputs have been increased by the same small
amount, but only a single peak of activation emerges due to lateral inter-
action. At t2 the input at the “unselected” location has been increased,
the previous selection, however, remains stable. Memory: At t0, sim-
ilar to the detection case, the single input is not sufficient to generate
supra-threshold activation. At t1 the input has been increased by a small
amount, which causes a detection instability and a large increase in ac-
tivation due to strong self-excitation. At t2 the input has been entirely
removed, but the activation peak is sustained.
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than on the current input strengths.

2.2.3 Field Dimensionality

Dynamic neural fields may vary in dimensionality, although typically
fields are of relatively low dimensionality (zero to four dimensions).
Higher-dimensional fields might require an unrealistically high num-
ber of neurons due to combinatorial explosion (Schneegans, Lins,
and Spencer, 2015).

Zero-dimensional fields (or dynamic neural nodes) are a limit
case that can be thought of as populations of neurons that represent
the presence of a categorical state. They follow the same dynamics
as Equation 2.1 with lateral interaction reduced to possible scalar
self-excitation c:

τ u̇ = −u+ h+
∑
i

si + cσ(u(x)) (2.4)

A neural node with an activation level above the threshold σ will
be referred to as active for the remainder of this work, while a node
with activation below threshold will be labeled inactive.

Multi-dimensional fields represent conjunctions of multiple fea-
ture dimensions. For example, a peak in a field defined over color,
c, and position, x, represents a certain color at that particular posi-
tion (see Figure 2.2.4). Dynamics are analog to the one-dimensional
case with lateral interaction kernels modeled as multi-dimensional
Gaussians:

τ u̇(x, c) =− u(x, c) + h+
∑
i

si(x, c)

+

∫
ω(x− x′, c− c′)σ(u(x′, c′))dx′dc′

(2.5)

2.2.4 Connections between Fields

Two fields usrc and utar may be coupled by adding a field’s output
σ(usrc) to the other field’s rate of change u̇tar. Thus, only supra-
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Figure 2.2.4: A two dimensional field defined over color and space with a
peak of activation representing a green object at position three.

threshold activity in the source field, usrc, affects the target field,
utar. The input into the target field is typically weighted with a con-
nection kernel csrc→tar, which transforms the input homogeneously:

τ u̇tar(x) =− utar(x) + htar +

∫
ω(x− x′)σ(u(x′))dx′

+

∫
csrc→tar(x− x′)σ(usrc(x))dx

′
(2.6)

The kernel typically has the form of a Gaussian with specific ampli-
tude, ωsrc→tar, and standard deviation, σsrc→tar. A common special
case is a kernel with a sufficiently small σ that realizes a scalar multi-
plication of the input with ωsrc→tar. In the interest of readability, the
convolution notation will be omitted for the remainder of this work,
and the shorthand notation csrc→tar stands for either a convolution
with a Gaussian or a scalar multiplication.

The above one-to-one connection between fields assumes that the
fields are defined over the same feature dimensions. To connect fields
of different dimensionality the activation of the source field must be
either expanded or contracted to match the target field’s dimension-
ality (Zibner and Faubel, 2015; see Figure 2.2.5). Dimensionality
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Figure 2.2.5: Dimensionality expansion and contraction

expansions keep the input constant across all new dimensions and
thus take the form of ridges, tubes, or slices. One dimensional field
activation is expanded on two dimensions in the following way:

u1D

(
x0 x1 . . . xN

) expansion
======⇒ u2D


x0 x1 . . . xN

x0 x1 . . . xN

...
...

...
x0 x1 . . . xN

 (2.7)

Dimensionality contractions are performed by integrating the ac-
tivation along all contracted dimensions. A two dimensional field
defined over dimensions N and M is contracted onto dimension N
in the following way:

u2D


x0,0 x1,0 . . . xN,0

x0,1 x1,1 . . . xN,1

...
...

...
x0,M x1,M . . . xN,M


contraction
=======⇒u1D

(∑M
m x0,m

∑M
m x0,m . . .

∑M
m xN,m

)
(2.8)

In the remainder of this work expansions always occur whenever
input with lower dimensionality is forwarded into a higher dimen-
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sional field and they are not formally highlighted. Contractions are
formally described in continuous form:

∫
u(n,m)dm.

2.3 Field Architectures

A single field connected to a sensorimotor surface is in most cases not
sufficient to model a desired effect or behavior. For more complex
behavior multiple neural fields and nodes may be coupled together
to form field architectures. While arbitrary connections of the type
described above are possible inside a given architecture, there are
a few connection patterns that reoccur inside and across different
architectures. The patterns most relevant to this work are described
in the following.

2.3.1 Boost and Concept nodes

Dynamic neural nodes that project onto fields via expansion are
called boost nodes. They affect the entire resting level of the target
field and thus may alter its dynamic regime. A target field with a
certain inhomogeneous input activation pattern may be able to form
no supra-threshold peaks, self-stabilized supra-threshold peaks, or
self-sustained supra-threshold peaks depending on the height of its
resting level. Excitatory boosts may induce detection instabilities
in their target fields or change a field’s regime from self-stabilized
to self-sustained (see Figure 2.3.1). Inhibitory boosts or the de-
activation of boost nodes may analogously cause reverse-detection
instabilities or change a field’s regime from self-sustained to self-
stabilized. Such boost nodes may effectively modulate the flow of
activation within an architecture by enabling or disabling particular
branches of the architecture to form peaks. Boost nodes may thus
act as “gates”, or as “go” signals that trigger an action by enabling
peak formation in the action-related subnetwork.

Concept nodes are dynamic neural nodes that represent a certain
learned concept, for example, the color blue. An active concept node
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Figure 2.3.1: Top: A boost node connected to a one-dimensional target
field with a sub-threshold input pattern. Activation of the boost node
causes a supra-threshold peak in the target field at the location speci-
fied by the other input. Bottom: A concept node connected to a one-
dimensional color target field. Activation of the concept node causes an
activation pattern centered on blue in the target field.

excites a feature representation of its concept in connected fields, e.g.
the blue concept node connected to a field defined over color-space
excites locations that encode for blue colors. Concept nodes are
an exception to the dimensionality expansion rule described above.
Their activation is not homogeneously applied to all locations of
the target field but projected to the target field with a fixed weight
pattern (see Figure 2.3.1).

2.3.2 Peak Detectors

Peak detectors are neural nodes connected to a source field that acti-
vate, whenever a supra-threshold activation peak forms in the source
field. Their resting level is tuned such that the integrated input from
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the source field triggers their activation if there is at least one peak
present. Depending on the resting level tuning and the number of
connected source fields, peak detectors may be used to describe dif-
ferent categorical states of the architecture. Instead of monitoring
a single field and the presence of a single peak, a peak detector’s
resting level may be tuned to activate only in the presence of a cer-
tain number of peaks assuming the role of a counter. Similarly, a
peak detector may count the number of active incoming nodes. The
resting level of a peak detector itself may be dynamically adjusted
through inhibitory boost nodes. This allows to vary the number of
necessary peaks required for activation based on the current state of
the architecture.

The concept detector node is a special case of peak detector that
activates, whenever a specific concept is represented in the connected
source field. The connection pattern between source field and node
is specified through a particular weight pattern instead of the usual
contraction through unweighted integration. In this work, concept
nodes are implemented with reciprocal weights and thus combine
both roles (see section 4.5). Active concept nodes induce a particular
pattern in a neural field, but the particular pattern in the neural field
does also excite the concept node.

2.3.3 Match fields

Match fields receive input from multiple sources and only form supra-
threshold peaks at locations where input overlaps sufficiently. A
match field, umatch(x), that compares the similarity of two input
fields ui1(x) and ui2(x) is defined the following way:

τ u̇match(x) =− umatch(x) + hmatch

+ ci1→matchσ(ui1(x)) + ci2→matchσ(ui2(x))

+ +

∫
ω(x− x′)σ(umatch(x

′))dx′
(2.9)
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Matching functionality depends on the relationship between the field’s
resting level, hmatch, and the connection kernels, ci1→match and ci2→match,
of each incoming input. A single input should not be sufficient to
form a supra-threshold peak while overlapping inputs should add up
to pierce the detection threshold. The required amount of overlap
between both inputs depends on the width of the connection kernels.

If all input source fields are defined over the same metric dimen-
sions, a peak at a particular location in a match field represents
the fact that all input sources currently encode that metric value
(see Figure 2.3.2). A peak detector connected to the match field
expresses the categorical state that the input sources to the match
field represent similar values.

0 0

0 0 0 0

Match Field Match Field

Source Field 1 Source Field 2 Source Field 1 Source Field 2

activation
(activation)

input 1

input 2

Figure 2.3.2: A match field connected to two source fields. Left: Both
source fields represent different colors. Their individual inputs into the
match field are not sufficient to form a peak there. Right: Both source
fields represent a similar color. Their overlapping inputs into the match
field form a supra-threshold peak of activation in the match field.

A match field may also be used to create higher-dimensional rep-
resentations from low-dimensional input sources. In this case, the
incoming source fields are defined over different feature dimensions
and the match field is a high-dimensional field defined over all in-
coming dimensions. Each input is expanded to form a sub-threshold
ridge, tube, or slice in the high-dimensional match field. A peak
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forms in the match field only at locations, where all incoming in-
put overlaps. This higher-dimensional peak encodes the combined
features of all individual inputs (see Figure 2.3.3).
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Figure 2.3.3: Two one-dimensional ridge inputs form a two-dimensional
activation peak at the location of their overlap.

2.3.4 Coordinate Transformation

Higher-dimensional fields may also be used as steerable neural maps
that realize a coordinate transformation (Schneegans and Schöner,
2012). Thus peak representations in a particular field bound to
that field’s metric dimensions may be represented in a different co-
ordinate frame in a second field defined over a different coordinate
system. For example, a field connected to a camera input repre-
sents objects in an egocentric coordinate frame regardless of the
camera’s position in the world. To represent the object locations in
an observer-independent allocentric coordinate frame their egocen-
tric representations have to be transformed based on the camera’s
position in the world.

Neurally this can be implemented through a steerable neural
map, a two-dimensional neural field, usmap(a, e). It receives ex-
panded input from two one-dimensional fields both defined over a
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spatial dimension, but with a different reference frame. One egocen-
tric field, uego(e), representing visual stimuli centered on the camera
and a reference field, uref(a), representing the camera’s position in
an arbitrary fixed allocentric world frame. The steerable neural map
is a higher dimensional match field and thus peaks form at overlap-
ping locations between both input fields:

τ u̇smap(a, e) =− usmap(a, e) + hsmap

+

∫
ω(a− a′, e− e′)σ(u(a′, e′))da′de′

+ cego→smapσ(uego(e)) + cref→smapσ(uref(a))

(2.10)

The allocentric representation of the visual stimuli can be retrieved
from the map by diagonally reading out the supra-threshold acti-
vation and projecting it onto a lower-dimensional field, uallo(a) (see
Figure 2.3.4 for a one-dimensional example):

τ u̇allo(a) =− uallo(a) + hallo +

∫
ω(a− a′)σ(u(a′))da′

+ csmap→allo

∫
σ(usmap(a− g, g))dg

(2.11)

The same coordinate transform operation can be realized with a
cross-correlation, which is more efficient computationally, especially
for higher dimensions:

sallo(a) =

∫
σ(uref(a− e))σ(uego(e))de (2.12)

Cross-correlating the egocentric representation with a reference rep-
resentation translates the egocentric representation by an amount
specified in the reference. In this work, the different coordinate
transforms from the egocentric to the allocentric frame are imple-
mented as cross-correlations by replacing the diagonal readout in
equation 2.11 with equation 2.12. Conceptually this is an approxi-
mation of a steerable neural map and therefore a neurally plausible
part of the DFT framework.
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Figure 2.3.4: A two-dimensional steerable neural map transforming two
objects from an egocentric coordinate frame into an allocentric frame
based on a reference representation. In both pictures, the same visual
stimuli are observed, but at different allocentric locations shown through
the different peak locations in the reference representation. It leads to
different overlap locations in the steerable neural map and thus different
allocentric representations of the stimuli after readout.

2.3.5 Transient Detection

DNFs are well suited to represent stationary states due to their
inherent stability. It might however be necessary to represent tran-
sient processes, for example, a perceived movement or a change in
color. To detect a transient state with stationary means, two rep-
resentations are required: a representation of the current state and
another representation of the preceding state. This is realized in
DFT through a two-layer transient detector.

Transient detectors consist of a pair of excitatory and inhibitory
fields, uexc and uinh, where the excitatory field signals the transient
detection and the inhibitory field inhibits the excitatory field. They
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are defined over the same metric dimensions and share input, s, but
differ in their time scale with inhibition being slower than excitation,
τexc < τinh:

τexcu̇exc(x) =− uexc(x) + htrans + cs→transσ(s(x))

+

∫
ω(x− x′)σ(uexc(x

′))dx′

− cinh→excσ(uinh(x))

(2.13)

τinhu̇inh(x) =− uinh(x) + htrans + cs→transσ(s(x))

+

∫
ω(x− x′)σ(uinh(x

′))dx′
(2.14)

A sufficient change in input then first induces a peak of activa-
tion in the excitatory field, which is later destabilized by the peak
of activation that arises more slowly in the inhibitory field (see Fig-
ure 2.3.5 for an example). The supra-threshold activation in the
excitatory field signals the transient.

0

0

Inhibitory Field (slow)

Excitatory Field (fast) activation
(activation)

input 1

input 2

time

Figure 2.3.5: Activation snapshots of a two-layer transient detector while
a new input is presented. The top row shows the fast excitatory layer and
the bottom row the slow inhibitory layer. The new input (teal) is added
in the second snapshot and leads to an activation peak in the excitatory
layer. Eventually, the slow layer also forms a supra-threshold peak and
inhibits the fast layer, thus destabilizing its peak.
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More generally, pairs of excitatory and inhibitory activation fields
provide a generic mechanism to generate transient activation pat-
terns which may be used, for example, to model reward signals or
ballistic velocity profiles (see section 4.3.1 or 4.5).

2.3.6 Behavior Initiation and Termination

The different lateral and inter-field connection patterns described
above realize single functions, such as memory, selection, or match-
ing operations. Complex behavior emerges through the combination
of those patterns in an entire field architecture. To keep behavior
meaningful, the flow of activation inside an architecture needs to be
temporally organized. For example, a visual item needs to be se-
lected before it can be compared against a memory representation.
Boost nodes that alter the resting level of a sub-set of fields are
the main mechanism to regulate activation flow inside an architec-
ture, thus enabling or disabling their ability to form supra-threshold
fields. The elementary control unit (ECU; Richter, Sandamirskaya,
and Schöner, 2012) combines a boost-node with a peak detector to
temporally organize the initiation and termination of a single be-
havior. The boost node, called intention node, uint, initiates the
behavior, while the peak detector node, called condition of satisfac-
tion node (CoS node), uCoS, signals successful behavior execution
(see Figure 2.3.6).

The intention node has two incoming connections, an excitatory
input, utsk, from an unspecified part of the architecture, labeled task
input for now, and an inhibitory input from the CoS node, uCoS.

τintu̇int =− uint + hint + ctsk→intσ(utsk)− cCoS→intσ(uCoS) (2.15)

The task input activates the intention node, while the inhibitory
input from the CoS node ensures its deactivation once the behav-
ior’s terminal state is detected. Activation of the intention node
enables the formation of peaks in a sub-set of the architecture that
realizes the behavior. This sub-set contains a field that represents
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Figure 2.3.6: An elementary control unit (ECU) monitoring the activation
of a single behavior.

the desired end-state of the behavior called the intention field, uintf .
The end-state is encoded as a sub-threshold activation pattern spec-
ified through external task input, utsk(x). The intention node boost
amplifies that pattern to form a supra-threshold activation peak.

τintf u̇intf(x) =− uintf(x) + hintf

+ cint→intfσ(uint) + ctsk→intfσ(utsk(x))
(2.16)

The desired end-state represented in the intention field typically cou-
ples into other fields to shape behavior execution accordingly.

Apart from influencing the behavior’s execution, the intention
field’s output is forwarded towards a matching field called the con-
dition of satisfaction field (CoS field), ucosf . It matches the desired
end-state with the currently perceived state, upcv, originating from
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the sensorimotor surface or other fields of the architecture.

τcosf u̇cosf(x) =− ucosf(x) + hcosf

+ cintf→cosfσ(uintf(x)) + cpcv→cosfσ(upcv(x))
(2.17)

Connected to the CoS field is a peak detector (CoS node), ucos,
that signals the successful termination of the behavior. It receives
an additional input from the intention node, uint:

τcosu̇cos =− ucos + hcos

+ cint→cosσ(uint) + ccosf→cos

∫
σ(ucosf(x))dx

(2.18)

It may only activate if both a match is detected in the CoS field
and the intention node is active. This ensures that the successful
execution of a behavior is signaled only, if it was active, not when
its end-state is reached by mere coincidence. The CoS node feeds
back inhibitorily into the intention node and deactivates it, thus
terminating the behavior.

The deactivated intention node leads to a removal of the activa-
tion boost and thus a reverse detection instability in the behavior
realizing sub-set of fields. Eventually, this results in a vanishing
peak in the CoS field and subsequently the CoS node. The ECU
completed one activation cycle as all connected fields returned to
their initial state again. A following activation of the intention node
may now cause a second execution of the behavior.

The ECU provides an interface to control and explicitly repre-
sent the initiation and termination of any behavior irrespective of its
implementation. This interface allows the combination of different
behaviors into behavioral sequences. To this end, additional pro-
cesses are required to guide how and when a certain intention node
is activated.

2.3.7 Sequencing Behavior

An architecture may be capable to realize multiple behaviors, where
each one of them is governed by an ECU. More complex behav-
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ior can be defined through the recombination of a sub-set of these
behaviors into fixed sequences. Sequence elements are bound to-
gether by a common boost node (task node). It plays the role of an
intention node for the complete sequence and excites the intention-
node of each comprised ECU. Additionalprecondition nodes provide
inhibitory input to selected ECUs to ensure coordinated execution
(Sandamirskaya, Richter, and Schöner, 2011). A behavior only ac-
tivates whenever the previous behavior in the sequence signaled its
termination, i.e. its CoS node activated. Each precondition node,
upr, indirectly connects the CoS node of one behavior with the in-
tention node of the behavior directly following it (see Figure 2.3.7).
The precondition node itself gets activated by the sequence’s task
node and it inhibits the intention node it is connected to.

τpru̇pr =− upr + hpr + ctsk→prσ(utsk)− ccos→prσ(ucos) (2.19)

Thus when the task node simultaneously boosts all intention
nodes and precondition nodes, intention nodes with a precondition
node connected to them will be prevented from becoming active.
The intention-node of the first ECU in the sequence receives only
excitatory input and thus activates. Once a behavior terminates,
its CoS node will inhibit the precondition node of the following be-
havior. This causes its deactivation and subsequently releases its
connected intention node from inhibition. The intention node will
now activate due to the excitation from the task node causing its
corresponding behavior to start.

To allow for a continuous inhibition of the precondition nodes
through their preceding CoS node, the activation of each CoS node
needs to be sustained during the complete sequence. Each CoS node
thus fulfills the additional role of a working memory representation
signaling the successful execution of its connected behavior. The self-
sustained regime is enabled through a sufficiently strong excitatory
activation from the task node, as shown in Figure 2.3.7. Deactivation
of the task node removes the self-sustained regime and destabilizes
the working memory representations. The role of completing the
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Figure 2.3.7: A sequence of three behaviors controlled through a single
task node and two precondition nodes.

ECU’s activation cycle and thus returning to the initial state is thus
shifted from the behaviors individual CoS node to the governing task
node.

The precondition-node mechanism allows a neural field architec-
ture to autonomously sequence behavior given only a single starting
signal in the form of a boost node activation. Transitions between
elements in the sequence are not based on timing, but on concrete
(self-) perceptions made by the system. This provides an enormous
amount of flexibility as any behavior expressed through an ECU can
be incorporated in a sequence.

2.4 Plasticity in DFT

In contrast to other modeling approaches, where models are created
through learning processes, DFT architectures are typically designed
“by hand”. This entails that field parameters, as well as connec-
tions between fields, are considered fixed during the simulation of
the model. Only the activation of each individual field is subject
to change in a simulated architecture. Self-sustained activation al-
lows architectures to form memory representations, but this kind of
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memory is typically perceived as working memory due to its volatile
nature. Once a self-sustained peak goes through the reverse detec-
tion instability and vanishes it is impossible to retrieve.

Learning in DFT describes the process of changing parameters of
dynamic fields or their connections lastingly to sustain patterns be-
yond their original activation; i.e. learning endows field architectures
with long-term memory. Two learning mechanisms are prevalent in
this work: Memory traces and Hebbian connections, which are both
based on Hebbian learning principles (Hebb, 1949). Memory traces
track the activation history of connected fields and alter their resting
level accordingly. Hebbian connections strengthen connection pat-
terns between two fields and/or nodes in favor of recurring patterns.

2.4.1 Memory Traces

A memory trace is always associated with a neural field in the archi-
tecture. It shares the field’s dimensionality and provides a substrate
to track its activation history. The memory trace also couples back
into the field and thus heterogeneously alters its resting level.

A memory trace m(x, t) is an attractor dynamics, which employs
different two timescales τ+ and τ− for build-up and decay of activa-
tion:

ṁ(x, t) =
1

τ+

(
−m(x, t) + σ(u(x, t))

)
σ(u(x, t))

+
1

τ−

(
−m(x, t)

)
(1− σ(u(x, t))),

(2.20)

where u(x, t) describes the activation pattern of the connected field.
In regions with supra-threshold input σ(u(x, t)) the trace m(x, t)
converges to the attractor σ(u(x, t)) with timescale τ+, while in re-
gions without supra-threshold activationm(x, t) will slowly converge
to the resting state 0 on timescale τ−. This decay prevents traces
from keeping activation around indefinitely. However, assuming a
big enough difference between decay timescale τ− and the connected
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field’s timescale τ , built-up trace may be treated as non-decaying
from the field’s point of view.

A variant of the memory trace makes decay dependent on trace
build-up and thus incorporates interference into the memory sub-
strate. Whenever new trace builds up, it causes increased decay at
all locations not supported by the current field activation. This is
realized through the introduction of a second decay term with the
timescale τinf . A peak detector, pdlrn, connected to the field, u(x),
acts as a multiplicative gate for trace build-up and inference based
decay:

ṁ(x, t) =
[ 1

τ+

(
−m(x, t) + σ(u(x, t))

)
σ(u(x, t))

+
1

τinf

(
−m(x, t)

)
(1− σ(u(x, t)))

]
σ(ulrn)

+
1

τ−

(
−m(x, t)

)
(1− σ(u(x, t)))

(2.21)

Evidence suggests that the inference variation of the memory trace
is more in line with experimental results, for example Dineva and
Schöner (2018) applied it in an updated model of the classical “A
not B” task.

By varying the values of τ+ it is possible to model one-shot learn-
ing as well as incremental slow learning. The rate of interference, as
well as the memory capacity, may be governed through τinf . For the
remainder of this work, the interference implementation of the mem-
ory trace is used. It is assumed that the general trace decay takes
place on a timescale that is by magnitudes slower than the timescales
of activation build-up or interference-induced decay. Thus, it can be
assumed that limτ−→∞, which removes the third term of equation
2.21.
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2.4.2 Hebbian Connections

In the above architecture examples, connections between neural dy-
namic fields are fixed to a certain strength and connectivity pattern.
The connectivity pattern preserves the represented feature values of
the source field according to the rules of dimensionality expansion
or contraction.

Hebbian connections allow for plastic any-to-any connectivity be-
tween two fields defined over arbitrary feature spaces. Activity pat-
terns may be linked with one another through association, whenever
they are evoked in close temporal proximity. In this work all Heb-
bian connections are initialized with zero-weights, assuming that no
connectivity pattern is established initially. Supra-threshold activ-
ity patterns in any of the two (not yet) connected fields need to
arise individually through other connections to the remaining archi-
tecture. However, once a connection pattern has been learned, an
activity pattern in one of the two fields may be sufficient to induce
the associated pattern in the other field.

In the remainder of this work, a reward-based Hebbian learn-
ing rule is utilized to allow finer control over the learning timing.
Plasticity is only possible in the presence of a sensed reward signal,
r(t). A Hebbian connection, li,j(x, y), which projects from the one-
dimensional field ui(x) to the one-dimensional field uj(y) develops
according to the following update rule with learning rate η.

l̇i,j(x, y, t) = −η r(t) σ(uj(y, t))
[
li,j(x, y, t)− σ(ui(x, t))

]
(2.22)

The learning rate η may vary from small values implementing incre-
mental learning to high values that enable one-shot learning. The
subtraction term keeps the connection strength in the bounds of σ,
between 0 and 1. It also introduces unlearning for connections be-
tween field locations that are not active at the same time. Here all
weights li,j(x, y), where uj(y) is above and ui(x) below the thresh-
old, σ, get reduced in strength.

This learning rule, a simplification of the instar rule of Klaes et al.
(2012), ensures that connection strength is adapted only for active
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locations in the target field uj(y). Its counterpart the outstar rule
has the same form, but with the inverse direction of connectivity (ui

is the target and uj is the source). The outstar rule limits weight
change to connections coming from active locations in the source
field.

Both rules may be applied analogically to neural nodes or neural
fields of higher dimensions. Hebbian connections between fields of
different dimensionality provide means of dimensionality reduction
or expansion aside from the general rules described in section 2.2.4.
For example, concept nodes with their inhomogeneous connection
pattern to a neural field are assumed to be the result of Hebbian
learning.
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Chapter 3

Process Models of
Intentionality

Inspired by Searle’s philosophical analysis of intentional states, this
chapter aims to create a neural process account for each archetypal
psychological mode. In his work, Searle categorizes the six psycho-
logical modes into the two directions of fit and determines their logi-
cal conditions of satisfaction (CoS). The goal of a process account is
to go beyond the purely logical description to uncover the complete
life cycle of an intentional state: Under which circumstances is an
intentional state formed? How does a formed state affect its owner?
And under which circumstances does an intentional state cease to
exist? This chapter describes an adaptation of Searle’s framework
to the embodied neural process view of Dynamic Field Theory.

In Searle’s model, an intentional state can be in one of two states,
its CoS is either fulfilled or not. From a process level perspective,
this binary description is not sufficient, because a process model
has to account for two cases of an unfulfilled CoS. A CoS can be
unfulfilled because its conditions are impossible to meet or it can be
unfulfilled because more time is required to meet the conditions. For
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example, the CoS of the world-to-mind state to “catch a ball” may
be unfulfilled, because the ball fell to the ground, or because the ball
is still up high in the air and about to be caught. In the former case,
the intentional state should cease to exist, while in the latter case
it should continue to affect the agent. To model this difference the
condition of dissatisfaction (CoD) is introduced, which represents
the impossibility to reach the state’s CoS.

Framing Searle’s model in a neural embodied framework imposes
additional constraints on the intentional state’s CoS. In an embodied
setting it is not possible to apply Searle’s logical definition of a CoS
based on its absolute veridicality. Any agent bound to its own body
is not able to tell whether it is perceiving a hallucination or a real
entity in the world, both would present themselves in the same way.
This thesis redefines the meaning of a CoS in an embodied process
setting from a veridicality-based one to one based on successful and
stable representation. Thus, from the perspective of the embodied
agent, both hallucination and real entity are perceptions with a ful-
filled CoS, because both create an intentional state that the agent
can refer to.

The implementation details of a neural embodied process model
described above vary the most between both directions of fit, but
also for individual psychological modes.

3.1 Mind-to-World Direction of Fit

A process model of mind-to-world DoF states describes how a stabi-
lized representation of a world circumstance arises, affects the rep-
resenting agent, and eventually ceases to exist. Here, world circum-
stances can be based on either sensory variables or memory sub-
strate. In the neural process picture, the need to actively form rep-
resentations emphasizes that not all variables contained in either
sensory surface or memory substrate are available to the agent at
all times. An embodied system needs to select among its available
sensor/memory stream to engage in meaningful behavior. Mind-to-
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world representations are therefore closely connected to the notion
of attention, in the sense that any active mind-to-world state can be
considered as being attended by the agent by some degree.

In an embodied time-continuous setting only stabilized mind-to-
world states should meaningfully have an effect on cognition. Effects
may range from the creation of new intentional states to determin-
ing the CoS of an already active world-to-mind state. World-to-mind
states have an overall strong dependency on mind-to-world states.
Without a representation of the world state, it is unthinkable to form
states about a change towards a desired world state and it is impos-
sible to determine, whether that change has occurred successfully.

The CoS of mind-to-world states is fulfilled as long as their rep-
resentation is stabilized through either bottom-up and/or top-down
influences. For example, strong sensory salience could be a bottom-
up contribution and attentional selection a top-down influence. If
neither influence is present, the intentional state will cease to exist
and its CoS is not fulfilled anymore. This might be induced ac-
tively when the representation leaves the attentional foreground or
passively through changes in the sensorimotor surface. Typically,
mind-to-world states that are closer to memory may need to be
actively destabilized. Those states might require an explicit CoD
representation to set cognitive processes in motion that realize such
a destabilization.

The following sections elaborate on the individual implementa-
tion of the three mind-to-world modes perception, memory, and be-
lief, in DFT. Each mode is analyzed with respect to their life cycle
and especially their conditions of satisfaction and dissatisfaction.

3.1.1 Perception

Perception describes the process that creates a stable representa-
tion of a present (multidimensional) world variable, thus making it
available to other cognitive processes. World variables include vari-
ables presented through the sensory surface, but also states of the
field architecture itself. A reflection on a present mental state (self-
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perception) is considered a mind-to-world state, where the world-
term includes the agent’s body and thus its mental states. In DFT
a perception is equivalent to a supra-threshold peak of activation in a
neural field, where the field’s dimensions specify the feature space of
the content. A perception may even be represented through multiple
peaks across multiple fields, if those are sufficiently bound together
(see section 4.2.2 for an example).

The life cycle of the intentional state starts with the creation
of the peak through a detection instability and holds as long as
the peak remains above the threshold. This problem of detection
holds across all sensor modalities irrespective of the concrete sensor
implementation (Coren, 2003). As long as a supra-threshold peak
is present, the CoS of the state can be considered as satisfied, be-
cause the field architecture is tuned in such a way that a peak only
emerges if the encoded variable is present and salient enough to be
perceivable. The saliency of a particular variable describes its ac-
tivation strength, which may be the combined result of top-down
(e.g. attention) and bottom-up influences (e.g., object features). As
long as the perception’s CoS is met, the percept is made available
to connected parts of the architecture and may take part in further
cognitive processing. Due to lateral field interaction, a perception
may be sustained as working memory even if the initial conditions
responsible for its emergence cease to exist. This highlights a critical
feature of perception: Sensory input needs to be present at the time
of perception’s creation, but not during its entire life cycle. Once
a perception has ceased to exist, the same amount of sensory input
is required to create the perception again. This is what separates
memory from perception and thus attributes working memory to the
psychological mode of perception.

Perceptual states cease to exist through either a loss of top-down
attention or through a change in the sensorimotor stream. The
former causes a reverse detection instability and the state’s CoS
is considered as unfulfilled due to the sub-threshold nature of the
perceptual content. In the latter case, the CoS of the state is also
unfulfilled due to the mismatch between mind representation and
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world circumstances. In fields with low lateral excitation, a change in
the sensor stream is sufficient to cause a reverse detection instability.
However, in self-sustained fields, the reverse detection has to be
actively induced through additional inhibition. In that case, the
mismatch between mind and world triggers a CoD representation,
which actively inhibits the perceptual state.

Perception Example: Visual Perception This example ex-
plores the life cycle of a concrete intentional state: The perception
of a blue object. Figure 3.1.1 depicts selected parts of a dynamic field
architecture at three different points in time: Before the perception,
during the perception (CoS), and after the perception (CoD).

Each column represents a different point in time, while each row
shows the same element of the architecture. The first row of the
figure shows the world-scene as it is observed by an agent through a
camera. It contains three different colored objects. The three rows
below show the input, activation, and supra-threshold activation of
a single two-dimensional field defined over the camera space. It
receives preprocessed input from the camera and its lateral kernel is
selective, allowing maximally one peak of activation at any point in
time. It can be interpreted as modeling spatial attention. The last
row depicts a field defined over the color dimension. It is indirectly
coupled to the selection field and represents the color of the currently
selected object.

In the first column, none of the three objects in the camera image
is perceived. All objects provide sub-threshold input to the selection
field, but none pierces the threshold. Therefore no peak is present
in the selection field or the coupled color field.

The second column shows a present and stabilized perception. A
homogeneous activation boost applied to the selection field caused
the slightly larger blue object to pierce the detection instability and
form a peak. A peak also emerged in the color field representing the
blue color. Both peaks in conjunction represent the location and fea-
ture values that make up the content of the perception. Their pres-
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Figure 3.1.1: Perception of a blue ball: Activation snapshots of selected
fields at before, during and after the perception. Each column represents
a different point in time and each row a different component of the archi-
tecture.

ence alone signals the perception’s condition of satisfaction. Those
peaks receive their meaning through their field’s eventual connec-
tion to the sensory surface and the outgoing connections to other
parts of the architecture. The supra-threshold perceptual content is
available to connected parts of the architecture for further cognitive
processing. Perceptual content is stabilized by lateral interaction in
the field, which can be observed in the amplified activation difference
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between the selected location and the other two locations.
Stabilization preserves the selection in the presence of noise, but

the field is still susceptible to qualitative changes in the input. In
the third column, the blue object has recently been moved to the
center location. This causes a reverse detection instability in the
field, which occurs despite the global activation boost. This case
represents a perceptual CoD. The perception is no longer present
and does not influence other fields anymore.

As long as the activation boost is present, a new perception will
form depending on the concrete activation level of each object. If the
blue object is selected again, it would be considered a new perceptual
state.

3.1.2 Memory

The psychological mode of memory describes the process that creates
a stable representation of a (multidimensional) memorized world
variable, thus making it available to other components of the ar-
chitecture. Memory shares its functionality with perception, but in-
stead of operating on a live sensor array, it operates on a substrate
that represents memorized past perceptions. Unlike perception,
where supra-threshold perception peaks can form solely through suf-
ficient bottom-up salience in the sensor-array, attending information
from the memory substrate is entirely dependent on top-down cues.
It remains however outside of this theory, whether these top-down
cues are of conscious or unconscious nature.

Memory states are created whenever supra-threshold peaks are
formed in neural fields connected to memory substrate (memory
fields). A peak in a memory field signals the memory’s CoS be-
cause peaks emerge in memory fields only if the memorized pattern
of the substrate overlaps with the activation pattern of an incoming
top-down cue. The top-down cue may be a homogeneous activa-
tion boost, but it may also specify certain feature values (feature
cue). The content of the memory is specified through the peak’s
location and the specific dimensions of the memory field. Similar to
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perception a memory with multidimensional content may be repre-
sented through multiple peaks spread across multiple fields as long
as those are sufficiently bound. Feature cues do not need to specify
a value for each feature dimension to achieve a sufficient recall with
multidimensional content. The recalled memory, however, contains
all memorized features, which may then be used in other cognitive
processes.

Recalled memories do not necessarily capture the exact same fea-
ture values as the perception that originally caused the memory. On
the one hand, not all feature dimensions of perception may be cap-
tured by the memory substrate, on the other hand, representations
inside the memory substrate might drift. Drift may occur due to
interference in the memory substrate or due to broadly overlapping
activation patterns during recall. One example of a memory sub-
strate that incorporates interference is the memory trace described
in section 2.4.1. Furthermore, memory substrate might be subject
to forgetting and is, therefore, an inherently unstable representa-
tion, whereby a recalled memory is stabilized by lateral interaction.
Whenever relevant to the task, it is also possible to sustain memory
states in the absence of their inducing feature cues through task-
specific activation boosts.

When memory states cease to exist due to a reverse detection
instability their CoS becomes unfulfilled. But unlike in perception,
where this might be the result of changes in the sensory stream, a
memory state vanishes only through top-down processes from within
the architecture. Bottom-up processes such as changes in the mem-
ory substrate typically do not affect the stabilized memory state as
they occur on a slower timescale. Depending on the strength of lat-
eral interaction in the memory field the recalled memory state either
directly vanishes with the loss of the top-down cue that induced it
or eventually with the removal of a task-specific activation boost.

This work does not implement an explicit CoD representation
for memories, because in this simplified view an invalid memory is
undetectable. It is impossible to determine from within the system,
whether a memory correctly represents a past world state or not.
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Any mechanism that allows a human to determine the veridicality of
its own memory through external sources, for example, video footage
or witness testimony, falls in the regime of higher-level cognition and
outside of the scope of this work.

Memory Example: Space/Color Memory Figure 3.1.2 de-
picts activation snapshots of a two-dimensional memory trace and
a connected Recall field, defined over color and horizontal retinal
space, before and after memory recalls .
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Figure 3.1.2: Activation snapshots before (left column) and after (right
column) memory recall of the object in the right part of the scene. Items
are encoded with respect to their color and horizontal location in the
scene.

The left column depicts the initial state before the recall. Three
bumps of varying amplitude have built up in the memory trace.
Each bump represents one of the balls shown in Figure 3.1.1 with
respect to their color and horizontal position. All bumps preshape
the connected Recall field but remain below threshold activation.
The absence of supra-threshold peaks in the Recall field signals that
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no memory state is present. At this point in time, the experience
stored in the memory trace does not affect the behavior of the con-
nected dynamic field architecture.

In the second column, a recall cue is applied to the Recall field
in the form of an activation ridge. It boosts the rightmost region of
the spatial dimension, which can be paraphrased to “Which objects
were located in the right part of the scene?”. The overlap between
the ridge and sub-threshold memory preshape leads to an activation
peak at the location of the green object. Its spatial location and/or
color may now affect further cognitive processes. The present peak
in the Recall field constitutes the CoS of this memory state.

Perception and Memory share many similarities and mainly differ
in the origin of their representations. Any field representation that
makes content from a memory substrate available to other parts
of the field architecture is a memory field. Recall cues may vary
from specifying feature values in all feature dimensions to cues that
specify no feature values at all. The latter would be the free recall
case, which amounts to a homogeneous boost that causes the recall
of the most salient memory, analog to the perception example shown
in Figure 3.1.1.

3.1.3 Belief

Content of the psychological mode belief is a proposition about the
world, placing it in the mind-to-world DoF. In contrast to mem-
ory, the content of a belief is abstracted from past perceptions and
describes a relationship in the world that ties different components
together in specific roles. The components of a belief are typically
not guaranteed to be observable at the same point in time and thus
(working) memory processes are required for belief formation. The
relationship described through a belief is regarded to be universally
true and may thus guide the future behavior of the agent.

In DFT a belief is represented through a neural node (belief node)
that is reciprocally connected to at least two concept nodes. Con-
nections are excitatory and the activation of the belief node leads
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to the activation of all connected concept nodes. The combined
activation of all concept nodes represents the combined content of
the belief. The role and meaning of each concept node are defined
through its inhomogeneous connections to dynamic fields of the ar-
chitecture, which are ultimately connected to the sensorimotor sur-
face. Connections between the belief node and the concept nodes
are typically the result of learning through experience, while each
individual concept node should exist independently of belief forma-
tion. The reciprocal nature of the connections allows it to activate
beliefs through bottom-up concept node cues.

Similar to perception and memory it is assumed that a belief
resembles the world and that its CoS is fulfilled as long as the belief
is active. The activation of beliefs may be coupled to task-specific
input and ceases to exist with the termination of the task. It is,
however, possible that an active belief does not match the current
world conditions (anymore). In that case, a CoD representation will
be activated, upon the perception of contradictory evidence. This
CoD representation deactivates the active belief and thus allows for
the activation of a different belief node, which is then associated
with the new evidence. Whether a contradicted belief should be
unlearned, overwritten, or not changed at all depends on the belief’s
content and remains outside of the scope of this work.

In its role as a mind-to-world DoF state an activated belief makes
its content available to other parts of the architecture, which allows
it to influence further cognitive processing. Activation of the com-
prised concept nodes may lead to the activation of concrete world-
to-mind states or at least specify the content of already active inten-
tional states. In this thesis, beliefs are utilized to guide the concrete
action plan resulting from an abstract desire. In that case, the desire
activates the belief, which in turn specifies the content of the prior
intentions and intentions-in-actions associated with that desire.

Learning a belief involves associating a working memory state,
composed through multiple active concept nodes, with a belief node
by strengthening connections between them. How and when a cer-
tain learning mechanism is triggered depends on the specific belief
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to learn, but rewarding perceptions are considered to be good candi-
dates to initiate learning. The intricacies of belief learning and the
proposed infrastructure is explained in detail in section 4.5.

A feature of beliefs neglected in this work is the notion of cer-
tainty or strength associated with each belief (Nilsson, 2014). The
main focus of this work is the interplay between the different psycho-
logical modes, thus beliefs are treated as undoubted and the term
knowledge may be applied interchangeably here.

Belief Example: Contingencies Figure 3.1.3 shows an exem-
plary belief architecture in two different states: before and after be-
lief activation (top and bottom picture). The architecture contains
two different beliefs (b1, b2) about action contingencies in a hypo-
thetical environment. In that environment, an agent may be able to
move balls of various colors into a particular direction, which causes
a certain sound to be emitted. The emitted sound depends on the
color of the ball as well as the movement direction. Each belief in
this network associates a set of color, direction, and sound with one
another via connections to the respective concept nodes. Each con-
cept node is reciprocally connected to a role field. An active concept
node evokes a particular prototypical pattern in a connected role
field, while a peak in the role field falling into that pattern excites
the concept node. Abstraction is realized here as different peak lo-
cations may activate the same concept node, while the concept node
always evokes the same broad peak in the role field.

Role fields are ultimately connected to the sensorimotor surface
and thus enable the grounding of the abstract concept represen-
tations. For example, the Ball Color role field may guide action
but is also driven by perceptual input. A peak representing a color
here specifies the ball to pick up, and when a ball is picked-up, its
color provides bottom-up input into the Ball Color role field. If
both representations are not coherent, perceptual input outweighs
the top-down input from the concept nodes.
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Figure 3.1.3: A sample field architecture without an active belief (top) and
with an activated belief (bottom). Each belief represents a relationship
through the association of different concept nodes with one another. In
this toy example balls of a particular color evoke a particular sound, when
moved in a particular direction.
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In the top row of Figure 3.1.3, none of the two belief nodes is
active. In contrast to the memory trace in the previous example,
memory substrate here takes the form of learned connections be-
tween the belief nodes and the concept nodes. Belief, b1, represents
the relationship that the blue ball moved in the upward direction
evokes a high-pitched sound. Belief, b2, represents the relationship
that the red ball moved in the downward direction evokes a lower-
pitched sound.

The bottom row of the Figure shows the activation of b1, which
resulted in the activation of the three connected concept nodes.
Their activation caused the formation of three supra-threshold peaks,
which may now affect the remaining architecture, for example by in-
voking particular prior intentions.

3.2 World-to-Mind Direction of Fit

A process model of world-to-mind DoF states describes how they
manifest as a representation of a desired world circumstance, how
they affect the agent’s behavior, and how they terminate depending
on bottom-up mind-to-world states or top-down influences. Con-
trary to mind-to-world states, which themselves represent a fulfilled
CoS, world-to-mind states are characterized by the fact that they
exist with the purpose of achieving a fit between world and mind.
Their CoS is inherently not fulfilled upon formation of the state.
This results in the necessity to represent both variables, the content
and state of the CoS separately.

A world-to-mind state’s content is a desired mind-to-world state,
which may be defined over multiple feature dimensions as well as
multiple fields. Desired mind-to-world states may also include inter-
nal states of the architecture, e.g., to recall a certain memory is a
world-to-mind state that tries to achieve a certain memory state. An
active world-to-mind state induces processes in the field architecture
or sensorimotor system to bring about the desired mind-to-world
state. Those processes may be entire hierarchies of different world-
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to-mind states that end up with an intentional state directly con-
nected to the sensorimotor surface. The top-level of such a hierarchy
are states of the psychological mode desire. The origin of desires falls
outside of DFT process models, but it is probably strongly coupled
to the ontology of the embodied agent and its task environment.

A state’s CoS is determined by a matching mechanism that com-
pares the intentional state’s content with relevant active mind-to-
world states. Once a sufficient match has been detected, the CoS
of the world-to-mind state is fulfilled. A fulfilled CoS can be inter-
preted as a (self-)perception of the system that the desired world
state has been achieved. This perception is made available to other
connected parts of the architecture, which is particularly relevant for
the execution of action sequences. In typical implementations, the
CoS representation is also responsible for triggering the termination
of the intentional state, but depending on the nature of the desired
world-state, there might be exceptions to this rule. In those cases,
termination has to be realized through other intentional states.

Depending on the task it may be possible to fail and not be
able to reach a CoS. A fail case activates a CoD representation,
which then terminates the intentional state. A CoD representation
is similar to a CoS representation in the sense that it is also activated
upon the perception of a certain mind-to-world state.

The following sections analyze the specific structures required
to model the content and the life cycle of the three world-to-mind
modes: Intention-in-action, prior intention, and desire.

3.2.1 Intention-in-Action

Intention-in-Action (IiA) describes the processes involved in the ex-
ecution of an action from its onset until its termination. Its content
is the representation of the action’s desired goal state in a particular
feature space. The state’s CoS is determined through a match rep-
resentation, which compares the content with current perception. It
is this match representation, which provides the content representa-
tion with meaning; i.e. it grounds the content through its connection
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to the perception. The process model of an IiA is captured by the
ECU presented in section 2.3.6.

Activation of the intention boost node signals the activation of
the intentional state. It causes the further activation of architecture
parts that execute a particular action leading to the desired goal
state. Action execution differs across various IiAs and is modular
with respect to the content and CoS representation. There are no
concrete constraints on how and if the content representation may
influence action. Whenever the content can be represented through
a single neural dynamic field/node, it is possible to merge the boost
and content representation in a single field. Multidimensional con-
tent can be represented through multiple peaks across different dy-
namic fields of varying dimensions.

Activation of the CoS node typically terminates the IiA through
the inhibitory connection back to the intention-boost node. The
exception to this rule are actions, which do not only try to reach
a certain goal state but also actively sustain that goal state for an
extended period of time. For example, when grasping a bottle, one
has to move the fingers around it and then apply a certain pressure to
it. The bottle is then firmly grasped and the grasping CoS is fulfilled,
but motor action has to be continuously applied to sustain that state.
In those cases, there is no inhibition from CoS to intention-node and
the IiA is active despite its fulfilled CoS. The IiA is then eventually
terminated through other influences, such as the removal of the state
inducing top-down task input. Here, the inhibitory component of the
CoS, which is vital to the process model, is situated on a different
level of the hierarchy of world-to-mind states.

Intention-in-Action Example: Goal Directed Reaching
Figure 3.2.1 shows four activation snapshots from an exemplary ar-
chitecture performing an intention-in-action to reach towards the
blue ball. Each snapshot shows the intention and CoS node,
the Reaching Target field, the EEF position field, the Target-EEF
matching field, and a snapshot of the reaching environment.
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Figure 3.2.1: Four activation snapshots depicting different stages of a
reaching intention-in-action.

In the first snapshot located in the top-left of the figure, no
intention-in-action is present, which is signaled by the inactive in-
tention node. The scene contains three balls with different colors
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and sizes, which provide sub-threshold activation to the Reaching
Target field. The arm’s endeffector (EEF) is located in the upper
center of the scene, which is represented through a supra-threshold
perception peak in the EEF Position field. This peak forms a sub-
threshold bump in the Target-EEF field.

Activation of the intention node causes the emergence of a peak
in the Reaching Target field at the location of the blue ball, which
is the most salient (second snapshot). Note that the peak in the
Reaching Target field does not represent a perception of the blue ball,
but a future location of the EEF. This subtle difference in content
representation is grounded through the connection with Target-EEF
match field, where it is compared to the perception of the EEF. This
target representation also guides motor processes, which cause the
arm to move towards the ball’s location. Perception of the EEF’s
location is continuously updated in the EEF Position field. Target
and EEF representations form individual sub-threshold bumps in
the matching field.

Once the arm reaches the ball’s location, a peak emerges in the
Target-EEF match field due to the overlap of the individual bumps
(third snapshot). This activates the CoS node, which in turn inhibits
the intention node.

This leads to its deactivation and subsequently to a reverse detec-
tion instability in the Reaching Target field (fourth snapshot). This
destabilization propagates to the Target-EEF matching field, which
now lacks support from the target representation. Eventually, the
CoS node also deactivates, which leaves the architecture in a state
similar to its initial state, except for the arm being moved.

3.2.2 Prior Intention

A prior intention describes the representation of an action that will
be carried out in the future. A process model of prior intentions
needs to incorporate two components: The encapsulated action (IiA)
to be executed and a precondition, which defines the circumstances
under which the action will be initiated. Preconditions may take the
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form of any perceivable world state, including internal states of the
agent. Once a perception forms that matches the precondition, the
encapsulated IiA will be activated. The CoS of a prior intention is
mainly constituted through the CoS of the encapsulated IiA, but it
may also depend on the state of the precondition. Similarly, there
are two cases in which a prior intention might fail. A CoD represen-
tation might be triggered through either a failure to reach the desired
precondition state or through a failure (CoD) of the encapsulated
IiA itself.

Implementation of the prior intention is based on the precondi-
tion node mechanism used in action sequences (see section 2.3.7).
Action sequences form a specific sub-class of prior intentions, where
the precondition for each action is the successful completion (CoS)
of the previous action. A more general implementation of this mech-
anism replaces the CoS node through an arbitrary precondition rep-
resentation; i.e. a matching field that compares currently perceived
states with the desired precondition state. In this work, however,
only a single agent with a passive environment is modeled, again
making action sequences the only form of implemented prior inten-
tions.

The main challenge in modeling prior intentions in DFT is not
determining, whether a precondition is met, but integrating the
prior intention into the remaining architecture. Integration should
not limit the architecture’s behavioral flexibility while keeping the
amount of required infrastructure minimal. Both components of the
prior intention, precondition and intention-in-action implementa-
tions, should be functional in isolation, allowing for modular reusabil-
ity in different contexts.

Precondition and intention-in-action are conjunct into a prior in-
tention by a higher-level action representation called parent world-
to-mind state, a general form of the task node used in section 2.3.7.
Parent world-to-mind states may themselves be described as IiAs,
as any low-level sequence may be represented as a single IiA instead
of a series of prior intentions depending on the abstraction level.
For instance, the intention-in-action picking-up a bottle could be
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described as a sequence of the intentions-in-action reaching, grasp-
ing, and lifting. Here the pick-up intention-in-action is the parent
world-to-mind state that binds together the individual intentions-
in-action reaching, grasping, and lifting and establishes sequential
order by activating certain precondition nodes.

Intentions-in-action that comprise multiple lower-level intentions-
in-action are called composite intentions-in-action, which may them-
selves be part of higher-level action sequences. This leads to a hier-
archy representation of intentions-in-action, where the lowest level
directly acts on the motor surface, while on the highest level each
intention-in-action comprises a sequence of actions. The ECU inter-
face of the intention-in-action makes it possible to use the same prin-
ciples for sequences of sequences as for sequences of actions. Com-
prised representations have the additional benefit that they allow
for modularity and thus reduce the amount of neural connectivity
required to re-use the action in a different context

Implementation of composite intentions-in-action is analog to
intentions-in-action with respect to their CoS, CoD, and content.
The CoS of a composite intention-in-action is fulfilled when a task-
specific sub-set of comprised IiAs reaches its CoS state. Depending
on the particular goal of the comprised action sequence, this sub-set
may range from only a single IiA (the last in the sequence) to all
IiAs comprised in the sequence. Similarly a composite intention-in-
action’s CoD is also task-specific. Depending on the task, a failure
(CoD) of an individual comprised action may either jeopardize the
entire composite action or induce a corrective action. The former
should activate the parent world-to-mind state’s CoD and terminate
it, while the latter might not affect the parent world-to-mind state’s
description level.

A composite intention-in-action’s content is represented through
its intention field and/or its connections to the intention fields of
the comprised IiAs. Contents of the comprised IiAs, i.e. the fea-
ture values of the individual intention fields, may be directly or
indirectly specified by the composite intention-in-action’s content.
In the direct influence case, there is a direct top-down connection
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between the composite intention-in-action’s intention field and the
comprised intention-in-action’s intention field. In the indirect case,
the composite intention-in-action specifies the content by boosting a
certain gating field coupled into the intention field of the comprised
intention-in-action. For example, a prior intention to grasp an ob-
ject that is not yet visible cannot specify the reaching position in
advance. In that case, the reaching position can be indirectly spec-
ified by boosting a gate field that forwards the visually attended
spatial location to the reaching intention-in-action’s content field.

Implementation of composite intentions-in-action in the DFT
framework extends the ECU described in section 2.3.6. The fol-
lowing subnetwork depicted in Figure 3.2.2 is heavily based on the
previous work on behavioral organization in DFT (Sandamirskaya,
Richter, and Schöner, 2011; Duran, Sandamirskaya, and Schöner,
2012; Richter, 2018). It may be used to implement actions on any
hierarchical level, while allowing a flexible reuse of infrastructure.
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Figure 3.2.2: Extended ECU template enabling modular integration in
behavioral hierarchies.
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Its main element is the intention node, which receives incom-
ing excitatory connections from all parent world-to-mind states that
comprise it. Those parent world-to-mind states may enforce one or
more preconditions by activating a set of precondition nodes. Each
precondition node may receive inhibitory input from one or more
particular precondition representations (e.g. another action’s CoD,
CoS, or any matching representation). A parent world-to-mind state
that activates multiple precondition nodes coupled to one precondi-
tion representation each realizes a logical “and”. A single precon-
dition node receiving inhibitory input from multiple precondition
representations realizes a logical “or”.

Activation of the intention node engages the connected neural
architecture in the enclosed intention-in-action(s). This is realized
through various activation boosts outgoing from the intention node.
Conceptually boosts may be divided into two classes: Boosts that
activate the neural fields/nodes that are required to execute the ac-
tion and boosts that activate the neural infrastructure to enforce
sequentiality between the action components. The first class, Acti-
vation Boosts, projects onto intention nodes of comprised intentions-
in-action, onto gating fields, and onto fields that bring about certain
perceptual and motor states required for the enclosed action(s). The
second class, Sequentiality Boosts, projects onto precondition nodes
and CoS nodes of enclosed IiAs to allow for a working memory rep-
resentation of successfully executed actions. All elements influenced
by either activation or sequentiality boosts make up the content
of the intention-in-action enclosed by the composite intention-in-
action. The content also ultimately defines the desired goal and
eventual fail states of the composite intention-in-action leading to
either its CoS or CoD.

CoS and CoD representations of a composite intention-in-action
may be implemented in different ways depending on the specific task
requirements. A CoS representation is always required and may be
represented through either a single self-stabilized dynamic node, a
single self-sustained dynamic node, or both. Both of these nodes
require excitation from the intention node and a task-specific goal
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state to activate. Self-stabilized CoS nodes signal the presence of the
goal state, which is useful for actions that have the goal of evoking
a particular mind-to-world state for other actions. Self-sustained
CoS nodes represent a working memory that a certain goal state has
been reached in the past. The excitatory sequentiality boost from
the parent world-to-mind state regulates how long the particular CoS
node remains active. Tasks that require a memory representation
and a transient representation of the exact time the goal state was
reached may implement both forms of the CoS node. As stated in
section 3.2.1 CoS nodes may be inhibitorily coupled to the intention
node to terminate the action once it reaches its final state. This
is typically the case for self-sustained CoS nodes, while CoS nodes
representing presence typically do not terminate the action. CoD
nodes are implemented analogically and represent either presence or
a working memory of the fail state depending on the strength of the
node’s self-excitation.

With this extended ECU framework intentions-in-action may be
implemented on any hierarchical level. Their hierarchical role may
however be flexibly changed through the activation of different par-
ent world-to-mind states that enforces other preconditions or gates
different fields changing the intentions-in-action content. Once a
particular repertoire of basic motor actions or motor sequences is
present, it does require only one new composite IiA as a parent
world-to-mind state and a couple of prior intention nodes to imple-
ment a new hierarchical or even heterarchical organization of the
given behaviors without losing any previous ones (Richter, 2018).
For all these, it holds that whenever a parent world-to-mind state
conjuncts an intention-in-action with a particular precondition, a
prior intention is created.

Prior Intention Example: Reach on Green This example
extends the intention-in-action shown in the previous example with
a precondition forming the prior intention to “reach for the ball
once it turns green”. Different stages of the prior intention process
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are shown as activation snapshots of the field architecture in Figure
3.2.3.
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Figure 3.2.3: Prior Intention Example: “Reach for the ball once it is
green”.

The first snapshot (top left) shows the architecture in the absence
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of a prior intention, which is signaled by the inactive prior intention
node. It has three outgoing excitatory connections, which specify
the prior intention’s content: Activation of the Green Concept node
specifies the parameter of the precondition state, activation of the
Reach Intention node specifies the encapsulated IiA, and activation
of the precondition node binds precondition and IiA together. The
precondition state is fully described through aMatch Color field that
compares incoming color cues with the currently perceived color in
the agent’s camera image. The blue color of the attended ball in the
image causes a sub-threshold bump in the field.

The second snapshot (top right) shows the architecture upon ac-
tivation of the prior intention node through external processes. The
green concept node causes a second sub-threshold bump of activa-
tion in the Match Color field. Activation of the precondition node
inhibits the similarly excited Reach Intention node, keeping it below
the threshold. Simultaneous activation and conditional deactivation
of an intention node make up a present prior intention.

Snapshot three (center bottom) shows the transition from the
prior intention to its encapsulated intention-in-action. The ball in
the scene changed its color, which resulted in a peak in the Match
Color field. This deactivated the precondition node through inhibi-
tion, which resulted in a subsequent activation of the Reach Intention
node. The arm now moves in the direction of the attended green
ball. Once the condition of satisfaction of the reaching intention is
reached, it will activate the CoS node of the prior intention similarly
to the example shown in Figure 3.2.1.

3.2.3 Desire

Desire is the top-level psychological mode of the world-to-mind DoF
that disposes the agent to act on achieving an abstract or partic-
ular state of affairs of the world. Top-level entails that desires are
the causal origin for prior intentions as well as intentions in action,
while the origin of desires depends on the particular ontology of the
agent. Desires dispose an agent to act in the sense that present
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desires do not necessarily lead to acting on them. Searle describes
this phenomenon as the volitional Gap between the desire and the
prior intentions that are the result of the desire (Searle, 2003, p. 50).
Desires that lead to the formation of prior intentions and intention-
in-actions are labeled occurrent desires following the definition of
the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Schroeder, 2020). Occur-
rent desires may affect a broad spectrum of cognitive processes, such
as activating connected beliefs/background knowledge, guiding per-
ceptual attention, and driving reward-based learning upon achieving
the desire.

As of yet, there is no concrete proposal on how multiple desires
interact with each other, but a first assumption would be that there
is only one occurrent desire at any point in time to ensure efficiency.
It could be possible that multiple desires are active if the progress
to satisfy one desire is in no way altered by the other desire. Which
desire is currently active depends on the agent’s bodily needs and
their recent satisfaction. One could assume that the strength of each
desire can be represented based on an abstract need level. The desire
with the strongest need level would form the occurrent desire until
it becomes satisfied. This should decrease its need level and cause a
new desire to become occurrent. Such mechanisms have for example
been used in the PSI model (Dörner and Güss, 2013). Selective
neural fields naturally lend themselves to model this need-level-based
desire selection. Global inhibition stabilizes desires to guarantee
long-term goal-oriented action, while drastic changes in need level
still allow a change of desires if necessary, for example, suddenly
pursuing safety instead of hunger upon the sight of a predator.

DFT does not provide any theory on the details of need level
dynamics, as they strongly depend on the underlying (biological)
implementation of the agent’s body and needs. For the remainder
of this work, a single occurrent desire is represented, which is thought
to be the result of a need-level selection.

DFT, however, provides means to detect, if an occurrent de-
sire has been satisfied, through its CoS matching mechanism. On
a conceptual level, there might be a difference between a represen-
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tation of the occurrent desire and a representation of the action
that fulfills it. On a neural implementation level, this distinction
is not so sharp as an occurrent desire takes the form of a high-
level composite intention-in-action. Thus an occurrent desire is im-
plemented as an ECU with a pair of intention and CoS field. A
supra-threshold peak of activation in the intention field represents
the desired state of affairs. It is high level in the sense that concrete
actions are not directly specified and different action sequences may
lead to success. Which actions are eventually taken depends on the
background knowledge and beliefs of the agent. The desire’s inten-
tion field couples into belief and memory fields to activate matching
mind-to-world states. It also couples into the intention fields of en-
closed intentions-in-action to further guide behavior. The desire’s
CoS representation activates once the desired state is matched by
perception. In the role of the highest level intention-in-action, it
may be meaningful to connect the desire’s CoS state to learning,
e.g. in the form of a reward-like signal.

An occurrent desire’s CoD representation might be activated,
whenever an attempt to fulfill it results in a different outcome. It is
however not clear, how such a CoD influences the overall dynamics of
the desire’s need level. For non-occurrent/standing desires there is
no process CoD, but a logical CoD is thinkable. It could be triggered
when the agent detects that the desire is impossible to satisfy. Such
a high-level detection, however, falls out of the scope of this work.

3.3 Background and Gap

In Searle’s discourse on the functionality of intentional states, he
introduces the two concepts Background and Gap. The Background
of an agent comprises a set of capacities, which are themselves not
intentional but are used to determine the conditions of satisfaction
of intentional states. To perceive a car, one needs to have a con-
cept of what a car is, or similarly to drive a car, one is required to
have learned that ability. The (volitional) Gap describes the miss-
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ing link between the reasons for an intentional state and its actual
instantiation. Such a Gap exists for each mode of the world-to-mind
DoF. There is a gap between having a desire and forming a prior
intention, a gap between having a prior intention and engaging in
an intention-in-action, and a gap between starting an intention-in-
action and continuing it until the end.

He particularly mentions both concepts as requirements in his
mental experiment “rational animal” (Searle, 2003, p. 142 ff.), where
he suggests the minimal components for a rational agent. His main
component is consciousness, which he translates to the capability
to form intentional states: “For a very large number of cases, con-
sciousness is indeed consciousness of something and the “of” in con-
sciousness is the “of” of intentionality” (Searle, 1992, p. 130). Re-
alization of those intentional states would not be possible without a
sufficient Background to define conditions of satisfaction and a Gap
that allows for decision making. As this thesis follows a comparable
goal, realizing an agent capable of forming intentional states, both
concepts should transfer into a neural process account.

Concerning the Background content and CoS of intentional states
are represented in DFT by activation peaks in neural fields. Peaks
in field architectures have meaning because the individual fields are
grounded through their eventual connection to the sensorimotor sur-
face (Sabinasz et al., 2020). Meaningful content, for perception and
action, is thus created through the dynamic field architecture and
its connections. They make up the Background of the agent by
defining the possible contents and conditions of satisfaction in both
directions of fit.

The fixed connections and fields that make up a particular field
architecture are understood as given unless stated otherwise. Re-
curring building blocks (see section 2.3), like the pair of intention
and CoS fields, are assumed to exist as pre-structured populations
in the nervous system. However, solving a particular task by orga-
nizing multiple IiA in time is likely the result of learning. In this
work, action sequences are considered as parts of the Background
implemented with static connection patterns. How Background ca-
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pabilities arise from learning is an open question and certainly not all
parts of the learning process are intentional. Autonomously learn-
ing a sequence of intentions-in-action to achieve a certain result has
been achieved in related work (Luciw, Kazerounian, Sandamirskaya,
et al., 2014; Luciw, Kazerounian, Lahkman, et al., 2015; Tekülve,
Zibner, and Schöner, 2016), but it tackles only parts of the problem.
In the remainder of this work plastic connections are in place to
model the substrate of memories and beliefs, but the Background,
i.e. the field architecture, remains fixed.

The notion of the Gap is closely connected to the philosophical
problem of free will. When and how the reasons for an action are
sufficient to trigger its execution is almost impossible to answer. On
top of that do reasons to act on a particular world-to-mind state
strongly depend on the individual agent.

Instead of answering the question of why the Gap is crossed, it is,
however, possible to answer the question of how the Gap is crossed
mechanistically. In the first two cases (desire −→ prior intention and
prior intention −→ intention-in-action) one present intentional state
may or may not lead to the activation of another intentional state.
This difference between activation and non-activation is captured by
the detection instability in DFT. Irrespective of the nature of inputs
that cause or prohibit the detection instability one can assume that
piercing the detection threshold is analog to trespassing the Gap.
The inducing higher-level intentional state likely plays an excitatory
role, while alternative prior intentions or intentions-in-action have
an inhibitory effect on the detection decision.

In the third case (intention-in-action −→ intention-in-action) the
detection decision has already been made. Trespassing of the Gap
would be indicated by stopping the ongoing intention-in-action; i.e.
a reverse detection instability. Again the nature of contributing in-
puts can only be assumed. Mechanisms of self-excitation might bias
towards perseverance, while CoD representations are good candi-
dates to provide inhibitory influence that lead to a reverse detection
instability. In the following, the individual implementations of the
Gap are not particularly emphasized beyond the individual state’s
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life cycle as the detection instability and its counterpart are inher-
ent mechanisms in DFT architectures. It would be worthwhile to
revisit the Gap in a scenario that offers multiple competing goals
and different ways to achieve them.
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Chapter 4

An Integrated Field
Architecture

In the previous chapter, the process model for each intentional state
was presented in isolation. Intentional states do, however, never oc-
cur in isolation, but rather strongly depend on integration within a
network of intentional states. Higher-level states representing non-
present states of affairs require present states of perception and ac-
tion to achieve meaning through grounding. Perception and action
themselves require an embodied sensorimotor surface. To evaluate
the feasibility of the proposed models, instances of all psychological
modes are integrated into a single dynamic field architecture con-
nected to an embodied agent. Ultimately, it is shown how process
models that capture creation, stabilization, and termination of in-
tentional states endow an agent with the ability to autonomously
solve a multi-step task. The architecture is put to use in a minimal
scenario that requires at least one instance for each psychological
mode to be solved.

The next section, 4.1, gives an overview of the scenario and the
dynamic field architecture designed to approach it. The remain-
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ing sections describe parts of the architecture in detail. Section
4.2 covers the agent’s visual perception, visual memories, and the
intentions-in-action connected to vision and memory. Section 4.3
deals with the agent’s overt motor surface and describes the parts of
the architecture that realize the intentional states involved in loco-
motion and reaching. Section 4.4 explains the fields and nodes that
implement prior intentions and desires, endowing the agent with the
ability to act autonomously. The last section 4.5 explains how the
autonomously acting agent learns beliefs from experience and uti-
lizes them to guide its behavior. Simulations of the architecture as
the agent engages in the scenario follow in chapter 5.

4.1 The Rational Artist Scenario

Camera

View

Canvas

Bucket

Figure 4.1.1: The simulated youBot agent in its environment containing
bucket and canvas cubes.

In Searle’s thought experiment Rational Animal (Searle, 2003)
he proposes that rationality emerges “for free”, if an agent has the
capability to form intentional states of all six psychological modes.
Inspired by his thought experiment the presented scenario was cho-
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sen to be rich enough to include the six different psychological modes,
but simple enough to keep the amount of task-specific modeling at
a minimum. The following principles guide the design of the sce-
nario: Neural process models of perception and intention-in-action
require a neurally plausible sensorimotor surface and therefore the
scenario needs to be realized in a continuous-time environment. Not
all aspects of the environment should be available to the agent’s
sensorimotor surface at all times to establish a need for memories.
The task itself needs to be complex enough to afford sequences of
actions and therefore prior intentions. To make beliefs meaningful
the environment should contain multiple contingencies, which, once
discovered, may aid the agent’s efforts to solve the task. The sce-
nario should have different detectable goal states to allow for desires
and their satisfaction.

4.1.1 Task Description

To meet the requirements stated above a scenario was chosen in
which a robotic agent engages in a simple toy task. The scenario
allows the agent to collect paint from bucket objects, which it may
apply to colored canvas objects. Whenever paint is applied to a
canvas, its color changes to a new result color according to fixed
rules of color mixing. The agent possesses the artificial desire to
paint a canvas in a certain color, which it tries to fulfill by picking
up color from the right bucket and applying its color to the right
canvas.

The agent is a simulated Kuka youBot equipped with four om-
nidirectional Mecanum wheels, a five-degree of freedom arm, and
a HSV-camera. The different bucket and canvas objects are repre-
sented through cubes with varying color and height arranged in a
single line in the three-dimensional environment (see Figure 4.1.1).
Small cubes represent colored canvases and tall cubes represent color
buckets. The agent is situated in front of the array of cubes and it
may move in parallel to the array. The agent may direct its endef-
fector towards a color bucket and pick up the color if its endeffector
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is in close proximity to the bucket . If the agent has picked up color,
it may dispense it on canvases close to the endeffector. This results
in a color change of the canvas depending on a fixed set of arbitrary
rules.

4.1.2 Intentional States in the Task

This section highlights the different intentional states that are re-
quired to engage in the painting task described above (see Figure
4.1.2 for an overview).

Beliefs

Color Recipe

Desires

Mix a Color

Perceptions

Arm 

Proprioception
Spray Can

State

Own 

Location

Location, Height

and Color of Cubes

Color

Transients

Intentions in Action

Visual SearchRecall
Activate
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Reach
Pick-up
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Memories
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and Color of Cubes

Prior Intentions/Composite Actions

Collect a

Color

Apply Color

on a Canvas

Locate a 

Cube

Figure 4.1.2: All intentional states realized by the neural dynamic field
architecture in the Rational Artist scenario.

Perceptions

The scenario covers different modalities of perception, whereby vi-
sual perception stands out as being modeled with the greatest detail.
Fields connected to the camera sensor enable the agent to perceive
cubes of different heights and colors at a particular horizontal po-
sition in the camera image. Additionally, the agent can perceive
transient color changes in its field of view. The remaining percep-
tions are of the self-perception category, where the agent’s body is
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conceived as part of the world in the mind-to-world DoF picture.
This ranges from the perception of the endeffector’s position rela-
tive to the agent’s body to the perception of the agent’s allocentric
location along the one-dimensional world line. The agent is also ca-
pable of perceiving whether the painting device currently contains
paint or not, which is modeled as a binary state. The sensorimotor
surface of the latter three perceptions is not modeled in detail, but
it is assumed that perceptions with similar content are realistic.

Memories

In this scenario, memories are formed about cubes in the environ-
ment, which are represented with respect to their location, color, and
height. Memories are caused by visual perceptions, but the object
locations are memorized in an allocentric representation rather than
in the egocentric camera space they are perceived in. Whenever a
new item is added to the memory substrate, it will cause the decay
of already established memories. This interference process imposes
an indirect capacity limit onto the memory and gives more recent
memory entries a competitive advantage. Memory representations
are formed through feature cue-based recall. They may then specify
the movement targets for goal-directed locomotion.

Beliefs

The agent forms beliefs about the different color transformation rules
it experiences while painting canvases. Each triple of coat color, can-
vas color, and result color forms a single belief. Beliefs are consid-
ered to be abstract universal rules and thus lack the instance-specific
spatial component of memories. To emphasize this abstraction, the
beliefs of the agent do not specify concrete color values, but color
concepts, which specify a range in the color space. Beliefs may be
activated by desires that match their result color. Active beliefs
guide the painting process by specifying a coat and canvas color the
agent should look for to fulfill its desire. It might be possible that
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following a belief does not result in the expected color, if, for exam-
ple, the transformation rules of the environment have changed. The
agent can detect such mismatches between belief and sensed change
and updates its beliefs accordingly.

Intentions-in-Action

Intentions-in-action may be divided into two categories: Overt ac-
tions connected to the motor surface and covert actions that try to
evoke a particular mind-to-world intentional state without engaging
in motor action. The latter category contains the three intentions-in-
action: Visual Search, Recall, and Activate Belief. In Visual Search,
the robot sequentially attends objects in its field of view until it
selects one that matches a given search cue. The resulting percep-
tions may then guide goal-directed reaching. Recall similarly tries
to activate a memory representation that matches a recall cue. Fea-
ture cues may contain either a cube color or a cube height or both.
The resulting recalled memory state then contains positional infor-
mation, which guides goal-directed locomotion. Activating a belief
follows the same principle utilizing a result color cue to activate a
matching belief, which then guides goal-directed action by providing
a fitting canvas and coat color.

The motor category of intentions-in-action consists of: Goal-
Directed Driving, Explorative Driving, Reaching, Picking-Up Color,
and Dispensing Color. Goal-directed driving moves the robot to a
fixed target position along the one-dimensional line, while explo-
rative driving moves the robot either left or right until a new object
is perceived. Reaching allows the robot to move its endeffector to-
wards a perceived location in front of it. Picking-Up Color and
Dispensing Color are both actions the agent may engage in when-
ever its endeffector is in close proximity to either a bucket or canvas
cube, respectively.
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Prior Intentions

All prior intentions in this scenario belong to the class of action se-
quences, as preconditions only depend on the agent itself. The agent
does not form prior intentions based on environmental factors. Se-
quences may be described at different hierarchy levels and painting is
the top-level sequence in this scenario, which entails collecting color
from a bucket followed by applying it on a canvas. Both of these
actions are themselves composite actions, which share most of their
comprised actions. Collecting a color comprises locating a bucket
cube, reaching for it, and then picking the color up while applying
comprises locating a canvas cube, reaching for it, and then dispens-
ing the color. Both these sequences differ only in the last element
and the feature parameters associated with the target cube. Locating
a cube comprises the intentions-in-action, recalling the cube’s loca-
tion, driving to that location, and visually searching for the cube.
Whenever the recall for a cube fails, because no matching cube is
represented in memory, the agent will explore the environment for a
matching cube.

Desires

The agent possesses the single desire to Paint a certain color, which
is satisfied as soon as a canvas changing into the desired color is
perceived. The desired color itself is specified by the modeler from
outside the architecture. Once a particular desire becomes activated,
it causes the agent to engage in the painting task. Concrete desired
colors may activate matching beliefs if the agent learned them during
a previous painting sequence.

4.1.3 Structure of the Field Architecture

The painting task above is realized through a dynamic field architec-
ture that connects to the agent’s sensorimotor surface and forms the
described intentional states (see Figure 4.1.3). A set of ECUs, con-
ceptually comprised under the term behavioral organization, gov-
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Figure 4.1.3: Sketch of the field architecture realizing the painting task.
Each conceptual module is stated with their respective world-to-mind
(top row) and mind-to-world representations (bottom row, italic). Yellow
arrows signal a flow of feature information, while cyan lines signal homo-
geneous activation boosts connected to behavioral organization.

erns when intentional states are formed by monitoring CoS/CoD
representations inside the architecture. Although the fields inside
the architecture are strongly interconnected, the architecture may
be conceptually divided into different modules, each dealing with
different sensor/motor modalities and/or psychological modes: The
vision module, locomotion module, reach module, memory module,
and the belief module. Each module contains a set of mind-to-world
representations it can create and a set of world-to-mind intentions
it can execute.

The vision module is connected to the robot’s camera and rep-
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resents the currently visible objects in retinal space/feature maps.
It allows the attentional selection of single objects, which allows for
matching operations based on the attended object’s features. At-
tentional selection may be guided via feature cues during search or
saliency guided during free exploration. Transient detectors allow
the module to perceive color changes in the visual scene.

Closely connected to vision is the memory module, which memo-
rizes attended objects in an allocentric coordinate frame. Memories
may be recalled given feature cues from the currently active belief
and may be utilized as targets for goal-directed driving. See section
4.2 for a detailed description of the vision and memory modules.

The locomotion module allows the agent to traverse the one-
dimensional world. It is connected to the artificial position sensor
and the robot’s wheels. Two forms of locomotion are possible: Goal-
directed locomotion based on memorized target locations (see section
4.3.1) or exploratory locomotion with the goal to find objects not
yet represented in memory (see section 4.3.2).

The reaching module comprises all actions and representations
connected to the agent’s arm. Its representations include the posi-
tion of the endeffector and the current fill state of the painting device.
Goal-directed reaching is based on the target locations provided by
the visual module. The architecture for reaching is described in
section 4.3.3 and for painting in section 4.3.4.

The belief module represents the painting rules comprised of
coating, canvas, and result color. Rules are observed and learned
during painting and may be utilized to guide the painting process.
In the former case, color observations originate from the currently
attended object in the vision module. In the latter case, a belief
is activated by matching with the occurrent desire. It then guides
memory recall and visual search. Belief learning and activation are
covered in section 4.5.

All modules are connected to a network of neural dynamic nodes,
which realize the behavioral organization of the architecture through
action sequencing. This organization includes representing the cur-
rently active actions and the actions the agent has already taken.
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The behavioral organization utilizes the condition of satisfaction rep-
resentations of the individual module’s intentional states. ECUs of
individual intentions in action are described in their individual mod-
ules, but the action sequences that eventually cause the multi-step
painting behavior are covered in section 4.4.

The same section also covers the highest level of sequence rep-
resentation: The desire module that represents which color should
be created. It initiates acting via the behavioral organization and
influences which beliefs may be activated. The painting behavior
terminates upon the successful creation of the desired color.

4.1.4 Technical Details

Technical implementation of the rational artist scenario is distributed
across two simulation environments. The robot and its environment
are simulated in Webots (Michel, 2004) and the dynamic field archi-
tecture is numerically simulated in cedar (Lomp et al., 2016). Both
environments emulate continuous-time and communicate with each
other in fixed time intervals via YARP (Metta, Fitzpatrick, and Na-
tale, 2006). This interface between field architecture and Webots
simulator constitutes the robot’s sensorimotor surface.

Sensors

Four sensory channels are available to the robot: visual perception,
its own location, the location of its endeffector, and the fill status
of its painting device. Visual perception is provided by a camera
that is fixed to the front of the robot’s chassis and points away from
the robot. It produces a 200 × 200 HSV image every 16 simulated
milliseconds in Webots. It is further processed in cedar to extract
salient information via background subtraction and ultimately form
space/feature maps, which function as field inputs (see section 4.2.1
for details).

The robot’s location in the simulated world is tracked by the
simulator and its horizontal component is forwarded to the cedar
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simulation as a scalar value xw. A Gaussian centered on xw pro-
vides the representation px = ah exp

−xw

σ2
h
, which will be forwarded

to dynamic fields as space code representation of the agent’s global
position. This is an algorithmic placeholder for a self-localization
mechanism, which may for example be realized through place and
grid cells (Hafting et al., 2005).

The space code representation of the robot’s endeffector relative
to the robot’s chassis is generated similarly. The three-dimensional
Cartesian position of the endeffector is calculated with forward kine-
matics using the arm-joint angles known to the simulator. Its hor-
izontal component, x, describes the lateral translation with respect
to the robot’s camera, and the depth component, d, describes the
distance from it. Both contribute to the center point of a two-
dimensional Gaussian peef(x, d) = ah exp (−(−xσ2 + −dσ2 )). The repre-
sentation peef(x, d) functions as a placeholder for the sensed position
of the robot’s eef, which is supposed to be the result of corollary dis-
charge integration and visual feedback.

The fill status of its painting device is modeled as a binary state,
scan, without any sensory information about the held color. The fill
state is transmitted to the cedar simulation as 0 for empty and as 1
for filled. In cedar, this scalar is translated into an excitatory input
for a neural node representing the filled state, which activates in the
presence of a 1. The node inhibits a second neural node encoding
the empty state, which is active by default. If picked-up paint is
interpreted as a tool, the fill state could be realized via a simple
pressure sensor located in the endeffector.

Motors

The robot possesses three motor interfaces: its wheels, its arm, and
its painting device. With its omnidirectional wheels, the youBot can
strafe either left or right without having to change its orientation.
Given a scalar velocity v the robot drives in right direction for v > 0
and into the left direction for v < 0. The velocity command is
transformed into a four-dimensional wheel vector vw ∈ R4 using the
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fixed feed-forward mapping:

vw =
(
1 −1 −1 1

)T
v, (4.1)

where the first entry maps on the right front wheel, the second on
the left front wheel, the third on the right rear wheel and the fourth
entry on the rear left wheel.

To move the robot’s arm the field architecture generates a Carte-
sian velocity command, vx,d ∈ R2 in the two-dimensional horizon-
tal/depth space. The Cartesian velocities are transformed into joint-
angle velocities vϕ ∈ R5 via inverse-kinematics using an algorithmi-
cally determined Pseudo-Inverse of the arm’s Jacobian, J+.

vϕ = J+vx,d (4.2)

The painting device can realize three different actions: Picking-
up paint from a bucket, dispensing paint on a canvas, and ejecting
paint from the device. Each of these three actions is implemented
virtually in the Webots simulator and is evoked through a distinct
command coming from the cedar simulation. Despite their virtual
nature, all actions connected to the painting device take a partic-
ular amount of simulated time unknown to the field architecture.
They can therefore be treated as simplified action processes simi-
lar to the reaching and driving actions modeled with more detail.
The commands are encoded in rate-code, where 1 represents picking-
up paint, 2 represents dispensing, and 3 represents ejecting paint.
Picking-up causes the Webots simulator to store the hue-value of
the paint bucket closest to the endeffector. Dispensing causes the
canvas closest to the endeffector to change its color. The new color
depends on the stored color value and the color value of the canvas.
Both dispensing color and ejecting color clear the stored color vari-
able. Stored color information is never explicitly forwarded to the
cedar simulation, it is only maintained as a working memory created
during the color collection.
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4.2 Vision and Memory

The vision module, based on the scene representation architecture
developed by Zibner (2017), forms representations of salient objects
in the robot’s environment based on its visual perception. To that
end, the module attentionally selects single objects in the robot’s
field of view, extracts their features, and commits them to a mem-
ory representation. This sequential memory build-up is the default
mode of operation, called visual exploration. It is contrasted by the
mode visual search that attempts to locate and attend an object
that matches a certain feature cue.

4.2.1 Retinal Representation

Visual input is provided to the field architecture through a camera
sensor mounted between the two front wheels of the robot. The
preprocessed camera image is fed directly into three DNFs, which
each encode different aspects of the image. The one-dimensional
Retinal Salience Map represents salient object locations along the
horizontal image space, while the Space/Height and Space/Color
Retinal Maps combine horizontal spatial information with feature
information of height or color in a two-dimensional representation
(see Figure 4.2.1).

Input to the DNFs is constructed from the camera’s HSV-image,
icam(x, y) ∈ X,Y with X = 200 and Y = 200 pixels. Salient objects
in the image are isolated by subtracting the static background, based
on the unique hue values for the floor and sky. The resulting image
is then integrated along the height dimension in saturation space
to form a one-dimensional horizontal representation i(x), where the
value i(x) resembles the object’s height at position x. Positions x
without a cube receive a corresponding height of 0. Representation
σ(i(x)) is forwarded to the Retinal Salience Map usal(x), leading to
a self-stabilized peak at each location with non-zero activation in
i(x).
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Figure 4.2.1: Preprocessing of the robot’s camera image

τsalu̇sal(x) =− usal(x) + hsal + ci→salσ(i(x))

+

∫
ωsal→sal(x− x′)σ(usal(x

′))dx′
(4.3)

Color information, h(x), at horizontal position x is defined through
the maximal value in the image’s hue channel at column x: hue(x) =
max(icam(x, y))∀y ∈ Y . The hue values are discretized into C
equally distributed intervals of the full hue range [0, 180) and com-
bined with the horizontal position x to form a two-dimensional input,
bc(x, c), to the Space/Color Retinal Map:

bc(x, c) =

{
σ(i(x)) if ⌊hue(x)

180 C⌋ = c

0, otherwise
(4.4)

This leads to the following dynamics governing the Space/Color Reti-
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nal Map field, uscr:

τscru̇scr(x, c) = −uscr(x, c) + hscr + cbc→scrbc(x, c)

+

∫
ωscr→scr(x− x′, c− c′)σ(uscr(x

′, c′))dx′dc′
(4.5)

The field’s kernel ωscr→scr causes the field to operate in a self-stabilized
regime, which leads to supra-threshold activation at all conjunctions
of horizontal object location x and their respective color c as speci-
fied in bc.

Analog to the space/color input, bc(x, c), a space/height input,
bh(x, h), is generated for the Space/Height Retinal Map using H
different heights and the integrated height i(x):

bh(x, h) =

{
σ(i(x)) if ⌊ i(x)

180H⌋ = h

0, otherwise
(4.6)

The Space/Height Retinal Map, ushr(x, h), follows dynamics analog
to uscr leading to supra-threshold activation at conjunctions of hor-
izontal object locations x and their respective height h. See Figure
4.2.1 for an overview of the different maps resulting from an exem-
plary camera image.

Analog to the two feature maps described here, the full architec-
ture contains multiple pairs of color and height fields, which share an
analog input structure and functionality. The dimensions, color and
height, will be summarized under the label feature f in the following
sections.

4.2.2 Attentional Selection

Attentional selection corresponds to selecting a single object among
the salient objects in the agent’s field of view. This selection is real-
ized by the Spatial Selection field, usel, which receives sub-threshold
input from the Retinal Salience Map, usal and employs a selective
lateral kernel, ωsel. Three different neural nodes, the Visual Explore
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Intention node, uexp, the Explore World Intention node, uepw, and
the Visual Search Intention node, usea, provide a resting level boost
to the field. Each of the boost nodes governs a different intention-in-
action that requires attentional selection. Upon activation of either
of these boost nodes, a single peak emerges in the Spatial Selec-
tion field at the location with the strongest activation in the Reti-
nal Salience Map. Activation of the inhibitorily coupled Deselect
Scene node, udss, lowers the Spatial Selection field’s resting level,
thus destabilizing any formed peak in the Spatial Selection field.
The following dynamics govern the Spatial Selection field:

τselu̇sel(x) =− usel(x) + h+ csalσ(usal(x)) + cexp→selσ(uexp)

+ csea→selσ(usea) + cepw→selσ(uepw)

− ciorσ(Txw→x(uior)(x)− cdss→selσ(udss)

+

∫
ωsel(x− x′)σ(usel(x

′))dx′

(4.7)

Selection is modulated by the Inhibition of Return memory trace,
uior, which tracks the recent selection history of the Spatial Selection
field in allocentric coordinates, xw:

u̇ior(xw) =σ(Tx→xw
(usel)(xw))

csel
τ+

+ (1− σ(Tx→xw
(usel)(xw)))

−uior(xw)

τ−

(4.8)

Thus, previously unattended less salient locations are more likely to
be selected than previously attended salient locations. Tx→xw

and
Txw→x denote coordinate transformations from retinal, x, to world
space, xw, and vice versa (see below).

The currently attended location is central to visual perception,
which is realized through multiple outgoing connections from the
Spatial Selection field to other fields of the visual module (see Figure
4.2.2). It preshapes the Retinal Selection fields, the Memory Gate
fields, and the Memory Selection fields biasing those fields to only
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Figure 4.2.2: The subnetworks responsible for Retinal Representation,
Attentional Selection, Memory Representation, and Change Detection.
Stacks of frames represent a pair of feature fields (space/color and
space/height) with analog functionality and parametrization.

form supra-threshold peaks at locations that overlap with the spatial
position specified in the Spatial Selection field. This can be inter-
preted as binding over space according to the Feature Integration
Theory by Treisman and Gelade (1980). It ensures that all peaks
in the above fields correspond to the same visual object. Features
extracted from these fields can now be independently processed.

The Retinal Selection fields are preshaped by the Space/Feature
Retinal Maps, usfr, and form a peak at the location of the overlap
between the preshape and the attended location specified by the
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Spatial Selection field. Thus, they represent the features of the cur-
rently attended object in the scene, which in combination with its
spatial location make up the visual perception:

τsfsu̇sfs(x, f) = −usfs(x, f) + h

+ csel→sfsσ(usel(x)) + csfr→sfsσ(usfr(x, f)

+

∫
ωsfs→sfs(x− x′, f − f ′)σ(usfs(x

′, f ′))dx′df ′
(4.9)

4.2.3 Memory Representation

To meaningfully store an object in memory, it needs to be repre-
sented in an allocentric (world) coordinate frame, xw, rather than
the egocentric retinal coordinate frame, x. This translates to trans-
forming the representations in the Retinal Selection fields into a
world space based representation.

Instead of applying a coordinate transform to the two-dimensional
Retinal Selection fields, the transform will only be applied to the one-
dimensional Spatial Selection field to keep the computational cost
minimal.1 Spatial transformation is achieved by cross-correlating
the output of the Spatial Selection field, σ(usel(x), with the space-
code representation of the robot’s position in the world, px, leading
to the representation Tx→xw

(σ(usel))(xw). Using a cross-correlation
has computational advantages and is equivalent to a two-dimensional
neural map realizing the transform ( Schneegans and Schöner, 2012;
see section 2.3.4). This purely spatial representation is recombined
into a world space/feature representation using the feature represen-
tations of the currently attended object.

This is realized in the Memory Gate fields, umg, which receive
a feature ridge from the Retinal Selection fields and the spatially
transformed ridge originating from the Spatial Selection field. Supra-
threshold peaks may only emerge at locations in the Memory Gate
fields, where both ridges overlap. Additional inhibitory input from

1Transforms are denoted with “T” in Figure 4.2.2. Although multiple “T”
appear in the figure, the transform is only performed once.
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the Memory Selection fields, ums, which represent the memorized
space/feature values of the currently attended location, prevents the
formation of peaks at already memorized locations. Thus, peaks in
the Memory Gate fields represent the currently attended object in
world space, if it has not yet been committed to memory yet:

τmgu̇mg(xw, f) =− umg(xw, f) + h

+ csel→mgσ(usel(xw))

− cms→mgσ(ums(xw, f))

+ csfs→mg

∫
σ(usfs(x

′, f)dx′

+

∫
ωmg→mg(xw − xw

′, f − f ′)

σ(umg(xw
′, f ′))dxw

′df ′

(4.10)

Supra-threshold activation in the Memory Gate fields modulates
the Memory Traces, the architecture’s memory substrate, in the fol-
lowing way: (1) Global change of the trace is only possible, if a peak
is present in the Memory Gate fields. This is implemented through
a peak detector, pdmg, that multiplicatively gates the memory trace
(see section 2.4.1). (2) Supra-threshold peaks of activation in the
Memory Gate fields cause build-up of memory trace substrate at
the corresponding location in the trace and decay at all other loca-
tions:

u̇mem(xw, f) =σ(pdmg)
[
σ(umg(xw, f))

cmg

τ+

+ (1− σ(umg(xw, f)))
−umem(xw, f)

τ−

] (4.11)

Due to (1), the memory trace is preserved as long as no new entry
is added to the trace, thus modeling a substrate with a capacity
limit induced by interference. New entries are not limited to new
objects, but may also occur whenever the features of an already
memorized object change, as representations are always bound rep-
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resentations of feature and space. A feature change leads to a dif-
ferent peak location in the corresponding space/feature trace and
is thus treated as though a new object has been presented. The
global decay ensures that more recent memory entries are repre-
sented through higher trace activation than older entries. In the
context of a feature change, this leads to a competitive advantage
for the trace entry representing the latest feature values when con-
tents in memory are cued spatially.

The previously mentioned Memory Selection fields utilize the
spatial cue of the Spatial Selection field, Tx→xw

(σ(usel))(xw), to re-
call the object memorized at the currently attended location:

τmsu̇ms(xw, f) =− ums(xw, f) + hms

+ csel→msTx→xw
(σ(usel))(xw)

+ cmem→msσ(umem(xw, f))

− cdsm→msσ(udsm)

+

∫
ωms→ms(xw − xw

′, f − f ′)

σ(ums(xw
′, f ′))dxw

′df ′

(4.12)

This representation can be compared with the features represented
in the Retinal Selection fields to determine whether the perceived ob-
jects have been successfully memorized (see section 4.2.5). Related
to this is the Deselect Memory node, udsm, which inhibitorily con-
nects to the Memory Selection fields. Upon activation, it de-boosts
the entire field, which induces a reverse-detection instability.

4.2.4 Feature Comparison

Attentional selection of single objects allows to compare them to
other object representations along multiple feature dimensions. This
kind of comparison is a central cognitive act utilized in visual search,
but also in memory formation as hinted at above. Comparison is
achieved using an object-match detection subnetwork, which detects
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whether the features of two object match across all feature dimen-
sions or whether the compared objects differ in at least one feature
(Grieben, Tekülve, Zibner, Lins, et al., 2020; see Figure 4.2.3).
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Figure 4.2.3: Object Match Subnetwork

The object-match detection subnetwork represents expected fea-
ture values and attended feature values in one-dimensional feature
fields and compares them in parallel along each feature dimension.
Through the attentional binding mechanism, it is presupposed that
expected and attended feature values are bound to two distinct ob-
ject representations, thus no spatial representation is required. The
Attended Feature fields, ufa, represent the feature values of the cur-
rently attended object and receive excitatory input from the corre-
sponding Retinal Selection fields. The Expected Feature fields, ufe,
represent the feature values of an object to be compared. In this ar-
chitecture, excitatory feature input originates from either the Mem-
ory Feature Gate field, umfg, or from task dependant feature cues,
uvsc (see the following sections for an explanation of the origins).
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Both fields develop in time according to the following dynamics:

τfau̇fa(f) =− ufa(f) + hfa + csfs→fa

∫
σ(usfs(x

′, f))dx′

τfeu̇fe(f) =− ufe(f) + hfe + cmfg→feσ(umfg(f))

+ cvsc→feσ(uvsc(f))

(4.13)

The input strengths csfs→fa,cmfg→fe, and cvsc→fe are sufficient to
cause the emergence of a peak, if supra-threshold activation is present
in their respective source fields.

The attended feature is coupled excitatorily and the expected
feature inhibitorily into the Compare Feature field, ufc, which leads
to the formation of a supra-threshold peak, if a peak is present in
the Attended Feature fields and attended and expected features do
not overlap sufficiently:

τfcu̇fc(f) =− ufc(f) + hfc

+ cfa→fcσ(ufa(f))− cfe→fcσ(ufe(f))
(4.14)

Each of the three fields is connected to a peak detector node,
which is used to determine whether a feature match or mis-match is
present. If only the peak detector of the Attended Feature field and
the Expected Feature field are active, both features are present and
they do match. If all three peak detectors are active, both features
are present and they do not match. This relationship is realized
through the connection pattern between the peak detectors and the
Feature Mis-Match, ufmm, and Feature Match, ufm, neural nodes:

τfmu̇fm =− ufm + hfm + cfa→fmσ(pdfa)

+ cfe→fmσ(pdfe)− cfmm→fmσ(ufmm)

τfmmu̇fmm =− ufmm + hfmm + cfa→fmmσ(pdfa)

+ cfe→fmmσ(pdfe) + cfc→fmmσ(pdfc),

(4.15)

where pdfa, pdfe, and pdfc represent the peak-detector nodes con-
nected to the Attended Feature, Expected Feature, and Compare Fea-
ture field. The Feature Mis-Match node gets activated only if all
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three peak detectors are active. The Feature Match node, however,
gets activated as soon as a peak is present in the Attended Feature
field and the Expected Feature field, but it is inhibited by an ac-
tive Feature Mis-Match node. Both Feature Mis-Match and Feature
Match nodes represent the state of the match on a single-feature
basis.

The two nodes, Object Match and Object Mis-Match, establish
the match on the object level. The Object Mis-Match node, uomm,
receives excitatory input from each Feature Mis-Match node and
activates if a single Feature Mis-Match node in any feature dimension
is active.

τommu̇omm =− uomm + homm +
∑
f∈F

cfmm→ommσ(ufmm) (4.16)

The Object Match node, uom, receives excitatory input from each
Feature Match node and slightly smaller inhibitory input from the
peak detectors of each Expected Feature field. To activate the Ob-
ject Match node, a Feature Match node needs to be active for each
specified feature in the Expected Feature fields.

τomu̇om =− uom + hom

+
∑
f∈F

cfm→omσ(ufm)−
∑
f∈F

cfe→omσ(ufe)
(4.17)

Both Object Match and Object Mis-Match play a role in determining
the CoS of the intentions-in-action Visual Explore and Visual Search.
The networks governing each individual behavior are depicted in
Figure 4.2.4.

4.2.5 Intention-in-Action: Visual Explore

The visual explore intention-in-action singles out an object repre-
sented in the retinal map fields and commits it to a world space based
memory representation. Activation of the Visual Explore Intention
node, uexp, initiates the intention-in-action, which terminates once
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the memory contents match the currently attended object. Visual
explore is the default intention-in-action that is always active unless
the agent is engaged in visual search or exploration of the world.
The Visual Explore Intention node is governed by the following dy-
namics:

τexpu̇exp =− uexp + hexp + cdef − csea→expσ(usea)

− ccexp→expσ(ucexp)− cepw→expσ(uepw),
(4.18)

where ucexp denotes the CoS Explore node, usea the Visual Search
Intention node, uepw the Explore World Intention node, and cdef a
constant excitatory input.

The Visual Explore Intention node boosts the Spatial Selection
field, which leads to an attentional selection of a single object in the
current field of view. It also boosts the Memory Feature Gate fields,
umfg, which pass the supra-threshold feature information from the
Memory Selection fields to the Expected Feature fields of the object-
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match network:

τmfgu̇mfg(f) =− umfg(f) + hmfg

+ cfa→mfgσ(ums(f)) + cexp→mfgσ(uexp)
(4.19)

If the object has already been memorized, a match between the
extracted features in the Retinal Selection fields and the Memory
Selection fields is detected through the Object Match node, which
activates the CoS Explore node, ucexp.

τcexpu̇cexp =− ucexp + hcexp + com→cexpσ(uom) (4.20)

If the object is attended for the first time it will take some amount
of time until the object’s features are committed to memory via the
Memory Gate fields. As soon as enough memory trace has built up
in the Memory Traces, a peak will emerge in the Memory Selection
fields, leading to an eventual activation of the Object Match and CoS
Explore node.

Activation of the CoS Explore node inhibits the Visual Explore
Intention node, which results in a reverse-detection instability in the
Spatial Selection field and subsequently all connected selection fields,
match detection fields and the CoS Explore node. The subnetwork
returned to its initial state with the exception of a potential change
in the Memory Traces. The Visual Explore Intention node may now
reactivate and cause a new attentional selection. The Inhibition of
Return field ensures that it is more likely for a recently unattended
object to be selected.

It may be possible that the attended features of an object do
not match with the memorized features, e.g. if the object has been
altered since the last memorization. In that the Object Mis-Match
node will activate and in combination with the Visual Explore Inten-
tion node cause an activation of the Deselect Memory node, udsm:

τdsmu̇dsm =− udsm + hdsm

+ cexp→dsmσ(uexp) + comm→dsmσ(uomm)
(4.21)
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The Deselect Memory node couples inhibitorily into the Mem-
ory Selection fields and causes a destabilization of the mismatching
memory item. Subsequently, the Expected Feature field falls below
the threshold, which will eventually lead to a de-activation of the
Deselect Memory node. A new selection will occur in the Memory
Selection fields favoring the correct new memory entry, which has
built-up in the meantime in the Memory Traces. This leads to an
activation of CoS Explore and attentional selection may shift to a
different spatial position.

4.2.6 Intention-in-Action: Visual Search

The Visual Search Intention attempts to create the perception of an
object that matches a given feature cue. To this end, it attentionally
selects locations represented in the Retinal Salience Map to extract
their features. Activation of the CoS Visual Search signals that
the current visual perception matches the feature cue. Therefore,
visual search is a prerequisite for many object-oriented actions, in
this scenario it is the intention-in-action Reach.

Visual search is initialized through the activation of the Visual
Search Intention node, usea, which in turn might be deactivated
by the CoD Visual Search node, udsea. It is part of the composite
intention-in-action Locate, where it gets activated either after a suc-
cessful Explore World Intention or Intention Drive (see section 4.4).
This is implemented through the excitatory input from the Inten-
tion Locate node, uloc, and suppression by the precondition node,
prdrv/epw→sea resulting in the following dynamics:

τseau̇sea =− usea + hsea + cloc→seaσ(uloc)

− cdsea→seaσ(udsea)− cpreσ(prdrv/epw→sea),
(4.22)

Activation of the Visual Search Intention node homogeneously
boosts the Spatial Selection field and the Visual Search Cue fields.
This results in the selection of a salient location in the Spatial Selec-
tion field and subsequently peaks in corresponding locations in the
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Retinal Selection fields forming a perception. Additionally, a peak
forms in each Visual Search Cue field that has been preshaped by
the Locate Feature fields, ulocf . Visual Search Cue fields, uvsc, are
governed by the following dynamics:

τvscu̇vsc(f) =− uvsc(f) + hvsc

+ clocf→vscσ(ulocf(f)) + csea→mfgσ(usea)
(4.23)

Their activation is forwarded into the Expected Feature fields of the
object match subnetwork to be compared against the currently per-
ceived features (see Figure 4.2.3). Feature cue representation in the
Visual Search Cue fields also bias selection the Spatial Selection field
in order to give matching items a competitive advantage (see section
A.1 or Grieben, Tekülve, Zibner, Lins, et al., 2020).

A match between the cued features and the attended features in
the Retinal Selection fields is signaled by an activation of the Object
Match node, uom, which in turn activates the CoS Visual Search
node governed by the following dynamics:

τcseau̇csea =− ucsea + hcsea + com→cseaσ(uom)

+ csea→cseaσ(usea) + cloc→cseaσ(uloc)
(4.24)

A successful visual search signals simultaneously a successful loca-
tion of an object, which is why the CoS Visual Search node activates
the CoS Locate node. It does not inhibit the inducing Visual Search
Intention node to retain the current attentional selection during the
following Intention Reach.

If the feature values of the attended object do not match the
search cue represented in the Visual Search Cue fields, the Object
Mis-Match node activates the Deselect Scene node, udss, preshaped
by the Visual Search Intention node.

τdssu̇dss =− udss + hdss

+ csea→dsmσ(usea) + comm→dssσ(uomm)
(4.25)

The Deselect Scene node inhibits the Spatial Selection field leading
to a reverse-detection instability. This propagates to the connected
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fields and eventually results in a deactivation of the Deselect Scene
node. This leads to a peak emerging in the Spatial Selection field
at a new location due to the Inhibition of Return. In this way,
attentional shifts are induced by the Deselect Scene node until an
object matching the search-cue is found.

It might, however, be possible that no matching object is present
in the agent’s field of view, which corresponds to the CoD Visual
Search. In that case, the agent should continue to explore the envi-
ronment and engage in a visual search at a different location. There
are two different means to detect this case: (1) Determine that all
visual objects in the field of view have been examined. (2) Deter-
mine that a certain period of time has passed without a successful
search. The first option provides a reliable CoD detection, but it
requires a working memory and thus the number of visible elements
needs to be below the working memory capacity. The second option
is merely a heuristic, but not an unrealistic one, given that an agent
rarely knows whether a successful search is theoretically possible or
not. Both options are implemented here and lead to an activation
of the CoD Visual Search node, udsea, which terminates the visual
search and initiates the Explore World Intention via a precondition
node (see section 4.3.2).

To implement option one, a three-field subnetwork is utilized to
detect that all objects in the visual scene were selected and that
none matched the given feature cue. It consists of the Visited Po-
sitions field, the Visited Positions Delay field, and the Repeated
Position field defined over the horizontal retinal space. The latter
forms peaks only when a location has been attended the second time
during this instance of visual search. Assuming that due to Inhibi-
tion of Return objects are only revisited after all other objects have
been attended, a peak in the Repeated Position field signals that all
objects have been attended, and thus the Visual Search Intention
was unsuccessful. For a detailed explanation of the three different
fields, see section A.2 of the appendix.

In this toy scenario option two, the timer is not required due to
abundant items in the visual field, but rather to detect an additional
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special case: No items in the visual scene. If no salient object is
visible at all, no peak will emerge in the Spatial Selection field or
the Repeated Position field leading to neither a CoD Visual Search
nor a CoS Visual Search. The timer is implemented as neural node,
ustm, operating on a slow timescale, τstm, that receives a sufficiently
strong boost from the Visual Search Intention node. It eventually
activates unless it is inhibited by the CoS Visual Search node, ucsea.
The time required to activate the timer depends on its timescale,
τstm, and resting level, hstm. In this work, hstm is fixed such that at
least three objects may be visually selected before it activates:

τstmu̇stm =− ustm + hstm

+ csea→stmσ(usea)− ccsea→stmσ(ucsea)
(4.26)

It is, however, thinkable that the resting level of the timer could be
dynamically altered depending on the amount of supra-threshold ac-
tivation in the Retinal Salience Map. Then scenes containing many
objects would be explored longer than scenes with few or no objects.

Any supra-threshold peak in the Repeated Position field, urpo, or
the Visual Search Timer node, ustm, activate the CoD Visual Search
Transient node, udtsea:

τdtseau̇dtsea =− udtsea + hdtsea + cstm→dtseaσ(ustm)

+ crpo→dtsea

∫
σ(urpo)(x)dx

(4.27)

Activation of the CoD Visual Search Transient node resets the Ex-
plore World Intention by inhibiting its sustained CoS Explore World
node for a brief amount of time (see section 4.3.2). It also activates
the self-sustaining CoD Visual Search node, udsea, which actually
terminates the Visual Search Intention by inhibiting its intention
node:

τdseau̇dsea =− udsea + hdsea + cdsea→dseaσ(udsea)

+ cdtsea→dseaσ(udtsea) + cloc→dseaσ(uloc)

− cctew→dsea

∫
σ(uctew(xw))dxw

(4.28)
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It remains active as long as the Intention Locate node is active to
suppress the precondition connected to Explore World Intention.
Once the CoS Explore World Transient field, uctew, signals that
exploration led to a new visual scene, the agent engages again in
visual search. This is implemented through an inhibitory connection
from the CoS Explore World Transient field that eventually frees the
Visual Search Intention node from inhibition.

4.2.7 Intention-in-Action: Recall

The intention-in-action Recall attempts to reactivate a space/feature
memory that matches a partial space/feature cue located anywhere
in the simulated environment. In the context of the composite In-
tention Locate, it is utilized to recall the position of a cuboid of a
certain height and color. This position may then be used as a goal
position for goal-directed driving.
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Figure 4.2.5: Recall subnetwork.
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The subnetwork responsible for Recall is depicted in Figure 4.2.5.
It is governed by the Intention Recall node and its counterparts the
CoS Recall node and the CoD Recall node. The Intention Recall
node, urec, is activated through the Intention Locate node, uloc and
may be deactivated by the CoD Recall node, udrec:

τrecu̇rec =− urec + hrec

+ cloc→recσ(uloc)− cdrec→recσ(udrec)
(4.29)

It initiates the recall by boosting the resting level of the Recall
Cue fields, urecc, two one-dimensional feature fields defined over color
and height, respectively. Each Recall Cue field, urecc(f) is connected
to a peak detector node, pdfrecc. Both fields form peaks at locations
preshaped by the Locate Feature fields, ulocf :

τreccu̇recc(f) =− urecc(f) + hrecc

+ cloc→reccσ(uloc) + clocf→reccσ(ulocf(f))
(4.30)

Supra-threshold peaks are then forwarded to the two-dimensional
Space/Feature Recall fields in the form of preshaping cue ridges.

Here, the ridges are combined with a preshape originating from
the Memory Traces, umem, which leads to peaks at all overlapping
locations:

τsfru̇sfr(xw, f) =− usfr(xw, f) + hsfr + crecc→sfrσ(urecc(f))

+ cmem→sfrσ(umem(xw, f))
(4.31)

The spatial component of each Space/Feature Recall field is for-
warded excitatorily to the selective Recall Position field, urecp. It
receives simultaneous inhibition from the peak detectors, pdfrecc, con-
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nected to the Recall Cue fields:

τrecpu̇recp(xw) =− urecp(xw) + hrecp

+ csfr→recp

∑
f∈F

∫
σ(usfr(xw, f))df

− cprecc→recp

∑
f∈F

σ(pdfrecc)

+

∫
ωrecp→recp(xw − xw

′)

σ(urecp(xw
′)dxw

′

(4.32)

Excitatory strength csfr→recp is slightly larger than the inhibitory
weight cprecc→recp such that peaks only form at locations xw, where
all features specified in the Recall Cue fields are present (similar to
the mechanism utilized in the object match subnetwork in section
4.2.4). Peaks in the Recall Position field are made available to the
Intention Drive via the Recall Position Gate field (see section 4.3.1).

Any supra-threshold activation peak in the Recall Position field
activates the CoS Recall node, if the Intention Locate node, uloc,
and the Intention Recall node, urec, are also active:

τcrecu̇crec =− ucrec + hcrec + crec→crecσ(urec)

+ cloc→crecσ(uloc) + crecp→crec

∫
σ(urecp(x))dx

(4.33)

It then suppresses the precondition node that inhibits the Intention
Drive to initiate locomotion.

It might also be possible that no matching object is present in
memory. Similar to visual search, it is not possible to detect the
absence of a peak, therefore a neural timer, urect, is utilized to detect
the CoD Visual Search:

τrectu̇rect =− urect + hrect + crec→crecσ(urec)

− ccrec→recσ(ucrec)
(4.34)
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Its timescale, τrect, is set sufficiently large to guarantee that the CoS
Recall node is activated before the timer if a matching candidate is
present in the Memory Traces. Activation of the CoS Recall node
resets the timer to its resting level state.

If the CoS Recall does not activate due to the absence of a match,
the timer will eventually activate and with it the self-sustained CoD
Recall node, udrec:

τdrecu̇drec =− udrec + hdrec

+ cdrec→drecσ(udrec) + cloc→drecσ(uloc)

+ crec→drecσ(urec) + crect→drecσ(urect)

− ccrec→drecσ(ucrec)

(4.35)

Sustained activation of the CoD Recall node allows to dis-inhibit
the precondition node for the Explore World Intention, to locate
the desired object.

4.2.8 Change Detector

Both intentions-in-action Visual Explore and Visual Search actively
induce perceptions in a top-down fashion, extracting the feature
values of one object at a time. The change detector subnetwork pro-
vides a bottom-up mechanism to perceive transient feature changes
in the scene. Transient color changes are of particular relevance to
this scenario, as their detection signals a successful painting action.

Two fields, the Fast Transient Detection field, utdf , and the Slow
Transient Detection field, utds, form a two-dimensional transient
detector (see section 2.3.5). Both fields are defined over color and
horizontal retinal space, share the same resting level hdet, receive
the same excitatory input from Space/Color Retinal Map, uscr, but
operate on different timescales (τtdf < τtds):

τtdf u̇tdf(x, f) =− utdf(x, f) + hdet + cscr→detσ(uscr(x, c))

− ctds→tdfσ(utds(x, c))− cwhe→tdfσ(pwhe)

τtdsu̇tds(x, c) =− utds(x, c) + hdet + cscr→detσ(uscr(x, c))

(4.36)
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The Fast Transient Detection field is subject to inhibition from the
Slow Transient Detection field and the Wheels Move node, uwhe.
The latter activates, whenever the robot’s wheels move and thus
prevents the detection of changes in the visual field that result from
ego-motion.

For both fields the strength of the excitatory input, csfr→det,
from the Space/Color Retinal Map is sufficient to form peaks. Due
to the inhibitory connection between both detector fields, this leads
to a multi-peak representation in the Slow Transient Detection field,
mirroring the peaks in the Space/Color Retinal Map, and no above-
threshold activation in the Fast Transient Detection field. Peaks
only emerge for a brief period of time in the Fast Transient Detec-
tion field, whenever a color or position changes in the Space/Color
Retinal Map; i.e. the visual scene. Supra-threshold activation in
the Fast Transient Detection field is forwarded to the Color Change
Detected Memory field, where it is sustained for further processing,
e.g. learning of beliefs and CoS detection.

The visual transient detector may also be used to guide spa-
tial attention in the scene by boosting the respective area of the
Spatial Selection field (see, for example, Grieben, Tekülve, Zibner,
Lins, et al., 2020). In this particular scenario change always results
from the agent’s own actions, which already presupposes attentional
selection of the object to change. Therefore this excitatory connec-
tion between the Fast Transient Detection field and Spatial Selection
field has not been implemented here to reduce the complexity of the
vision module.

4.3 Motor Actions

This section deals with the agent’s motor actions, namely locomo-
tion, reaching, and the actual painting process. These strongly de-
pend on the mind-to-world representations provided by the above
Vision Module. Space/Feature Memory provides locations for goal-
directed locomotion, visual selection provides target locations for
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reaching, perceiving non-memorized objects signals successful explo-
ration, and activation of the transient-detector signals a successful
application of color. Mind-to-world representations of the visual
module thus specify intentional content on the one hand and detect
CoS of motor actions on the other hand. The CoSs of the remaining
motor actions are determined through non-visual perceptions, such
as the current agent’s location, the endeffector’s spatial location, or
the fill status of the painting device. Each of the following sections
describes a subnetwork implementing a motor action as intentions-
in-action.

4.3.1 Goal-Directed Locomotion

Goal-directed locomotion allows the agent to drive from its current
location to a specified location in the one-dimensional allocentric
space. In this scenario, goal-directed locomotion/driving is part
of the composite intention-in-action Locate, where it is utilized to
reach previously recalled locations. The subnetwork responsible is
depicted in Figure 4.3.1. Both the subnetwork for goal-directed lo-
comotion and the reaching subnetwork described in section 4.3.3 are
based on the reaching architecture for goal-directed reaching pre-
sented in Schöner, Tekülve, and Zibner (2019).

Locomotion is initiated by activation of the Intention Drive node,
uidr, through the Intention Locate node, uloc. The active Intention
Drive node provides a homogeneous boost to the one-dimensional
Intention Drive field, udrv, and the Intention Oscillate node, udos,
which in combination generate a velocity command for the wheels
(see next section). Activation of the Intention Drive node is inhibito-
rily influenced by the precondition node Recall-Drive, prcrec→drv,
and the corresponding CoS Intention Drive node, ucdr, either sup-
pressing it before or deactivating it after its activation:

τidru̇idr =− uidr + hidr + cloc→idrσ(uloc)+

− cpreσ(prcrec→idr)− ccdr→idrσ(uidr

(4.37)

The precondition node, prcrec→drv, ensures that the intention-in-
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Figure 4.3.1: Goal-directed Locomotion subnetwork.

action only activates after a location candidate has been successfully
recalled from memory.

That location candidate represented in the Recall Position field,
urecp, of the vision module (see 4.2.7) is forwarded into the one-
dimensional Recall Position Gate field, urpg, which only forms peaks
in the presence of an active Intention Locate node, uloc:

τrpgu̇rpg(xw) =− urpg(xw) + hrpg

+ cloc→rpgσ(uloc) + crecp→rpgσ(urecp(xw))
(4.38)

The Recall Position Gate field is excitatory coupled into the In-
tention Drive field, udrv(xw), where it leads to the formation of a
peak in combination with activation boost of the Intention Drive
node, uidr:

τdrvu̇drv(xw) =− udrv(xw) + hdrv

+ cidr→drvσ(uidr) + crpg→drvσ(urpg(xw))
(4.39)
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Supra-threshold activation in the Intention Drive field represents the
desired goal location that determines the state’s CoS and specifies
the velocity command to be generated.

Generating the Velocity Command

Supra-threshold activation in the Intention Drive field triggers a
two-layer oscillator, which generates wheel velocities that ultimately
drive the agent to the specified target position. To determine the
movement distance between the agent’s current location and the tar-
get position, the latter is transformed into a relative, agent-centered,
coordinate system. The transform into the relative representation,
prt(xrw), is achieved by cross-correlating the output of the Inten-
tion Drive field with the output of the Start Location field, uslo,
which represents the position of the agent at the beginning of the
movement (see below).

prt(xrw) =

∫
σ(uslo(xrw − xw)) ∗ σ(udrv(xw))dxw (4.40)

The cross correlation is a computational efficient equivalent of a
two-dimensional neural map realizing the same transformation (see
section 2.3.4).

The oscillator, a two-layer transient detector, generates a tran-
sient activation pattern based on the relative target location, prt.
It is governed by a pair of neural nodes forming an ECU: The In-
tention Oscillate, udos, and CoS Oscillate, ucdo, nodes. The former
is activated through the Intention Drive node, uidr, leading to the
following dynamics:

τdosu̇dos =− udos + hdos

+ cidr→dosσ(uidr)− ccdo→dosσ(ucdo)
(4.41)

The two-layer transient detector (see section 2.3.5) is formed by
the Relative Target Excitatory field, utex, and Relative Target In-
hibitory field, utin, both defined over the agent-centered coordinate
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system, xrw. The Relative Target Excitatory field and the Relative
Target Inhibitory field detect the activation of the Intention Oscil-
late node. They both receive the transformed target position prt as
excitatory input, share the same resting level, hdosc, and excitatory
input strength, crt→dosc, but vary in their individual relaxation rates
τtex < τtin:

τtexu̇tex(xrw) =− utex(xrw) + hdosc

+ crt→doscσ(prt(xrw)) + cdos→doscσ(udos)

− ctin→texσ(utin(xrw))

τtinu̇tin(xrw) =− utin(xrw) + hdosc

+ crt→doscσ(prt(xrw)) + cdos→doscσ(udos)

(4.42)

Activation of the Intention Oscillate node leads to the formation
of a peak at the specified location prt in both fields. A peak emerges
first in the faster Relative Target Excitatory field, which is desta-
bilized again once a peak has also formed in the slower Relative
Target Inhibitory field. The transient field output of the Relative
Target Excitatory field, θ(utex(xrw)), is used to generate a velocity
signal, vw(t), for the wheels, where θ describes a semi-linear thresh-
old function. The velocity signal’s amplitude is set up, such that
the agent reaches the target location in a single oscillation. This is
achieved using a set of feed-forward weights, wwdv(xrw):

v(t) =

∫
wwdv(xrw)θ(utex(xrw, t)))dxrw (4.43)

The weights, wwdv(xrw), follow a linear distance function in the
agent-centered coordinate system. The closer the location xrw is
to the center the lower the weights and vice versa.

Updating the Agent’s Position Representation

A velocity command is sent to the wheels as long as supra-threshold
activation is present in the Relative Target Excitatory field. Once
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the activation vanishes, the Intention Oscillate node has to be de-
activated to allow for additional velocity commands. To this end,
the CoS Oscillate node, ucdo, detects the endpoint of the oscilla-
tion based on an excitatory input from utin and an inhibitory input
from utex. During velocity generation both inputs negate each other
leaving ucdo below threshold. Once the supra-threshold activation
in utex vanishes, solely the excitatory input remains, thus causing
an activation of the CoS Oscillate node, ucdo:

τcdou̇cdo =− ucdo + hcdo + cdos→cdoσ(udos)

+ ctin→cdo

∫
σ(utin(xrw))dxrw

− ctex→cdo

∫
σ(utex(xrw))dxrw

(4.44)

The subsequent deactivation of the Intention Oscillate node causes
the Relative Target Inhibitory field to also fall below threshold acti-
vation, eventually deactivating the CoS Oscillate node. This allows
for additional oscillations to follow if the velocity profile v(t) gener-
ated by the current oscillations was not sufficient to reach the goal
location. This might be the case if the weight matrix wwdv is not cor-
rectly tuned or if the desired target, represented in udrv, did change
during movement (see, for example, Schöner, Tekülve, and Zibner,
2019).

The amplitude of the movement depends on the agent’s starting
position, which is sustained in the Start Location field, uslo, to keep
the relative position prt constant during the oscillation. The constant
position allows to generate a velocity profile that depends solely on
the oscillation timing and the weight matrix wwdv. A sustained
starting location requires an update after each oscillation to allow
for correct follow-up movements. To this end, the Current Location
Gate field, uclo, provides the current spatial location, whenever the
Intention Oscillate node is not active. It is directly connected to
the agent’s position sensor, spos(xw), which provides space-coded
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information about the agent’s position in the world:

τclou̇clo(xw) =− uclo(xw) + hclo

+ cpos→clospos(xw)− cdos→cloσ(udos)
(4.45)

If the Intention Oscillate node is inactive, the space coded activa-
tion from the position sensor spos(xw) is sufficient to form a supra-
threshold peak in the Current Location Gate field.

This perception of the current location is forwarded into the Start
Location field, uslo, where it overrides the previously retained start-
ing location. This is realized through the input strength cclo→slo in
combination with the field’s selective and self-sustained kernel:

τslou̇slo(xw) =− uslo(xw) + hslo + cclo→sloσ(uclo(xw))

+

∫
ωslo(xw − x′w)σ(uslo(x

′
w))dx

′
w

(4.46)

Any supra-threshold peak in the Current Location Gate field leads to
the formation of a single supra-threshold peak in the Start Location
field due to sufficient input strength cclo→slo and the selective kernel
wslo that inhibits all other locations in uslo. The kernel’s excitation
is sufficient to sustain the peak if the input σ(uclo(xw) falls below the
threshold due to the inhibition from the Intention Oscillate node.
Once the peak in the Current Location Gate field reemerges at a new
position at the end of a movement, it will override the existing peak
in the Start Location field, thus updating the agent’s representation
of the starting position.

Terminating the Intention-in-Action

The starting position and the desired goal position specified by the
Intention Drive field are coupled into the CoS Intention Drive field,
ucdrv:

τcdrvu̇cdrv(xw) =− ucdrv(xw) + hcdrv

+ cdrv→cdrvσ(udrv(xw))

+ cslo→cdrvσ(uslo(xw)

(4.47)
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Peaks form in the CoS Intention Drive field, if the inputs σ(udrv)
and σ(uslo) overlap sufficiently. A supra-threshold peak in the CoS
Intention Drive field causes the activation of the connected CoS
Intention Drive node, ucdr:

τcdru̇cdr =− ucdr + hcdr + ccdr→cdrσ(ucdr)

+ cloc→cdrσ(uloc) + ccdrv→cdr

∫
σ(ucdrv(xw))dxw

(4.48)

It terminates the Intention Drive by deactivating the Intention Drive
node through its inhibitory connection. Supra-threshold activa-
tion will eventually vanish in all fields excited by the Intention
Drive node. The CoS Intention Drive node, however, will sus-
tain its supra-threshold activation through the combination of self-
excitation ccdr→cdr and input from the Intention Locate node, cloc→cdr.
The sustained activation inhibits the pre-condition of the Visual
Search intention-in-action, thus allowing the agent to perform a vi-
sual search at the newly reached world location. Eventually, the CoS
Intention Drive node deactivates with the termination of the Locate
intention.

4.3.2 Explorative Locomotion

The goal of the Explore World Intention is to move the agent to a
location in world space containing a cube object not yet represented
in memory. It is part of the Locate composite intention-in-action and
will be activated, whenever the currently desired object could not
be recalled or visual search at the current location was not success-
ful. This embedding into the architecture is reflected through the
Explore World Intention node, uepw, which is excited by the Inten-
tion Locate node and simultaneously suppressed by the precondition
node, prdrec,dsea→epw, which is deactivated by either the CoD Recall
or the CoD Visual Search:

τepwu̇epw =− uepw + hepw + cloc→epwσ(uloc)

− ccew→epwσ(ucew)− cpreσ(prdrec,dsea→epw).
(4.49)
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Activation of the Explore World Intention node initiates the intention-
in-action by boosting two movement-inducing neural nodes. Activa-
tion of its counterpart, the CoS Explore World node, terminates it
again (see Figure 4.3.2 for an overview of the subnetwork).
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Exploration Heuristic

Movement is generated through the activation of either one of two
exclusive nodes: The Drive Left node or the Drive Right node. Both
nodes mutually suppress each other and generate constant wheel
velocities that drive the agent in either left or right direction. The
Explore World Intention excites both nodes with similar strength
and it depends on the different inputs to those nodes, which one will
prevail and activate first. Drive Left node, udrl, and Drive Right
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node, udrr, are driven by analog dynamics:

τdrlu̇drl =− udrl + hdrl + cepw→drlσ(uepw)− cdrr→drlσ(udrr)

− clbo→drlσ(ulbo)− ckle→drl

∫ 0

l

σ(ukle(xrw))dxrw

(4.50)

and

τdrru̇drr =− udrr + hdrr + cepw→drrσ(uepw)

− cdrl→drrσ(udrl)− crbo→drrσ(urbo)

− ckle→drr

∫ r

0

σ(ukle(xrw))dxrw.

(4.51)

In addition to the mutual inhibition, each of the two nodes are inhib-
ited, whenever their respective border of the world space is reached,
which is captured through the activation of either the Left Border -,
ulbo or Right Border node, urbo (see Appendix A.3 for details on the
border nodes).

If neither node is already active and neither border is reached, the
decision between activating the left or right node depends on neural
noise and the Known Locations Ego field, ukle, which represents
memorized locations relative to the agent’s current location. Peaks
in the left half of Known Locations Ego field (indices l to 0) represent
objects to the left of the agent and inhibit the Drive Left node. The
same relation holds for peaks in the right half (indices 0 to r) and
the Drive Right node. This heuristic behavior makes it more likely
that the agent drives to a previously unexplored location.

The Known Locations Ego field, ukle, is defined in the same rel-
ative world space xrw as the Relative Target Inhibitory field and
Relative Target Excitatory field:

τkleu̇kle(xrw) =− ukle(xrw) + hkle + ckl→klepkl(xrw) (4.52)

Its input, pkl, originates from the spatial component of the vision
module’s Memory Traces, umem, which is transformed into a relative
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coordinate frame via cross-correlation with current spatial location,
spos:

pkl(xrw) =

∫
σ(spos(xrw − xw))

∗
[ ∫

σ(umem(xw, f))df
]
dxw

(4.53)

The input strength ckl→kle is sufficient to cause the formation of
peaks in the Known Locations Ego field at each memorized location.

Terminating the Exploration Movement

Activation of either the Drive Left node or the Drive Right node lead
to a vehicle movement with constant velocity. Movement should
come to a halt, whenever a new object is perceived by the agent,
which is detected by the CoS Explore World Transient field. The
CoS Explore World Transient field acts as a mis-match detector that
compares representations in memory with the currently attended vi-
sual location in the Spatial Selection field, usel. The currently at-
tended location provides excitatory input, while memorized objects
provide inhibitory input to the field. This leads to the formation of
peaks in the CoS Explore World Transient field, whenever the cur-
rently attended object is not yet committed to memory. The CoS
Explore World Transient field, uctew, is governed by the following
dynamics:

τctewu̇ctew(xw) =− uctew(xw) + hctew

+ csel→ctewσ(usel(xw))

− cmem→ctew

∫
σ(umem(xw, f))df.

(4.54)

To cause attentional shifts while driving, the Explore World In-
tention utilizes two nodes, the Intention Attend node, uatt, and the
CoS Attend node, ucatt, which fulfill a similar role as the Visual
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Explore Intention node and CoS Explore node of the vision module:

τattu̇att =− uatt + hatt + cepw→attσ(uepw)

− ccatt→attσ(ucatt)

τcattu̇catt =− ucatt + hcatt + cepw→cattσ(uepw)

+ csel→catt

∫
σ(usel(x))dx

(4.55)

The Intention Attend node boosts the Spatial Selection field,
usel, which leads to the formation of a peak. Subsequently, the
CoS Explore node, which is a peak detector of the Spatial Selec-
tion field, activates and inhibits the Intention Attend node causing
a reverse detection instability in the Spatial Selection field. This
causes more rapid attentional shifts than the similar Intention Vi-
sual Explore, which shifts attention only after an object has been
successfully committed to memory.

Once an attended location causes a supra-threshold peak in the
CoS Explore World Transient field, the CoS Explore World node is
activated. This terminates the movement as the CoS Explore World
node inhibits the Explore World Intention node, and subsequently
deactivates the Drive Left node or Drive Right node. Additionally,
the peak detector connected to the CoS Explore World Transient
field, pdctew, activates briefly and destabilizes the sustained CoD Vi-
sual Search node to allow for future activations of the Visual Search
intention-in-action.

The Explore World Intention acts as a precondition for Visual
Search, analog to the Intention Drive intention-in-action. Its CoS
node is therefore self-excitatory and retains its activation level as
long as the composite Locate intention-in-action is active. Addition-
ally, the CoS Explore World node may be deactivated through the
CoD Visual Search node, which states that the currently desired
object is not present in the agent’s visual field. Such a deactiva-
tion of the CoS node results in a re-activation of the Explore World
Intention node. This leads to further exploration until the desired
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object is ultimately found and the CoS Locate is activated. Acti-
vation change of the CoS Explore World node, ucew, is described
through the following dynamics:

τcewu̇cew =− ucew + hcew

+ ccew→cewσ(ucew) + cloc→cewσ(uloc)

+ cepw→cewσ(uepw)− cdsea→cewσ(udsea)

+ cctew→cew

∫
σ(uctew(xw))dxw

(4.56)

Combined activation of uloc, uepw, and unlpd is required to activate
the node, while the self-excitatory kernel ccew→cew is strong enough
to sustain activation in the presence of uloc. The inhibitory connec-
tion cdsea→cew is strong enough to deactivate the node regardless of
other inputs.

4.3.3 Reaching

The Intention Reach moves the agent’s arm endeffector (eef) from
its current position to a specified target position. Endeffector move-
ments are restricted to the two-dimensional plane defined through
horizontal retinal space, x, and depth, d. Reaching is realized through
the reaching subnetwork (see Figure 4.3.3), which has an analog
structure to the goal-directed driving network (Figure 4.3.1). Both
subnetworks use a two-layer oscillator in a relative coordinate frame
to generate a velocity profile that drives an entity to a given target.
The main difference between the reaching subnetwork and the driv-
ing subnetwork is the difference in dimensionality and the embedding
in the architecture. Also in the absence of any supra-threshold acti-
vation in the network’s intention- and CoS-nodes the arm relaxes to
a default resting position in front of the robot (see Appendix section
A.5 for details).

Reaching is part of both composite intentions-in-action: Collect
Coat and Apply Color. Thus, the Intention Reach node, uire, is
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Figure 4.3.3: Reaching Architecture

activated by either the Collect Coat Intention node, uclc, or the Ap-
ply Color Intention node, uapp. Both composite intentions-in-action
enforce the precondition Locate-Reach, prcloc→ire, which prevents ac-
tivation until a desired object has been located. Upon a successful
reach the Intention Reach node is deactivated again by its CoS Reach
node, ucre:

τireu̇ire =− uire + hire + cclc→ireσ(uclc) + capp→ireσ(uapp)

− cpreσ(prcloc→ire)− ccre→ireσ(ucre)
(4.57)

Activation of the Intention Reach node causes a peak of activa-
tion in the two-dimensional Intention Reach field, urea, which spec-
ifies the position of the reaching target:

τreau̇rea(x, d) =− urea(x, d) + hrea

+ crtg→reaσ(urtg(x, d)) + cire→reaσ(uire)
(4.58)
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Spatial information about the target is provided to the Intention
Reach field via the Reaching Target Gate field, urtg, which con-
stitutes the interface between the visual system and the reaching
subnetwork. The output of the Spatial Selection field, usel(x) is
transformed into a two-dimensional horizontal/depth representation
u∗sel(x, d) using a fixed distance mapping that assigns the same depth
to all cuboids.2 This transformed representation is forwarded to the
Intention Reach field only if either the Collect Coat Intention node,
uclc, or the Apply Color Intention node, uapp are active:

τrtgu̇rtg(x, d) =− urtg(x, d) + hrtg + csel→rtgσ(u
∗
sel(x, d))

+ cclc→rtgσ(uclc) + capp→rtgσ(uapp)
(4.59)

Once a peak emerges the Intention Reach field, the target po-
sition is transformed into a eef-centered representation via a cross-
correlation with the current eef-position, represented in the Init EEF
Pos field. That eef-centered representation of the target is fed into
a two-layer oscillator, which is driven by a pair of intention and CoS
nodes. The network is entirely analog to the drive subnetwork ex-
cept that the fields and the weight matrix used to generate velocities
are two-dimensional (xe, de) rather than one-dimensional (xw).

The generated Cartesian velocities are transformed into joint an-
gle velocities via inverse-kinematics (see section 4.1.4). Weights are
tuned to move the arm directly onto the target position with a single
activation of the oscillator.

Similarly to the drive subnetwork, the eef-position is only up-
dated in between movements. Both the Init EEF Pos field and the
Cur EEF Pos Gate field are two dimensional analogies of the Start
Location field and Current Location Gate field of the goal-directed
driving network shown in Figure 4.3.1. The Cur EEF Pos Gate field

2In this scenario the agent merely points at the cuboids rather than touching
them, thus an exact depth estimation is not required. Should a variable depth
be required, one needs a depth estimator, e.g. a depth-measuring camera, to
construct an accurate horizontal/depth representation. Depth would then be
treated analog to the height or color features and could be extracted via spatial
attention.
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receives the space code representation of the eef’s position peef(x, d)
as input. A peak emerges in the Cur EEF Pos Gate field, whenever
there is no inhibition by the Intention Oscillate Reach node. Supra-
threshold activation is forwarded to the Init EEF Pos field, where it
causes an update of the starting position representation due to the
field’s selective and self-sustained kernel.

Once the current arm position, represented in the Init EEF Pos
field, uiep, matches the target position specified in the Intention
Reach field, a peak emerges in the CoS Reach field, ucrea:

τcreau̇crea(x, d) =− ucrea(x, d) + hcrea

+ crea→creaσ(urea(x, d))

+ ciep→creaσ(uiep(x, d))

(4.60)

Any supra-threshold peak activates the connected CoS Reach node,
ucre:

τcreu̇cre =− ucre + hcre + ccre→creσ(ucre) + cire→creσ(uire)

+ cclc→creσ(uclc) + capp→creσ(uapp)

+ ccrea→cre

∫ ∫
σ(ucrea(x, d))dxdd

(4.61)

The CoS Reach node terminates the reaching intention-in-action by
inhibiting the Intention Reach node. Its self-excitation ccre→cre sus-
tains the CoS Reach node’s activation in the absence of the Inten-
tion Reach node as long as either the Collect Coat Intention node
or the Apply Color Intention node are active. The activated CoS
Reach node thus causes the prolonged deactivation of the precon-
dition nodes Reach → Pick-Up and Reach → Spray. Subsequently,
either the Pick-Up Intention or the Spray Intention will activate
depending on the currently active prior intention.

4.3.4 Painting

This section covers all motor actions related to the agent’s painting
device, which is attached to the agent’s arm’s endeffector. The de-
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vice is able to store paint of a single color for an unlimited amount
of time until it is actively released for painting or disposal. Activat-
ing the simulated pick-up action, while the eef is in the vicinity of a
bucket , stores the bucket ’s color. Activating the simulated dispense
action removes the stored color from the device and applies it onto
the closest canvas, causing it to change color. The Pick-Up Inten-
tion and the Spray Intention implement the neural process models
of these actions (see Figure 4.3.4).
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Figure 4.3.4: Pick-up and Spray subnetwork.

Pick-Up

The Pick-Up Intention is activated after the agent has successfully
reached for a bucket as the last action of the composite Collect Coat
Intention. This is implemented through the Pick-Up Intention node,
upck, which receives excitatory input from the Collect Coat Intention
node, uclc, and inhibitory input from its corresponding CoS Pick-
Up node,ucpck, and the precondition node prea→pck, connected to
the CoS Reach node:

τpcku̇pck =− upck + hpck + cclc→pckσ(uclc)

− cpreσ(prea→pck)− ccpck→pckσ(ucpck).
(4.62)
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The Pick-Up Intention itself is composed of two actions: Ejecting
the current color from the device followed by retrieving the color of
the closest bucket . The former is necessary if the color was collected
in a previously uncompleted painting attempt that was aborted be-
fore any color was applied. Temporal order between both comprising
actions Eject and Retrieve is enforced by a precondition node. Im-
plementation of the intention-, CoS-, and precondition nodes follows
the standard pattern explained in section 2.3.7. The Pick-Up In-
tention node boosts the intention nodes for the intentions-in-action
Eject and Retrieve and additionally raises the resting level of the
Coat Color Gate field. This allows the formation of peaks there,
thus forwarding the currently attended color feature into the Coat
Role field of the belief subnetwork (see section 4.5).

Both the Eject Intention node and the Retrieve Intention node
activate a corresponding concept node, which projects a fixed weight
pattern to the painting device. Those patterns initiate either a simu-
lated retrieval or disposal action, which takes an arbitrary amount of
time determined by the simulation. The painting device is equipped
with a binary can-sensor, scan, that detects whether the device cur-
rently contains paint or not. This sensor projects onto two neural
nodes, which either represent a filled or an empty device. The CoS of
the Eject Intention is fulfilled upon activation of the node represent-
ing an empty device. Analogically the CoS of the Retrieve Intention
is fulfilled once the node representing the filled device activates. Ac-
tivation of the CoS Retrieve node, ucrtv, causes the activation of the
CoS Pick-Up node, ucpck:

τcpcku̇cpck =− ucpck + hcpck + cclc→cpckσ(uclc)

+ cpck→cpckσ(upck) +crtv→cpck σ(ucrtv).
(4.63)

This deactivates the Pick-Up Intention node and activates the CoS
Collect Coat node thus terminating the Pick-Up Intention and sub-
sequently the Collect Coat Intention.
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Spray

The Spray Intention is the last action of the composite Apply Color
Intention analog to the Pick-Up Intention for the Collect Coat In-
tention. It is activated after the agent has successfully reached for a
canvas. Implementation follows the same principle: The behavior is
governed by the Spray Intention node, uspr which is excited by the
Apply Color Intention node, uapp, and inhibited by the precondition
node prea→spr as well as its CoS Spray node, ucspr:

τspru̇spr =− uspr + hspr + capp→sprσ(uapp)

− cpreσ(prea→spr)− ccspr→sprσ(ucspr).
(4.64)

Activation of the Spray Intention node causes the initiation of the
simulated dispense action by activating the Dispense Intention node.
Analog to the Eject Intention or the Retrieve Intention, this ac-
tion is implemented abstractly. An activated dispense concept node
projects a fixed weight pattern to the simulated painting device in-
ducing the dispense action. CoS Dispense is triggered through an
empty painting device in the face of an active Dispense Intention
node (see Figure 4.3.4).

To complete the Spray Intention two perceptions are required:
An successful dispense action and a color change in the scene. Color
change in the scene is detected through the vision system’s change
detector (see section 4.2.8). The transient activation of the detector’s
Fast Transient Detection field, utdf , is retained in the self-sustained
Color Change Detected Memory field, uccdm:

τccdmu̇ccdm(c) =− uccdm(c) + hccdm

+ cspr→ccdmσ(uspr) + cpai→ccdmσ(upai)

+ ctdf→ccdm

∫
σ(utdf(x, c))dx

+

∫
cccdm→ccdm(c− c′)σ(uccdm(c

′))dc′

(4.65)

Peaks may, however, only form in the presence of an active Spray In-
tention node, ucspr and Paint Intention node, upai, thus only changes
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observed during the Spray Intention are considered as painting re-
sults. The changed color is also forwarded into the Result Role field
of the belief subnetwork. It is sustained as long as the Paint In-
tention is active and plays a further role in the determination of its
CoS.

The CoS Spray node, ucspr, is activated upon the simultaneous
activation of the CoS Dispense node, udsp, and the Color Change
Detected Memory field’s peak detector, pdccdm:

τcspru̇cspr =− ucspr + hcspr

+ capp→csprσ(uapp) + cspr→csprσ(uspr)

+ cdsp→csprσ(udsp) + cccdm→csprσ(pdccdm).

(4.66)

Upon activation it deactivates the Spray Intention node and indi-
rectly terminates the Apply Color Intention by exciting its CoS Ap-
ply Color node.

4.4 Behavioral Organization

A hierarchy of intentional states governs the agent’s behavior: A
desire induces beliefs and prior intentions, and prior intentions in-
duce memories, perceptions, and (composite) intentions-in-action
while being shaped by beliefs. This hierarchy is captured in top-
down direction through intention-fields/nodes that (pre)-activate
other intention-fields/nodes further down in the hierarchy and in
bottom-up direction through CoS-fields/nodes that (pre)-activate
CoS-fields/nodes on higher levels of the hierarchy.

At the top level of this hierarchy is always a desire, which in
this artificial/simulated setting ultimately results from external in-
put defined by the modeler. Here an input activation pattern is
hand-crafted to induce a specific desire for a color. This is just a
placeholder for a more sophisticated Desire Dynamics, which incor-
porates an entire collection of desires that all influence each other
(see section 6.1.6 for a concrete discussion).
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4.4.1 Desire: Paint an Object
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Figure 4.4.1: The subnetwork representing the agent’s desire.

The agent desires to create a canvas of a certain color by ap-
plying color on a canvas in the environment such that it turns into
the desired color. It is represented through a single peak in the
one-dimensional Desire field, udsr, which is defined over the color
dimension:

τdsru̇dsr(c) =− udsr(c) + hdsr + cusr→dsriusr(c) (4.67)

Peaks in the Desire field originate from user input, iusr, in this ex-
ample, but may theoretically be driven by specific Desire Dynamics
representing the inherent needs of the agent.

The desire is realized through the Paint Intention. A peak in the
Desire field causes the activation of the connected Paint Intention
node, upai, and preshapes the Paint Color field accordingly (see Fig-
ure 4.4.1). The Paint Intention node, upai, is inhibitorily connected
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to its CoS Paint node, ucdsp, and CoD Paint node, uddsp:

τpaiu̇pai =− upai + hpai + cdsr→pai

∫
σ(udsr(c))dc

− ccdsp→paiσ(ucdsp)− cddsp→paiσ(uddsp)

(4.68)

The Paint Intention node (pre)-activates the Commit State nodes
of the belief subnetwork (see section 4.5), and the two composite
intentions-in-action Collect Coat and Apply Color .

The Paint Color field, upc, represents the color to be painted
and is specified by the Desire field:

τpcu̇pc(c) =− upc(c) + hpc + cpai→pcupai + cdsr→pcudsr(c) (4.69)

Activation in the Paint Color field preshapes the belief subnetwork’s
Activate Belief Cue field and both the CoS Paint field as well as the
CoD Paint field.

In the CoS Paint field, ucpc, the preshaped desired color is
matched with the supra-threshold content of the Color Change De-
tected Memory field, uccdm, of the Spray subnetwork:

τcpcu̇cpc(c) =− ucpc(c) + hcpc

+ cpc→cpcσ(upc(c)) + cccdm→cpcσ(uccdm(c))
(4.70)

A peak emerges in the CoS Paint field if both inputs overlap suf-
ficiently signaling the production of the desired color. Any peak in
the CoS Paint field in combination with an activation of the Reward
Fired node, urwf , activates the CoS Paint node, ucdsp:

τcdspu̇cdsp =− ucdsp + hcdsp

+ ccdsp→cdspσ(ucdsp) + cpai→cdspσ(upai)

+ crwf→cdspσ(urwf) + ccpc→cdsp

∫
σ(ucpc(c))dc.

(4.71)

The Reward Fired node signals that learning has taken place using
the sustained experiences from the current painting episode. Acti-
vation of the CoS Paint node deactivates the Paint Intention node,
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which eventually deactivates all intentional states induced by it. If
Desire Dynamics would be in place, an active CoS Paint node would
be a good candidate to induce change there, leading to a different or
no active desire. If a peak is still present in the Desire field after the
eventual deactivation of the CoS Paint node, the Paint Intention
node will reactivate and lead to a new painting episode.

The Spray Intention may lead to a different color than desired,
if the wrong coat and canvas color have been used. In that case a
peak forms in the mis-match CoD Paint field, udpc:

τdpcu̇dpc(c) =− udpc(c) + hdpc

− cpc→dpcσ(upc(c)) + cccdm→dpcσ(uccdm(c))
(4.72)

It has the same inputs as the CoS Paint field, but the Paint Color
field provides inhibitory rather than excitatory input. The resting
level hdpc is set up, such that a peak forms in the CoD Paint field,
whenever the color represented in the Color Change Detected Mem-
ory field does not match with the desired color. The connected CoD
Paint node, uddsp, is parametrized and connected analog to the CoS
Paint node. Reward is still fired in the CoD case, as the sequence
of actions lead to successful production of a color, albeit not the
desired one.

τddspu̇ddsp =− uddsp + hddsp + cddsp→cdspσ(uddsp)

+ cpai→ddspσ(upai) + crwf→ddspσ(urwf)

+ cdpc→ddsp

∫
σ(udpc(c))dc.

(4.73)

An active CoD Paint node causes a similar deactivation of the Paint
Intention node, but it does not influence Desire field, thus leading
to a reactivation of the Paint Intention with the same desired color.
Given a sophisticated Desire Dynamics it is thinkable that a failed
painting attempt may lead to frustration, which ultimately alters the
current desire. The network implemented here, however, causes the
agent to continue painting until it successfully creates the desired
color.
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4.4.2 Collect and Apply Color

The painting process can be subdivided into activating a belief, col-
lecting color from a bucket object, and then applying it on a can-
vas of a certain color. Collecting color itself can be decomposed
in locating the bucket, reaching for it, and then picking-up color
from it. Similarly, can applying color be decomposed in locating the
canvas, reaching for it, and then spraying the color onto it. Both
processes are implemented as composite intentions-in-action through
the Collect Coat Intention node, uclc, and the Apply Color Intention
node, uapp, which connect to the intention nodes of the comprised
intentions-in-action (see Figure 4.4.2). Both share the Intention Lo-
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Figure 4.4.2: The subnetwork responsible for sequencing the agent’s be-
havior

cate and the Intention Reach and differ only in the last element of the
action sequence, which is either Pick-Up or Spray. Both nodes are
activated through the Paint Intention node and inhibited through
their corresponding CoS and precondition nodes:

τclcu̇clc =− uclc + hclc + cpai→clcσ(upai)

− ccclc→clcσ(ucclc)− cpreσ(pacb→clc)

τappu̇app =− uapp + happ + cpai→appσ(upai)

− ccapp→appσ(ucapp)− cpreσ(pclc→app)

(4.74)
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The precondition node, pacb→clc, connects the CoS Activate Belief
node and the CoD Activate Belief node with the Collect Coat In-
tention node. It ensures that color collection is initiated only after it
has been attempted to activate a guiding belief. Similarly does the
precondition node, pclc→app connecting the CoS Collect Coat node
to the Apply Color Intention node ensure that color is collected
before it is applied.

4.4.3 Locate a Cube

Collect and Apply are both directed at objects with a certain height
and optionally a certain color. The Collect Coat Intention requires
a tall cuboid (bucket) and given an active belief that cuboid should
match the color specified Coat Role field of the belief subnetwork.
Analogously the Apply Color Intention requires a small cuboid (can-
vas) and given an active belief that cuboid should match the color
specified in the Canvas Role field of the belief subnetwork. Both
composite intentions-in-action influence the parameters of the In-
tention Locate through the activation of height concept nodes and
color gating fields to ensure that the correct object is searched during
the activation of either intention-in-action (see Figure 4.4.3).
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Height is specified through the bucket concept node, ucbuc, and
the canvas concept node, uccan, connected to the Locate Height field,
uloch, where they preshape an activation pattern representing small
or tall height respectively.

The Collect Coat Intention node activates the bucket concept
node and the Apply Color Intention node activates the canvas con-
cept node:

τcbucu̇cbuc =− ucbuc + hcbuc + cclc→cbucσ(uclc)

τccanu̇ccan =− uccan + hccan + capp→ccanσ(uapp)
(4.75)

Color is specified by the Locate Coat Gate field, ucoag, and the
Locate Canvas Gate field, ucang, which similarly project on the Lo-
cate Color field. Both forward the content of their respective role
field from the belief subnetwork to the Locate Color field, when their
respective composite intention-in-action is active. Collect boosts the
Locate Coat Gate field, which forwards the Coat Role field’s, ucoat,
content while Apply boosts the Locate Canvas Gate field, which for-
wards the Canvas Role field’s, ucanvas, content:

τcoagu̇coag(c) =− ucoag(c) + hcoag

+ cclc→coagσ(uclc)

+ ccoat→coagσ(ucoat(c))

τcangu̇cang(c) =− ucang(c) + hcang

+ capp→cangσ(uapp)

+ ccanvas→cangσ(ucanvas(c)),

(4.76)

The composite Intention Locate comprises all intentions-in-action
that ultimately lead to a successful visual search for a cuboid with
a given height and color. The comprised intentions-in-action are:
Recall, Drive, Explore World, and Visual Search. Recall retrieves
the position of a cube with the desired features if it is present in
memory. If a position is retrieved, the agent will drive directly to
the recalled position, where it will conduct a visual search for the
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desired cuboid. If either recall or the visual search are not success-
ful the agent will explore its environment by driving either left or
right. Once it encounters a new cuboid, it will conduct another vi-
sual search. A successful visual search terminates the Intention Lo-
cate, while any unsuccessful search continues the cycle of exploring
and searching until the desired cube is found. This is implemented
through a series of precondition nodes: CoS Recall is a precondition
for goal-directed driving, any of the driving behaviors’ CoS are a
precondition for visual search, and either CoD Recall or CoD Visual
Search are preconditions for exploratory driving.

All comprised intentions-in-action and their preconditions are
bound together via the Intention Locate node, uloc. It (pre)-activates
the intention nodes of each comprised intention-in-action, their con-
nected CoS nodes, the described precondition nodes, and the Locate
Color, ulocc and Locate Height, uloch, fields. It itself is activated
by either the Collect Coat Intention node, uclc or the Apply Color
Intention node, uapp (see Figure 4.4.3):

τlocu̇loc =− uloc + hloc + cclc→locσ(uclc) + capp→locσ(uapp) (4.77)

Peaks in the Locate Color and Locate Height field represent the
desired cube’s features, which are ultimately forwarded to the two
feature-cue driven intentions-in-action Recall and Visual Search. As
described above those representations are specified through the gate
fields and concept nodes governed by Collect and Apply : Their ac-
tivation develops analog to the following dynamics:

τloccu̇locc(c) =− ulocc(c) + hlocc

+ cloc→loccσ(uloc) + ccoag→loccσ(ucoag(c))

+ ccang→loccσ(ucang(c))

τlochu̇loch(h) =− uloch(h) + hloch

+ cloc→loccσ(uloc) + ccbuc→loch(h)σ(ucbuc)

+ cccan→loch(h)σ(uccan)

(4.78)
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The CoS Locate node, ucloc, activates whenever an object is vi-
sually attended that matches all specified features, which is signaled
through the active CoS Visual Search node:

τclocu̇cloc =− ucloc + hcloc

+ ccsea→clocσ(ucsea) + cloc→clocσ(uloc)

+ cclc→clocσ(uclc) + capp→clocσ(uapp)

(4.79)

The CoS Locate node activates, if the Intention Locate node, CoS
Visual Search node and either the Apply Color Intention node or
Collect Coat Intention node are active. Activation of the CoS Locate
node deactivates the precondition node of the Intention Reach caus-
ing the agent to move its arm towards the located cuboid. Intention
Locate remains active as long as the inducing composite intention-
in-action is active to provide the generated perceptual state to the
following intentions-in-action. It strongly depends on the state of
the CoS Visual Search and automatically deactivates, if the located
object vanishes from the visual sensor, for example through external
forces. In such a case the Explore World Intention would activate
until a matching object is located again.

4.5 Autonomous Belief Learning

This section describes the neural-dynamic subnetwork for belief for-
mation, activation, and rejection (see Figure 4.5.1).3 Each belief as-
sociates color concepts in three roles: the color of the paint (coat),
the color of the canvas before applying paint (canvas), and the color
of the canvas after applying paint (result). A belief is represented
by a neural node. Forming a belief amounts to linking the belief
node to three color concept nodes with a different role by Hebbian
learning. A belief is activated when the belief node goes through
the detection instability in response to a subset of activated color

3Parts of this section have been published by Tekülve and Schöner (2020) in
less detail.
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concept nodes, leading to activation of all connected concepts. A be-
lief is rejected when the belief node falls below the reverse detection
instability, due to inhibitory input from the CoD system. The mech-
anisms for belief formation and matching are inspired by Carpenter’s
and Grossberg’s Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART; Carpenter and
Grossberg, 1987).
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Figure 4.5.1: Subnetwork for belief formation, activation and rejection.

The belief learning subnetwork is coupled to the rest of the archi-
tecture through three working memory color role fields, urole, where
role ∈ {coat, canvas, result}, depicted in the lower third of Fig-
ure 4.5.1. The Coat and Canvas Role fields receive color input from
the Space/Color Retinal Selection field via different gating fields
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that form peaks when the intentions-in-action pick-up or dispense
are active, respectively. The Result Role field has two different in-
put sources. One from the vision module’s change detector gated
via the Color Change Detected Memory field during the Spray In-
tention. A second input from the Activate Belief Cue field, uacbc,
which provides a result-cue for belief activation (see section 4.5.2).

The activation of each role field, urole, evolves according to the
following dynamics:

τroleu̇role(c) =− urole(c) + hrole + wpai→roleσ(upai)

+

∫
ωrole(c− c′)σ(urole(c

′))dc′

+ wgate→roleσ(u
role
gate(c))

+
∑
color

wcolor(c)σ(u
role
color)

+ wacbc→resultσ(uacbc(c)), (result only)

(4.80)

where ωrole describes the field’s selective and self-sustaining kernel,
upai describes the activation of the paint task node, ugate the respec-
tive gating field providing perceived color information, and urole

color

the color-concept nodes that activate a certain color region in color
space, C, defined through their reciprocal weight wcolor. Supra-
threshold activation peaks may form in the role fields whenever the
paint task node boosts the field’s resting level and specific feature
input is given through either the gating fields or an active concept
node. Peaks in role fields either reflect the used experienced col-
ors during the painting process or in case of a top-down activa-
tion through concept nodes a guiding rule. Guiding is implemented
through the outgoing connections from the Coat and Canvas Role
to the Locate Coat Gate field and Locate Canvas Gate field (see
section 4.4.3). Due to the individual input strengths and selective
kernel bottom-up experience input overrides color peaks that were
previously induced through concept nodes during belief activation.

The color-concept nodes, urole
color, discretize the continuous hue-

space in a simple form of abstraction (color ∈ {yellow, green, orange,
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cyan, blue, purple, pink, red}, and role as above). They are recip-
rocally connected to their particular role field with fixed connection
wcolor and reciprocally connected to each belief node bi with a plas-
tic role connection lrolecolor↔bi

. Each node is governed by the following
dynamics:

τ u̇role
color =− urole

color + hcon +
∑
i

lrolecolor↔bi
σ(bi)

+ wacb→con σ(uacb) +

∫
wcolor(c) σ(urole(c))dc.

(4.81)

Incoming connection strengths and resting level, hcon, are set-up
such that a concept node may either be activated through a peak
in the role field, urole, matching the color encoded in wcolor or the
combination of the Intention Activate Belief node, uacb , and an
activated associated belief, bi.

Each belief is represented by a belief node, bi that is connected
to the concept nodes via (reciprocal) plastic connections, lrolecolor↔bi

,
initialized to zero. The belief nodes follow the dynamics:

τbḃi =− bi + hb + wbi→bi
σ(bi) + wrcr→bi

σ(urcr)− wcσ(ci)

− winb

∑
j ̸=i

σ(bj)− wcdb→bσ(pdcdb)

+
∑
role

∑
k

[
lrolek↔bi

σ(urole
k )− winc→bi

σ(urole
k )

]
,

(4.82)

where wb→b describes the self-excitation, winb the inhibitory con-
nections from other belief nodes, wrcr the excitatory input from
the Recruit node, wc the inhibition from the corresponding Com-
mit State node, ci , and wcdb→b the inhibition from the CoD Belief
detector. In addition to the excitatory plastic connections lrolecolor↔bi

,

each concept node, urole
k , provides a fixed inhibitory input to each

belief node with strength winc. Inhibitory input, winc, is stronger
than an unlearned connection lrolecolor↔bi

, but weaker than a learned

connection lrolecolor↔bi
. If a concept node is activated, this relationship
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results in inhibition of all belief nodes that are not (yet) associated
with that concept node and excitation of all belief nodes that are
associated through a learned connection lrolecolor↔bi

> winc. A single
inhibitory input is sufficient to prevent a belief node from activat-
ing, thus, when n concept nodes are active, only a belief node that
is associated to all n concepts can become activated.

4.5.1 Belief Formation

Belief nodes become associated to concepts, whenever a sequence of
collecting and applying color results in a color change in the scene.
Color change is detected by the visions module’s change detector and
as part of the Spray Intention it is sustained in the Color Change
Detected Memory field with connected peak detector, pdccdm. The
Color Change Detected Memory field propagates the perceived result
color into the result color role field. This leads to an activation of
the corresponding result color concept node. During the painting
episode, a peak has already formed in the other two role fields Coat
and Canvas, which also resulted in an active concept node for both
roles. Thus with the detection of the color change, a concept node
of each role is now active, representing the color triple to be learned.
If the triple has been associated with a belief node previously, the
reciprocal activation activates the same belief node. If the color
triple has not occurred before, no belief will be active at the time of
the color change.

If a belief bi is active, then the Belief Activated node, ubac, is
pushed through the detection instability. In combination with the
detected color change, pdccdm, this representation of an active belief
generates a reward signal r(t) using a two-layer transient detector.
It consists of two neural nodes: The excitatory fast Reward node,
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urw, and the inhibitory slow Reward Fired node, urwf :

τrwu̇rw() =− urw() + hrw − crwf→rwσ(urwf)

+ cbac→rwσ(ubac) + cccdm→rwσ(pdccdm)

τrwf u̇rwf =− urwf + hrwf

+ cbac→rwfσ(ubac) + cccdm→rwfσ(pdccdm)

(4.83)

Both nodes differ in relaxation rate, τrw < τrwf , and share the same
inputs with the exception of the inhibitory connection crwf→rw from
the slower to the faster node. Both inputs are required to activate
each node and the supra-threshold activation of the Reward node
functions as transient Reward Signal : r(t) = σ(urw(t)).

It strengthens the connections, lrolecolor↔bi
, between the active belief

node and the concept-node triple according to the following reward
based Hebbian learning rule:

l̇rolecolor↔bi
= −η r(t) σ(bi) (l

role
color↔bi

− σ(urole
k )), (4.84)

where the learning rate, η, is sufficient to learn a perceived rule in a
single presentation (one-shot learning). Note that this rule holds for
both directions, so with respect to the connections from the concept
to the belief nodes lrolecolor→bi

this is an instar rule and with respect

to the connections from belief to concept nodes lrolecolor←bi
it can be

considered an outstar rule (Klaes et al., 2012). The stability of the
learned state, lrolecolor↔bi

= σ(urole
k ), causes later presentations of the

same belief to result in little to no weight change.
If no belief node is active at the time at which a color change is

detected, then the current set of concepts nodes has not previously
been learned. The process of selecting a new belief node to learn
this belief is then initiated by activation of the Recruit , urcr, and the
Inhibit Committed , uico, nodes. Both nodes get activated through
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pdccdm and follow similar dynamics with τrcr > τico:

τrcru̇rcr =− urcr + hrcr

+ cccdm→rcrσ(pdccdm)

τicou̇ico =− uico + hico

+ cccdm→icoσ(pdccdm)

(4.85)

The Recruit node, urcr, boosts all belief nodes. Lateral inhibition
among belief nodes results in the activation of a single belief node
for that purpose. Only previously uncommitted belief nodes may
join the competition.

This is implemented by the Commit State nodes, ci, representing
commitment of the belief node, bi, to a concept configuration. Each
activated Commit State node inhibits its corresponding belief node
and thus prevents it from activating through the Recruit boost. Each
commit state node, ci, is governed by the following dynamics:

τcċi =− ci + hc + wbi→ciσ(bi)

+ wico→ciσ(uico) + lpai→ciσ(upai)
(4.86)

Commit state nodes themselves get activated through the Inhibit
Committed node, uico, whose dynamics evolve on a faster timescale
than the dynamics of urcr. Thus the commit state nodes, ci, get
activated before the belief nodes, bi. Which commit state node gets
activated is encoded in plastic connections, lpai→ci , from the paint
task node, upai, to each of the ci nodes. The individual strength of
each connection lpai→ci is based on the same reward signal, r(t), and
analog Hebbian rule:

l̇pai→ci = −ηr(t)σ(upai)(lpai→ci − σ(ci)). (4.87)

Eventually a belief node without an active Commit State node
activates through the Recruit node’s activation boost. It activates
its corresponding Commit State node, but self-excitation prevents
the belief node from falling below the threshold. The active belief
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node also triggers the reward signal by activating ubac, analog to the
case, where a belief has been activated directly by the active concept
node triple. The newly activated belief node will then be associated
to the active concept node triple via Eq. 4.84 and its Commit State
node will be connected to the paint task node, upai, according to Eq.
4.87.

4.5.2 Belief Activation

The learned reciprocal connections between concept and belief nodes
allow for the activation of beliefs through a (partial) concept node
cue. For example, if a color cue leads to a peak in the Result Role
field, it will activate the corresponding result color concept node,
uresult
k0

. It excites all nodes, bi, with a previously learned connection

to that result color concept, lresulti,k0
̸= 0 and simultaneously inhibits

all belief nodes through winc. Of the excited ones, only one becomes
activated due to lateral inhibition among beliefs.

This is implemented through the Intention Activate Belief , which
is part of the composite Paint Intention (see bottom right of Figure
4.5.1). Its Intention Activate Belief node, uacb, receives excitatory
input from the Paint Intention node, upai, and inhibitory input from
its CoS Activate Belief node, ucacb, and CoD Activate Belief node,
udacb:

τacbu̇acb =− uacb + hacb + cpai→acbσ(upai)

− ccacb→acbσ(ucacb)− cpai→dacbσ(udacb)
(4.88)

It boosts all concept nodes, urole
color, enabling them to activate

solely through top-down belief node excitation without the support
of a peak in the corresponding role field. Additionally the Intention
Activate Belief node boosts the Activate Belief Cue field, uacbc,
which gates the currently desired paint color from the Paint Color
field, upc, into the Result Role field:

τacbcu̇acbc(c) =− uacbc(c) + hacbc + wacb→acbcσ(uacb)

+ wpc→acbcσ(upc(c))
(4.89)
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Once a belief node matching the result cue has been activated, it
causes the coat and canvas concept nodes connected through, lcoati,k1

and lcanvasi,k2
, to activate as well. Activation of these concept nodes

leads to the formation of self-sustained working memory peaks in
the role fields, which are eventually projected onto the Locate Color
field during Collect and Apply.

Successful belief activation is detected by the CoS Activate Belief
node, ucacb, which is activated through a peak in each role field
represented through the connected peak detectors pdrole:

τcacbu̇cacb =− ucacb + hcacb + wcacb→cacbσ(ucacb)

+ wacb→cacbσ(uacb) + wpai→cacbσ(upai)

+
∑
role

wrole→cacbσ(pdrole))
(4.90)

Once activated the CoS Activate Belief node inhibits its connected
intention node, but the content in the role fields is sustained for the
remainder of the Paint Intention.

If no belief matches the color represented in the Result Role field,
no belief node will activate, which results in the eventual activation
of the CoD Activate Belief node through a neural timer. Its im-
plementation is analog to the timer of the Intention Recall . Both
CoS and CoD node are sustained by the Paint Intention node and
dis-inhibit the Collect Coat Intention node by deactivating the con-
nected precondition node. If no belief is active a bucket and canvas
of arbitrary color will be chosen in the upcoming painting action.

4.5.3 Belief Rejection

If environmental conditions change, beliefs might become outdated
and an update of an already established belief might be necessary.
In the toy scenario, this may be the case, if, e.g., a color mixing rule
changes such that coat color, a, and canvas color, b, which previously
resulted in color, c, now result in color, d, instead. A belief update
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would occur if the agent tried to produce color, c, based on the belief
a, b, c, but instead observed color, d.

During the execution of the paint sequence, the color role fields
contain peaks at the locations a, b, and c based on the active belief.
Once a color change is perceived by the visual module, the observed
new color, d, leads to the formation of a second peak of activation
in the result role field, which will override the old representation of
c due to strong lateral inhibition.

The activation pattern change in the role field is detected through
the excitatory layer, ucdb, of the two-layer transient CoD Belief de-
tector connected to the Result Role field, uresult. Both layers share
the same set of parameters with the exception of the inhibitory con-
nection from the slow layer, ucdbs, to the excitatory layer and the
difference in timescale, τcdb < τcdbs:

τcdbu̇cdb(c) =− ucdb(c) + hcdb

+ wspr→cdbσ(uspr) + wbac→cdbσ(ubac)

+ wresult→cdbσ(uresult(c))

− wcdbs→cdbσ(ucdbs(c))

τcdbsu̇cdbs(c) =− ucdbs(c) + hcdbs

+ wspr→cdbsσ(uspr) + wbac→cdbsσ(ubac)

+ wresult→cdbsσ(uresult(c))

(4.91)

Peaks may only form in the layers of the detector if both a belief node
and the Spray Intention are active while the change in the Result
Role field is occurring. This prevents the detector from reacting to
any supra-threshold activation change in the Result Role field. Once
a supra-threshold peak emerges in the detector’s excitatory layer, the
connected peak detector activates and inhibits all belief nodes. This
leads to the destabilization of the active belief and eventually to the
deactivation of the CoD Belief detector.

Reciprocal activation between concept and belief nodes causes
the activation of the belief node that matches the new pattern a,
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b, d if it already exists. Otherwise, a new uncommitted belief will
activate due to the boost of the Recruit node, followed by the gen-
eration of the reward signal, r(t), which attributes the new pattern
to the active belief node.
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Chapter 5

Results

This section demonstrates how the presented architecture enables
the robotic agent to engage in the multi-step painting task. To this
end, the architecture’s field activity development over time is shown
in selected painting episodes. Episodes were selected to capture the
range of qualitatively different behavior elicited by the architecture,
which varies depending on its previously acquired knowledge in the
form of memories and beliefs.

A full analysis of the architecture’s behavior in the face of dif-
ferent environment configurations is neglected because the architec-
ture’s behavior remains largely invariant with respect to the indi-
vidual object features and their placement in the environment. The
architecture inherits the behavioral flexibility of its individual mod-
ules, especially the ones close to the sensorimotor surface. It inherits
the invariance properties of the scene representation, which allows it
to deal with objects of varying features at different locations. It in-
herits the behavioral flexibility of the goal-directed behaviors drive
and reach, which allow it to deal with varying target locations as
well as online perturbations.

The architecture’s overall flexibility, however, is tightly constrained
through its pre-structured parametrization, especially of the individ-
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ual field sizes and dimensions. It has to be ensured that the size of
objects and the distance between them can be captured by the res-
olution of the retinal field. Objects need to be placed inside the
arbitrarily chosen borders of the one-dimensional environment. The
belief architecture has to be able to capture the rule’s properties, i.e.
each color rule must not extend the space of color concepts spanned
by the architecture’s concept nodes and the number of possible be-
liefs must not extend the number of belief nodes. However, given
that the architecture is roughly tailored to the environment if a coat
and a canvas that lead up to the currently desired color exist in
the artificial environment, the architecture is bound to eventually
successfully paint the desired color given enough time.

The behavioral sequences that lead up to the desired color de-
pend on the architecture’s acquired memories and beliefs. Different
painting scenarios for a given desired result color are listed in table
5.1. Each scenario varies with respect to the number of known beliefs
matching the result color (column two), the number of memorized
coat objects matching a successful painting rule (column three), the
number of memorized canvas objects matching a successful painting
rule (column four), and the number of matching canvas and coat
pairs present in the world (column five).

Scenarios S1 to S4 comprise cases in which a fitting coat and
canvas pair is present in the world, but the agent does not hold any
belief on how to achieve the desired color combination. Scenarios
vary with the amount of matching coat and canvas objects known
to the agent. This does not change the result of the scenario quali-
tatively, as the agent is bound to find the matching combination of
coat and canvas in all cases. Memories may speed up the painting
process though because the agent is more likely to select memorized
locations during the Intention Locate. An example scenario of type
S4 is shown in section 5.2 on belief learning.

In scenario S5 the agent does not hold any beliefs matching the
desire result color nor does its memory contain any canvas or coat
object that is part of a painting rule leading to the desired color.
In fact, in the entire simulated environment, there is no pair of coat
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Table 5.1: Painting Scenarios given a desired result color

ID
No.

Known
Beliefs

No.
Coat

Memories

No.
Canvas

Memories

No.
Available

Coat/Canvas
Pairs

Task
Solvable

S1 0 0 0 ≥1 Y

S2 0 ≥1 0 ≥1 Y

S3 0 0 ≥1 ≥1 Y

S4 0 ≥1 ≥1 ≥1 Y

S5 0 0 0 0 Y/N*

S6 1 0 0 1 Y

S7 1 ≥1 0 ≥1 Y

S8 1 0 ≥1 ≥1 Y

S9 1 ≥1 ≥1 ≥1 Y

S10 1 0 0 0 N

S11 2 ≥1 ≥1 ≥2 Y

S12 2 ≥1 ≥1 ≥1 Y/N**

S13 2 0 0 0 N

and canvas objects present that would lead to the desired color. In
this case, the agent will try different canvas and coat combinations,
which then lead to undesired results represented through the CoD
Paint . This process continues forever unless it is possible to create a
canvas that in combination with any of the present coat objects leads
to the desired color. Depending on the possible color transitions this
scenario might lead to a successful creation of the desired color by
chance or to an agent randomly painting objects forever.

Scenarios S6 to S9 comprise the cases in which the agent holds
a belief and the belief’s contents are present in the simulated world.
In each case, the agent will solve the task with the first Paint In-
tention. Scenarios vary with the amount of memorized coat and
canvas objects that match the belief’s content. The more objects
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are memorized, the faster will the agent be able to solve the task. An
example scenario of type S7 is shown in section 5.1, which shows the
different intentional states realized throughout the painting process.

Scenario S11 extends S9 with a second known belief and a second
pair of canvas and coat objects present in the scene, although only
the locations of one pair are known to the agent. Both beliefs have
the same chances to be selected during the Intention Activate Belief
and in both cases, the task will be solved successfully in the first
painting process. If the belief matching the memorized objects gets
activated, painting will take less time due to the efficient localization
of the objects.

In scenarios S10 and S13, the agent holds one or two beliefs
on how to reach the desire result color. However, the pair of coat
and canvas objects defined by the belief(s) are not present in the
simulated world. In those scenarios the agent continues to look for
the particular coat and canvas pair, which will never be found. The
presented architecture lacks an implementation of the CoD Locate
and is thus not able to solve the task.

A similar failure to solve the painting task may occur in S12,
where the agent holds two different beliefs to solve the task, but
only the canvas and coat components of one belief are present in the
world. If the agent activates the belief missing the coat and canvas
counterparts in the world, it will be stuck locating forever. It may
however be possible to activate the second belief, which is supported
by the contents of the environment. In that case, the task will be
solved.

Not all possible scenarios are listed in Table 5.1, and one could
added more by incrementing the number of beliefs or present coat/
canvas pairs. Each of those scenarios, however, would be reducible
to one of the previously described cases. (1) No belief is known to
the agent, but coat/canvas pairs are either present or generatable,
such that random exploration will eventually lead to the production
of the desired color. (2) A sufficient coat/canvas pair is neither
present nor obtainable at all, thus making the scenario unsolvable.
(3) The agent has a belief and its components are present in the
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world, leading to a successful painting of the result color in a single
episode. (4) The active belief’s coat/canvas pair is not present in
the environment, leading to an endless search for the missing object.

To demonstrate all intentional states that can be generated by
the architecture scenarios S4 and S7 are presented in detail in the
upcoming sections. Section 5.1 shows how activation of several parts
of the architecture evolves in time during the application of a known
belief (Scenario S7). This scenario demonstrates how the explicit
CoS and CoD representations allow the agent to autonomously en-
gage in a multi-step task. Especially the flexibility of the Intention
Locate is probed, as the required coat is known to the agent, while
the canvas object is not.

Section 5.2 presents scenario S4 in which no belief matching the
desired result color is known to the agent. It demonstrates how
activation evolves in the belief module during random exploration
of coat/canvas combinations.

The last section 5.3 presents different situations in which certain
features of the environment are externally manipulated. It demon-
strates the robustness of the Intention Locate and Intention Reach
in the face of object displacements, and the capability of the belief
subnetwork to deal with outdated beliefs.

5.1 Performing the Painting Task

This section demonstrates how activation in the field architecture
evolves over time during different parts of the painting process. Al-
though the whole field architecture is simulated at all times only
a relevant subset of fields is depicted in each part. The first part
presents the architecture’s default behavior visual exploration and
the remaining parts cover individual steps of an exemplary painting
episode in chronological order.
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5.1.1 Default Behavior: Memory Build-Up

Creating memory representations of the visual scene is the default
behavior of the architecture. It is represented through the intention-
in-actionVisual Explore, which attentionally selects a visually salient
object and ensures its memorization. Independent of the Paint In-
tention it is always active, except during the Visual Search or Ex-
plore World Intention, which actively suppress its intention node.
Visual exploration thus precedes and accompanies all painting episo-
des.

In this example, the memorization of a single item is presented.
Figure 5.1.1 depicts the camera image and resulting field activity.
The camera image contains two cuboids, a small blue cube on the
left and a yellow elongated cuboid on the right. This results in two
activation peaks in the Retinal Map at the corresponding horizontal
positions. Similarly, two peaks are present in the Retinal Color Map
at the location for left/blue and right/yellow. The Retinal Height
Map encodes the combinations left/small and right/tall with one
peak each.

retinal space

Retinal Map

retinal space

Retinal Color Map

retinal space

Retinal Height Map

retinal space

h
ei

g
h

t

Camera Image

Figure 5.1.1: Camera image and resulting field activity
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Activation in the retinal maps remains static for the remainder
of this example for visual exploration, in which the small blue cube
is committed to memory. The memorizing process is depicted in
Figure 5.1.2 through activation snapshots of selected fields at five
different points in time.

The top row in the figure displays the activation of the involved
neural nodes in continuous time: The intention- and CoS node of Vi-
sual Explore, the Color- and Height Match nodes as well as theObject
Match node. Gray vertical lines mark the individual points in time
at which activation snapshots were taken. Gating invoked by the
Visual Explore Intention node ensures that the Object Match sub-
network compares visually attended with memorized features during
visual exploration (see section 4.2.4).

The remaining rows display activation snapshots of one field
each. In the interest of readability only fields with the color feature
channel are shown, because activation in their height counterparts
evolves analogically. The top two fields are defined over egocentric
retinal space, x, and the remaining four fields are defined over the
allocentric space, xw.

At point t0, visual exploration has not yet started and activation
of all neural nodes resides below the threshold level. The two salient
objects in the scene cause two sub-threshold activity bumps in both
egocentric fields. No retinal location is selected yet, therefore no
activation is forwarded into the allocentric selection field and the
connected memory gate. The Space/Color Memory Trace contains
two bumps representing previously observed objects to the left of
the agent, one blue and the other purple. These are forwarded as
two sub-threshold bumps into the Memory Selection field.

At point t1, the intention-node surpassed the threshold, which
raises the activation level of the connected CoS-node and the Spatial
Selection field. This causes the formation of a single peak due to the
field’s selective kernel. The peak is forwarded as a sub-threshold ac-
tivation ridge to the Retinal Selection fields, where it overlaps with
the sub-threshold bump to form a peak at the blue/left conjunction.
Both peaks in conjunction with the peak in the height Retinal Se-
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Figure 5.1.2: Snapshots of field activity during the visual exploration of
one item.
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lection fields (not shown) make up the perception of the small blue
cube on the left. Supra-threshold activation in the Spatial Selection
field is transformed into allocentric space and provides input to the
respective selection field, forming a peak. This peak is forwarded
as a ridge into the space/color Memory Gate fields, where it over-
laps with the color ridge of the Retinal Selection fields, forming a
sub-threshold activation bump. The ridge specifying the allocentric
position is also forwarded into the Memory Selection field. It does
not overlap with the other two sub-threshold bumps, thus no peak
emerges. The Memory Trace remains unchanged in the face of only
sub-threshold activation in the Memory Gate fields.

At point t2, the activation bump in the Memory Gate fields has
pierced the threshold and the resulting peak causes a build-up of
memory trace. The combination of memory trace and spatial ridge
is close to also forming an activation peak in the Memory Selection
field. The Object Match node’s activity briefly declines after t2 due
to the inhibition through the specified features in the Memory Gate
fields.

At point t3, peaks have emerged in the two Memory Selection
fields. They caused a destabilization of the peak in the Memory
Gate fields and prevent future entries at the same location with
the same color. Features specified in the Memory Selection fields
have been forwarded to the Object Match subnetwork. Color and
height features matched, which caused the activation of the respec-
tive nodes and ultimately the Object Match node, which in turn lead
to an activation of the CoS Explore node. It inhibits the Visual Ex-
plore Intention node causing a reverse detection instability in the
Spatial Selection field.

At point t4, the reverse detection instability has propagated
through all fields. The absence of feature representations to match
causes the deactivation of the matching nodes and the CoS-node.
The fields reside again in their initial sub-threshold state with the
exception of the new memory trace at the inspected location.
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5.1.2 Painting Episode: Overview

(a) Initial Position (b) Driving to Yellow
Source

(c) Collecting Yellow
Color

(d) Exploring for a Can-
vas

(e) Found blue Canvas (f) Painted Canvas pur-
ple

Figure 5.1.3: Snapshots of the exemplary painting episode

The remaining sections all present parts of one exemplary paint-
ing episode of type S7 (see Figure 5.1.3). At the beginning of this
exemplary painting episode, the architecture has already acquired a
partial memory representation of its environment as well as a set of
beliefs on color mixing rules. The robotic agent is situated in front
of the purple color source and has previously seen the three cubes
on its right side (a purple and a yellow canvas, and the yellow coat).
It has the desire to paint a canvas purple, to which it holds the
previously acquired belief that yellow color applied to a blue canvas
achieves this result. In this episode, the agent drives to the known
yellow source on the right, collects its color, finds the blue canvas
to its left, and ultimately applies the yellow color on it to create a
purple canvas cube.

Activation of the individual intention- and CoS nodes governing
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this behavior is shown in Figure 5.1.4. The episode starts with the
activation of the Paint Intention node (row 1) and ends with the
activation of its CoS node due to an observed color change in the
scene (row 2). The following rows 3 and 4 show the sequence of
activating a belief, collecting a color, and ultimately applying the
color. Collecting the color is realized in half of the time required to
applying the color because the location of the color source is already
known to the agent.1 This can be seen in the relatively low time it
took for the Locate CoS to be activated during Collect compared to
the longer time it took during Apply (rows 5 and 6).

Activating the Locate Intention node in the collect case leads to
the sequence of recalling the source location (rows 7 and 8), driving
to that location (rows 9 and 10), and successfully searching for the
source in the camera image (rows 11 and 12). In the apply case,
the Recall CoD node signals that no matching canvas location is
known and thus the Explore World Intention is activated (rows 9
and 10). Exploration finds a new cube in the form of the blue
source (see 5.1.3 (d)), but that does not match the desired blue
source and thus results in the activation of the CoD-node of Visual
Search (rows 11 and 12). Only after a second activation of the
Explore World Intention the agent eventually finds the desired blue
cube. In both cases, visual search is followed by reaching for the
attended cuboid and the appropriate tool action (rows 13 and 14).
Note that the intention- and CoS-node pairs of all behaviors that
provide a required parameter for a following behavior in the sequence
remain active until the sequence is completed (Recall, Visual Search
and Locate), while other behaviors terminate upon the activation
of their CoS. Cause and effect of the activation of each individual
intention- and CoS node in this painting episode are described in
detail in the following sections.

1Time in the cedar simulation is measured in simulated seconds, which are
not related to biological reality. Explicit time is only depicted to allow for easier
comparison between different behaviors of the same painting episode.
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Paint Intention

Paint CoSAct. Belief Intention

Act. Belief CoS

Collect Intention

Collect CoS Apply CoS

Apply CoS

Locate Intention

Locate CoS

Locate Intention

Recall Intention

Recall CoS Recall CoD

Drive Intention

Drive CoS

Explore Intention

Explore CoS Explore CoS

Vis. Search Int

Vis. Search CoS Vis. Search CoD

Reach Int.

Reach CoS Reach CoS

Reach Int.Pick-Up Int

Pick-Up CoS

Dispense Int

Dispense CoS

Vis. Search CoS

Locate CoS
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10.
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11.

12.

13.

14.
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Figure 5.1.4: Activation of intention- and CoS-nodes during one painting
episode. Each row shows either intention- or CoS-nodes that are active
at different points in time. A colored bar represents supra-threshold acti-
vation of the indicated node and white space indicates a below-threshold
activation level.

5.1.3 Activating a Belief

A painting episode starts with the Intention Activate Belief at-
tempting to activate a belief that matches the current desire. The
active belief then specifies the coat and canvas colors, which are
sought for in the collect and apply phases of painting. In this exam-
ple the desired color is purple and the agent holds two beliefs that
share this result color (B2 and B4 ). Figure 5.1.5 depicts develop-
ment of activation during the belief activation process. The two top
rows show the evolution of activation of the intention-, CoS-, and
belief nodes. The remaining bottom rows show activation snapshots
of the three role fields defined over color.

At point t0, before the intention-in-action is initiated all nodes
and fields reside at a sub-threshold activation level. At t1, the in-
tention node has been activated by the Paint Intention node node
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Figure 5.1.5: Activation snapshots of selected fields during the Intention
Activate Belief .

and the desired color has been gated into the Result Role field. This
causes the emergence of a supra-threshold peak specifying the de-
sired purple result color. The intention node homogeneously boosts
the Coat and Canvas Role fields to allow the formation of peaks
without visual input. Additionally, the intention node slightly boosts
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the CoS node and all belief nodes still keeping their activation level
below the threshold.

After t1, the belief nodes B2 and B4 that match the purple
result color receive further excitation, while beliefs that do not match
the result color solely receive unspecific inhibition. Due to noise,
belief node B2 pierces the activation threshold first and subsequently
inhibits all other beliefs. B2 then projects its learned connections
via the color-concept nodes (not shown) onto the Coat and Canvas
role fields.

At t2, this leads to the emergence of a peak in each role field,
specifying a yellow coat and a blue canvas color. An occurrent belief
has formed. Peaks in all three role fields lead to the activation
of the CoS node which subsequently inhibits the intention node,
thus terminating the belief activation intention. Color information
is sustained in each role field for the duration of the entire painting
process. Perceived conflicting information may however override the
sustained peaks later in the painting process.

5.1.4 Locate: Recall

Once a belief has been (un-)successfully activated, the next intention-
in-action in the sequence is the Collect Coat Intention. The first
step here is to Locate the color bucket , which in this example, is
already present in memory. To retrieve the bucket ’s location from
this memory it has to be recalled in the form of a mind-to-world
intentional state. Each Intention Locate starts with an attempted
recall of the currently desired object. Recall is guided by a two-
dimensional feature cue. Color is given through the active belief’s
coat role and height is fixed through the bucket concept node acti-
vated by the Collect Coat Intention. If no belief could be activated,
the cue contains only the height component.

Figure 5.1.6 shows activation snapshots of relevant fields during
the Intention Recall . The top row shows the intention-, CoS-, and
CoD nodes, the two rows below show the two Recall Cue fields, the
next two rows show the Space/Feature Recall fields connected to the
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Figure 5.1.6: Activation snapshots of selected fields during a successful
recall.

Memory Traces, and the last row shows the Recall Position field.
At t0, the Intention Recall node is not yet activated and thus

all fields are below threshold activity. Both Space/Feature Recall
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fields are preshaped by the memory trace built-up during visual
exploration preceding this painting episode. Memory contains four
items (from left to right): a purple bucket , a purple canvas, a yellow
canvas, and a yellow bucket .

At t1, the intention node has been activated through the In-
tention Locate. It also caused the gating of the feature cues for
the yellow bucket into the respective cue fields, where they formed
supra-threshold peaks. Supra-threshold activation is forwarded into
the Space/Feature Recall fields in the form of ridges, where they
overlap with the preshapes induced by the Memory Traces. Each
selection field contains two candidates, which are about to reach
supra-threshold activity levels. The emerging supra-threshold activ-
ity in the Space/Feature Recall fields is integrated along the feature
dimension and forwarded into the Recall Position field. This field’s
resting level has been altered by the intention node and the peak
detectors of each cue field. The intention node provided an excita-
tory boost, while each cue field caused a lowering of the resting level.
Thus peaks may only form at locations, which are supported by an
input of both Space/Feature Recall fields fields. Here a peak emerges
at the rightmost location, which contains both cued features: yellow
and high. During the whole process the CoD Recall node, which
works as a neural timer, slowly increases in activity level.

At t2, peaks have fully emerged in the Space/Feature Recall fields
and the Recall Position field. The positional peak represents the
allocentric position of the desired color bucket and causes the CoS
Recall node to activate. This inhibits the CoD Recall node and the
connected precondition node inhibiting the Intention Drive node.
Both intention- and CoS-node stay active to sustain the recalled
position for the remainder of the Intention Locate.

5.1.5 Locate: Goal-Directed Driving

The recalled position then serves as a target in the following Inten-
tion Drive to move the agent in front of the bucket for retrieval.
Figure 5.1.7 shows activation snapshots of related fields recorded
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during the movement from the center to the recalled position on the
right.

The top row depicts the activation levels of intention- and CoS
nodes for Drive and Oscillate. The second row contains screenshots
of the simulated scene at four discrete points in time. The third row
shows the Drive intention field defined over the allocentric world
space, which eventually receives input from the Recall Position field
via the Recall Position Gate field. The fourth row shows the CoS
field, which matches the contents of Start Location field with the
desired location represented in the intention field. Both rows below
contain the Start Location and the Current Location Gate field, both
based on the agent’s sensed position in the world. The last two rows
show the excitatory and inhibitory layers of the oscillator responsible
for generating the velocity command.

At t0, the Intention Drive node has not yet been activated and
thus no supra-threshold activation is present in the intention or CoS
fields. The agent is located in front of the purple color bucket , which
is positioned slightly to the right of the center of the allocentric co-
ordinate frame. This positional information is picked up by the
simulated localization sensor and leads to a supra-threshold peak in
the Current Location Gate field and subsequently the Start Loca-
tion field. The latter causes a sub-threshold activation bump in the
CoS field. Activation in both layers of the oscillator is below the
threshold.

At t1, the Intention Drive node has been activated due to the
successful recall and the subsequent inhibition of the precondition
node. The recalled position caused a peak to emerge in the Intention
Drive field representing the target position close to the right border
of the allocentric frame. It caused a second sub-threshold bump in
the Drive CoS field, which does not overlap with the first input from
the Start Location field. The latter sustains its previous peak in the
absence of supporting activation from the Current Location Gate
field, which has been inhibited by the now active Oscillate intention
node. Furthermore, the Oscillate intention node has boosted the
resting level of both layers of the oscillator. Thus a peak has emerged
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Figure 5.1.7: Activation snapshots of selected fields during Intention
Drive.
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in the faster excitatory layer of the oscillator and is about to emerge
in the slower inhibitory layer. The location of the peak is the result of
the relative distance between the starting location and desired target
location determined through the coordinate transformation. Supra-
threshold activation in the excitatory layer has caused a movement
to the right.

At t2, the agent has almost finished its movement. Activation
patterns have not changed qualitatively in the Drive intention-,
Drive CoS-, and Starting Location field. Positional change can be
observed in the Current Location field, which is still inhibited by
the active Oscillate intention node, but the sub-threshold activation
peak coming from the robot’s location sensor is now located almost
at the target position. In the excitatory layer of the oscillator, the
supra-threshold peak is about to vanish due to the inhibition it re-
ceives from the peak in the inhibitory field. Shortly after, the peak
in the excitatory layer has vanished completely, causing the Oscillate
CoS to activate and inhibit its intention field.

At t3, the CoS Oscillate has activated and subsequently, the Cur-
rent Location Gate field has been released from inhibition. The
emerging peak causes an update in the Start Location field due to
its selective interaction kernel. This leads to a match in the Drive
CoS field and ultimately terminates the Drive behavior. The mem-
ory representation of the CoS node (not shown) remains active for
the remainder of the Intention Locate and inhibits the precondition
node connecting to Visual Search.

5.1.6 Locate: Visual Search

Thus, following a successful Intention Drive, the agent engages in a
visual search for the sought yellow color bucket . Figure 5.1.8 shows
node activation and field activation snapshots of the related archi-
tecture parts. Its first row shows the activation of the Visual Search
intention and CoS nodes as well as the Object Match and Mis-Match
nodes. The following three rows depict snapshots of the Spatial Se-
lection, the Retinal Color Selection, and the Retinal Height Selection
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Figure 5.1.8: Activation snapshots of selected fields during a Visual Search
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fields. The last three rows each show activation snapshots of the
feature comparison subnetwork’s fields defined over height. Corre-
sponding feature fields for the color dimension are also in place, but
not depicted in this figure.

At t0, the search has already begun, which is signaled by the ac-
tive Visual Search Intention node. The single peak in the center of
the Spatial Selection field represents the attentional selection of the
center object in the agent’s visual scene. Its spatial position is for-
warded in the form of an activation ridge into the two-dimensional
space/feature selection fields causing a supra-threshold peak at lo-
cations with activity overlap. The selected object has the feature
small and yellow. Those features are forwarded into the attended
feature fields of the feature comparison subnetwork. Thus, a peak
representing the feature small emerges in the Attended Height field,
which is forwarded excitatorily into the Compare Height field. This
field receives additional inhibitory input from the Expected Height
field, which currently contains a peak representing a tall height that
was induced by the Visual Search Cue field (not shown). Both inputs
into the Compare Height field do not influence each other. Thus, a
supra-threshold peak forms, signaling a mismatch between the at-
tended and desired object in the height feature. This will activate
the Object Mis-Match node short after t0, which eventually causes
a reverse detection instability in the Spatial Selection field and all
connected fields.

The result of this can be seen at t1, which shows the first five
fields without any supra-threshold activity. Only the peak in the Ex-
pected Height field remains. The absence of above-threshold activ-
ity has eventually caused the de-activation of the Object Mis-Match
node.

This removes the inhibition from the Spatial Selection field and
causes a second selection, this time of the rightmost object, which
can be seen at t2. The selection was slightly biased towards that lo-
cation due to the influence of the Inhibition of Return (not shown).
It causes peaks to emerge in the feature selection fields, which rep-
resent the features tall and yellow. Those feature values match the
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desired height and color, which leads to similar peak locations in
the Attended and Expected Feature fields. Thus, due to inhibition,
no peak forms in the Compare Feature fields. Combined activation
of Expected and Attended feature fields eventually activate the Ob-
ject Match node. This subsequently activates the Visual Search CoS
node, which in turn activates the CoS Locate. Neither the CoS Vi-
sual Search nor the CoS Locate inhibit their corresponding intention
nodes, thus keeping the found object in the focus of attention.

5.1.7 Reach

This allows Intention Reach to use the found object as a reaching
target. It is activated by the Collect Coat Intention, which also
enabled the precondition between the CoS Locate and the Intention
Reach, and boosts the Reaching Target Gate field to forward the
currently attended location as reaching target. Figure 5.1.9 depicts
the activation evolving during the Intention Reach for the yellow
tall source.

The layout of Figure 5.1.9 is analog to that of Figure 5.1.7,
as both behaviors are implemented similarly. The top row shows
the activation of the two neural node pairs governing the behavior.
The rows below contain activity snapshots of the two-dimensional
fields involved in the behavior. The Reach Intention field represents
the reaching target at the visually attended location in a horizon-
tal/depth representation. The Reach CoS field matches the target
location with the endeffector location represented in the Init Eef Lo-
cation field. Peaks in the Init Eef Location field originate from the
Current Eef Location gate field, which is connected to the sensor
surface. The bottom two rows show activation snapshots of both
layers of the oscillator, which are defined in the relative coordinate
frame centered on the endeffector.

At t0, the Reach behavior has not yet been initiated; all neural
nodes beside the precondition node reside below threshold activity.
A sub-threshold activation bump is present in the Reach Intention
field at the location of the yellow source because it has been at-
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Figure 5.1.9: Activation snapshots of selected fields during reaching.
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tentionally selected as the result of Visual Search. A sub-threshold
bump is present at the location of the eef in the Reach CoS field
because the eef-location is represented in the Init Eef Location field
and the Current Eef Location field. The activation level of both
oscillator layers is below the threshold.

At t1, the Reach Intention has been activated due to the absence
of the precondition node inhibition. Subsequently, the Oscillate In-
tention node activates as well. A peak has emerged in the Reach
Intention field at the target location and is forwarded to the Reach
CoS field. The peak in the Current Location Eef field has been
destabilized due to the inhibition applied by the Oscillate Intention
node. The Init Eef Location field sustains the eef’s starting location
in the absence of input from the Current Location Eef. The sub-
threshold activation pattern in the Current Location Eef, however,
indicates the start of the movement towards the target located in
the top right. A movement has been generated by the peak that has
emerged in the excitatory layer of the oscillator. Its position repre-
sents a large movement in the depth direction and a small movement
in the horizontal direction. The slower layer has not yet formed a
peak.

At t2, the movement has progressed, which can be observed in
the sub-threshold activation of the Current Eef Location field. No
qualitative changes have occurred in the fields in the top three rows.
The peak in the excitatory Relative Target field is about to vanish
due to the inhibitory influence of the inhibitory layer, where a peak
has slowly emerged.

At t3, the oscillation has finished, which is denoted due to supra-
threshold activation in the inhibitory layer and no supra-threshold
activation in the excitatory layer. This caused an activation of the
CoS Oscillate node and thus a dis-inhibition of the Current Eef Lo-
cation field. The emerged peak causes an update in the selective Init
Eef Location field. At this point in time, two peaks are present, but
the previous starting position is about to vanish. The new starting
position and the reaching target match in the Reach CoS field cause
a peak and a subsequent activation of the Reach CoS node.
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At t4, all behavioral nodes have been deactivated and the fields
are in the same state as in t0 except for the shifted endeffector loca-
tion. Activation of the Reach CoS also activated the corresponding
CoS memory representation, which inhibits the precondition node
connecting to the Pick-Up Intention. Thus, the agent will pick up
the yellow color, which terminates the Collect Coat Intention and
leads to the activation of Apply Color Intention (Not shown here,
but the Pick-Up Intention is shown in detail in section 5.2.1).

5.1.8 Locate: Explore

According to the agent’s active belief, the yellow color should be ap-
plied to a blue canvas to retrieve the desired purple color. Activation
of the Apply Color Intention node causes the blue color represented
in the Canvas Role field to be forwarded into the Locate Color field
via the Locate Canvas Gate field. The Apply Color Intention si-
multaneously activates the Intention Locate node to start a search
for the blue canvas. However, unlike the previous locate episode,
the agent has no memory of the blue cube’s location. Thus, the
Intention Recall terminates with the activation of the Condition of
Dissatisfaction node, because no peak has formed in the Recall Po-
sition field. This dis-inhibits the precondition node of the Explore
World Intention, which is about to activate. The intention-in-action
is depicted in detail in Figure 5.1.10, which shows the evolution of
neural activity in related fields and nodes.

The relevant neural nodes depicted in the top row are the intention-
and CoS nodes, the two nodes representing movement in either the
left or right direction, and the node representing the detection of a
collision with the world boundary. The first two rows show snap-
shots from the webots simulation: The full scene and the robot’s
camera image. Below are snapshots of the Spatial Selection field
and its transformation in the allocentric world space. The following
row shows the CoS Explore World Transient field, which compares
the currently selected location with the Known Locations present in
the Memory Traces. It forms peaks whenever an attended object is
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Figure 5.1.10: Activation snapshots of selected fields during the explo-
ration.
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not matched by a memory. The last three rows depict the memo-
rized locations in the allocentric and ego-centric coordinate frames.
The latter is split in the Right Known Locations and Left Known
Locations fields, which represent memorized objects to the right of
the agent and vice versa. Both fields provide a bias to the Move Left
and Move Right nodes respectively.

At t0, the Explore intention-in-action has not yet been activated
by the Apply Color Intention node. The robot is located in front
of the yellow bucket , the yellow canvas, and the purple canvas. No
object is currently visually attended and four objects are known to
the agent, as can be seen in the sub-threshold activation pattern of
the Known Locations field. The fourth object known to the agent is
the purple color source located in the center of the one-dimensional
environment.

At t1, the Explore intention node has been activated, which in
turn boosted both Move Left and Move Right nodes, and eventually
has activated the latter. Move Right has had a slight competitive ad-
vantage because in the agent’s memory more objects are represented
to the left of the agent than to the right. This can be seen in the
three Known Locations fields on the bottom, which also received an
activation boost from the intention node. While moving visual ex-
ploration has been initiated, which caused the selection of the middle
object in the Spatial Selection field. The allocentric representation
of that object has been excitatorily forwarded to the CoS Explore
World Transient field. However, due to the inhibitory influence from
the Known Locations field, no peak formed at that location. The
agent eventually continues to move in the right direction due to the
active Move Right node.

Being already in the far right of the simulated environment, the
agent reaches the right border of the environment shortly afterward.
This gets detected by the Reached Right Border node, which sub-
sequently inhibits the Move Right node. Freed from competitive
inhibition, the Move Left activates and drives the agent towards
the left side. While driving, the agent does attend to the passing
objects. At t2 the agent has traversed to its initial location and visu-
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ally attends to the purple canvas. No peak forms in the CoS Explore
World Transient field because it is already memorized. Thus, the
agent continues its movement further to the left.

At t3, the agent has reached the purple bucket , which it visually
attends. Similarly to the purple canvas, this selection is forwarded
to the Novelty Detector, where no peak is formed. Move Left remains
active.

At t4, the agent has reached the location of the previously un-
seen blue bucket . Visually attending this location causes a peak in
the CoS Explore World Transient field, resulting in the activation
of the Explore CoS node shortly after. It inhibits the Explore In-
tention node and thus terminates all movement, as this removes the
supporting boost from the connected Move Left and Move Right
nodes. The sustained CoS Explore node inhibits the precondition
connected to Visual Search, which determines whether the features
of the novel object overlap with the object specified in the Locate
Color field and Locate Height field. In the case of non-match, the
Explore World Intention will be reactivated. Then exploration will
most likely continue in the left direction because the Left Known Lo-
cations field contains fewer peaks than the Right Known Locations
field.

5.1.9 Locate: Visual Search CoD

The agent is situated in front of the purple and blue bucket , but it is
currently searching for a blue canvas. Due to the successful Explore
World Intention, a Visual Search Intention is initiated without a
matching object in the visual scene. Figure 5.1.11 shows a series of
activation snapshots leading to an activation of the Visual Search
CoD node.

Neural nodes depicted in the top of the figure are the Visual
Search intention, CoS- and CoD nodes as well as the Object Match
and Mis-Match nodes connected to the feature comparison subnet-
work. The first snapshot row shows the agent’s camera view at the
end of the exploration movement. Below that, the Spatial Selection
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Figure 5.1.11: Activation snapshots of selected fields during the failed
visual search.

field and the three working memory selection fields monitoring the
history of selection are depicted (see appendix A.2 for a detailed
explanation of those fields).
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At t0, the purple bucket on the right is selected, which causes a
self-sustained peak in the Visited Positions field. The Visited Po-
sitions Delay field receives excitatory activation from the Visited
Positions Field, which gets canceled out by the simultaneous in-
hibitory input from the Spatial Selection field. Combined excitatory
activation from the Spatial Selection field and the Visited Positions
field is not sufficient to cause the emergence of a peak in the Repeated
Positions field.

At t1, attention has switched to the blue bucket on the left due to
an activation of the Object Mis-Match node. The selected location
is again forwarded to the Visited Positions field, where it leads to a
supra-threshold peak. Inhibition and excitation in the left location
of the Visited Positions Delay field cancel out each other. However,
at the right location, no inhibition from the Spatial Selection field
is present and thus a peak has emerged here. No location in the
Repeated Positions field has the support of a peak in all three other
fields, therefore activation remains below threshold.

At t2, the Object Mis-Match node has again lead to an atten-
tional shift with the purple bucket being in focus again. In contrast
to t0, where a peak could not form in the Visited Positions Delay
field, it is already present here and stabilized by interaction. Thus,
the combined excitatory input from the Retinal Selection, Visited
Positions, and Visited Positions Delay field cause the emergence of
a peak in the Repeated Positions field. This peak signals the second
selection of a visual location during this Visual Search intention-in-
action, thus activating the CoD node, which in turn terminates the
search. Additionally, it inhibits the sustained CoS representation
of the Explore World Intention. Thus, a second activation follows
shortly after, which leads the agent further to the left and in front
of the blue canvas object. Here a second Visual Search follows,
which terminates with an active CoS, and thus leads to a successful
Intention Reach analog to sections 5.1.6 and 5.1.7.
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5.1.10 Spray Color

Following the reaching, the agent actually applies the color to the
canvas during the Spray Intention. Related nodes and fields and
their activity evolution over time are depicted in Figure 5.1.12. Rel-
evant neural nodes are the respective intention- and CoS nodes as
well as the Dispense intention- and CoS nodes and the peak detector
connected to the Change Detector of the vision module. Snapshots
are depicted for the camera image, the Retinal Space Color field,
both layers of the Transient Detector and the role fields Canvas
Color and Result Color.

At t0, the agent has successfully reached for the blue cube, but
the Spray Intention has not yet been activated. All neural nodes con-
nected to the intention-in-action reside below the activation thresh-
old. In the Retinal Space Color Map all three objects are represented
as peaks at their appropriate conjunctions in the two-dimensional
space. All peaks are forwarded to both layers of the Transient De-
tector. In the inhibitory layer, they form supra-threshold peaks,
while in the excitatory layer they lead to sub-threshold patterns of
combined excitation and inhibition. Both role fields have sustained
the activation peaks that emerged during Activate Belief (shown
in Figure 5.1.5), representing the blue canvas and the purple result
color.

At t1, the deactivation of the precondition node connecting Reach
and Spray has led to the activation of the Spray Intention node
through the Apply Color Intention. Subsequently, the Dispense In-
tention has activated, which changed the blue canvas into a purple
one, the desired result. This caused a change to the activation pat-
tern in the Retinal Space Color field, where a new peak forms at the
conjunction of purple and small. This change is picked up by the
connected Transient Detector. A peak is beginning to form in the
faster excitatory layer at the location of the recently emerged peak,
while activity in the slower inhibitory layer is almost not changing.
During the Dispense Intention, the currently attended color is gated
into the Canvas Color role field, which supports the already present
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Figure 5.1.12: Activation snapshots of selected fields during the Spray
Intention.
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sustained peak with additional input. Activation in the Result Color
field remains unchanged.

At t2, an activation peak has fully formed in the excitatory layer
of the Transient Detector causing the activation of the connected
peak detector. The inhibitory layer slowly adapts to the change in
input, but activation at the attended location still remains below
the threshold. Supra-threshold color activation of the faster excita-
tory layer is gated into the Result Color field via the Color Change
Detected Memory field (not shown). There it supports the already
self-sustained activation pattern representing purple color. Detected
change in conjunction with an active CoS Dispense node causes the
activation of the CoS Spray node, which inhibits its intention node.

Activation from the Color Change Detected Memory field is also
forwarded in the CoS Paint field, where it matches with the de-
sired color and subsequently leads to the formation of a peak. The
detected color change does also create a transient reward signal as
outlined in section 4.5. Besides its effect on belief learning, it also
activates the CoS Paint node in conjunction with the detected peak
in the CoS Paint field. Activation of the CoS Paint node deacti-
vates the Paint Intention node and terminates the whole painting
episode.

5.2 Belief Learning

In the previously demonstrated painting episode, a belief matching
the desired result color was already known. To demonstrate belief
learning, in this example episode the agent does not hold any beliefs,
but it memorized different coat and canvas objects in the world (Sce-
nario S4 in Table 5.1). Without an active belief, the agent engages
in painting without any supra-threshold peaks in the Collect Coat
Intention field or the Apply Color Intention field. Thus, only the
height parameter is specified during Intention Locate, which leads
to a random selection of coat and canvas objects. Each painting
episode always leads to a color change, which then invokes learning
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of the observed painting rule. If the selected coat and canvas ob-
jects lead to the desired color, the CoS Paint node will activate and
terminate the behavior. If the observed result color does not match
the desired color, the agent will retry with a new coat and canvas
after the Paint Intention has been briefly terminated through the
CoD Paint node.

In this concrete example, two consecutive painting episodes are
shown, where the first one creates an unwanted and the second one
creates the desired color (see Figure 5.2.1). The agent possesses the
desire to paint a cube in purple color, which it has no belief for. In
the first episode, the agent collects the color from the purple bucket
and applies it to the blue canvas. The result is a yellow-colored cube,
which was not desired (Figures 5.2.1 a, b, and c). A second painting
episode follows, where the agent now collects the color from the blue
bucket and applies it to a yellow canvas. This combination yields
the desired result color purple and thus ends the painting session
through the activation of the CoS Paint node (Figures 5.2.1 d, e,
and f). The following sections show how the activation of relevant
parts of the field architecture develops during certain elements of
the two painting episodes.

5.2.1 Collecting Coat Color

This section demonstrates how field activity develops during the
Pick-Up Intention depicted in Figure 5.2.1a. Besides filling the
agent’s paint device, the collection of color also causes a self-sustained
representation of that color in the Coat Role field. Activation of the
engaged neural nodes, the Coat Color Gate field, and the Coat Role
field are shown in Figure 5.2.2. Shown neural nodes include the Pick-
Up Intention node and its CoS node, as well as the intention- and
CoS nodes of the comprised intentions-in-action Eject and Retrieve,
and the neural node detecting a filled painting device.

At t0, all neural nodes reside below the threshold level, the Pick-
Up Intention has not yet been activated and the painting device is
currently empty. The sub-threshold activation bump in the Coat
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(a) Collecting Purple
Color

(b) Dispensing on Blue (c) Receiving Yellow

(d) Collecting Blue Color (e) Dispensing on Yellow (f) Receiving Purple

Figure 5.2.1: Snapshots of the exemplary learning episode

Color Gate field signals that a blue object is currently attended by
the visual module. No supra-threshold activation is present in the
Coat Role field, because no belief has been activated beforehand.

At t1, the Pick-Up Intention has activated, which immediately
led to an activation and subsequent termination of the Eject Inten-
tion due to the initially empty painting device. The precondition
node between Eject and Retrieve has been inhibited and caused
the activation of the Retrieve Intention. The painting device was
filled. Additionally, the Pick-Up Intention node has boosted the
Coat Color Gate field’s resting level. Thus, a peak emerged at the
purple location due to the preshape coming from the vision module.
Above-threshold activation is forwarded into the Coat Role field also
leading to a peak at the purple location. This activates the recip-
rocally connected purple concept node, which causes a slight shift
to the right in the color space. The filled painting device eventually
activates the CoS Retrieve.
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Figure 5.2.2: Activation snapshots of selected fields during pick-up of
purple color

At t2, the CoS Pick-Up has been activated, which terminated the
intention-in-action and indirectly deactivated all other nodes. Only
the Device Filled node connected to the sensory surface remains
active. The Coat Color Gate field has passed through a reverse-
detection instability and visual input remains at sub-threshold acti-
vation level. The self-sustained kernel of the Coat Role field retains
the collected color for later learning.

5.2.2 Learning a new belief

Learning occurs later in the episode when the collected color is ap-
plied to the blue canvas, which changes its color to yellow (see Figure
5.2.1 b and c). At this point, the coat, canvas, and result color are
associated with one another to form a belief. Localization of the
blue canvas and the subsequent reaching for it are realized analog
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to the previous example episode. The only difference is the absence
of a belief and thus the missing color cue during localization, which
made any canvas object a valid target. Figure 5.2.3 shows the tem-
poral evolution of selected field and node activity during the spraying
process with an explicit focus on belief learning.

The first three rows show the activation of different neural nodes
of the belief subnetwork (see section 4.5). Row one shows the nodes
related to the temporal organization of the learning process, while
the two following rows show the activation of the individual belief
nodes and their associated commit nodes. The bottom three rows
show snapshots of the Canvas Color Gate field, the Canvas Role
field, and the Result Role field.

At t0, the Spray Intention has not yet been initiated and all
nodes reside below threshold activity. A sub-threshold bump can
be observed at the blue location in the Canvas Color Gate field due
to the blue object being attended by the visual module. Activity
in the Canvas Role field is at the resting level. The Result Role
field contains a single peak representing the desired color purple,
which has been retained since the initial failed attempt to activate
a matching belief.

At t1, the Spray Intention has activated, which initiated the Dis-
pense Intention. It has caused the application of the previously col-
lected color in the world and has homogeneously boosted the Canvas
Color Gate field. This has led to the formation of a peak representing
the color of the currently attended target object: the blue canvas.
This representation is then forwarded into the self-sustaining Can-
vas Role field, where a peak has formed as well. At this point, the
utilized coat and canvas color are represented in their respective role
fields, while the Result Role field still contains the desired color.

At t2, the color change from blue to yellow has occurred in the
simulated environment, which has been picked up by the vision mod-
ule’s transient detector. The observed new yellow color has been
forwarded into the Result Role field via the Color Change Detected
Memory field (not shown). Due to its current input support, the
yellow input prevails over the sustained purple peak and eventually
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Figure 5.2.3: Activation snapshots of selected fields during belief learning.
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overwrites it due to the selectivity of the Result Role field’s kernel.
Selectivity in the Canvas Color Gate field ensures that the newly
attended color yellow is not forwarded into the Canvas Role field.

Detection of the color change leads to the activation of the Re-
cruit node and the Inhibit Committed node, which operate on dif-
ferent timescales. The Inhibit Committed node activates first and
boosts all Commit State nodes, but in the absence of any learned be-
lief, none of them reach supra-threshold activation levels. Later the
Recruit node activates, which boosts all belief nodes and ultimately
leads to the activation of belief node B2, which in turn activates the
corresponding Commit State node C2. Additionally, the combina-
tion of an active belief node and the Color Change node causes the
activation of the Belief Activated node, which causes the generation
of the transient Reward Signal .

At t3, the reward signal reaches its peak activation level. It
causes an association between B2 and the triple (coat: purple, can-
vas: blue, and result: yellow) represented in the role fields. The
same reward signal triggers the association of the Paint Intention
node and the Commit State node C2, representing that B2 has been
recruited for a belief.

The mismatch between the observed result color and the desired
result color causes a peak to emerge in the CoD Paint field (not
shown), which eventually leads to a termination of the Paint Inten-
tion. Once the CoD Paint node falls again below threshold acti-
vation, the Paint Intention reactivates, initiating a second painting
episode with the same desire for a purple result color.

5.2.3 Learning a second belief

This second episode is similar to the previous episode and is sum-
marized in Figure 5.2.1 (d, e, and f). Again, no belief matching the
desired color could be activated, thus the agent chooses a random
bucket (blue) and canvas (yellow).2 Peaks emerge in the belief role

2Previously unused locations are favored through a small bias. See Apppendix
A.4 for details.
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fields similar to the previous episodes, with the main difference that
the observed result color matches the desired result color.

Belief learning differs from the previous episode, because the be-
lief node B2 is now associated with a painting rule. Figure 5.2.4
shows the activation of the involved neural nodes during the second
painting process.
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Figure 5.2.4: Neural node activation during the learning of the second
belief.

The association of B2 manifests itself through a higher initial
activation of the C2 node, which now receives additional excitation
from the Paint Intention node connected through learning.

Once a color change has been observed at t0, the C2 node ac-
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tivates with the help of the boost of the Inhibit Committed node.
This inhibits belief node B2, whose resting level is now below the
resting level of yet uncommitted nodes.

As soon as the slower Recruit node activates at t1, all belief
nodes receive a boost and B1 pierces the threshold first, inhibiting
all remaining belief nodes. It then becomes associated with the color
triple present in the role fields and the commit node C1 strengthens
its connection to the Paint Intention node. Thus, B1 is marked as
committed as well and is unlikely to be associated with a different
color triple in the future. Observed result color and desired color
match, thus this painting episode terminates through the activation
of the CoS Paint node. If the Paint Intention is activated at a
later point in time with the desired color purple or yellow, the agent
will activate one of the previously learned beliefs and the painting
episode will look similar to the one shown in section 5.1.2.

5.3 Adaptation to Environmental Change

Both previous sections were examples of the architecture solving the
painting task under different initial conditions, in particular different
initial knowledge representations. Situated in an environment simu-
lated in continuous time, one might imagine that a concrete scenario
might change while the agent is engaged in painting. Especially if
multi-agent environments are considered, a static environment would
be the exception rather than the norm. In this section, it is demon-
strated how the agent autonomously reacts to perturbations of the
simulated world. Changes in the world lead to a missing fit between
mind and world in the mind-to-world direction of fit, which needs
to be accounted for by the neural architecture.

Here, three examples are shown, one for each psychological mode
of the mind-to-world DoF. In the first example, a previously observed
painting rule will be changed, thus invalidating a particular belief of
the agent. In the second example, a previously memorized canvas
will be moved to a different location, thus invalidating a particular
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memory of the agent. In the last example, a canvas which was
chosen as the painting target will be moved while the agent reaches
for it, thus invalidating the current perception.

5.3.1 Rejecting contradicting Beliefs

In this painting episode, the agent utilizes a previously learned belief
in the attempt to color a canvas yellow. However, unknown to the
agent, the environment rules have changed, such that the previously
learned combination of coat and canvas now yields a cyan result
instead of a yellow one. Activation of nodes and fields during the
last phase of the painting episode are shown in Figure 5.3.1.

The top three rows show the activity development of the belief
subnetwork’s neural nodes similar to the two examples before with
the addition of the CoD Belief node. Snapshots are shown of the
camera image, the Canvas Role field, the Result Role field, and the
two layers of the CoD Belief detector.

At t0, the Spray Intention is active, which propagates the purple
canvas color into the Canvas Role field and ultimately applies the
color in the simulation. Belief node B3 is currently active as it has
been activated by the Intention Activate Belief at the beginning of
the painting sequence. The remaining belief nodes differ in their
activation level, which corresponds to their potential overlap with
the current content of the role fields. Belief B7 is not yet recruited
and therefore its belief and Commit State node have the lowest level
of activation. Again, only the Commit State node C3 of the currently
active belief is above the threshold.

The camera image shows three canvases with the agent’s arm’s
endeffector hovering over the purple canvas. The Result Role field
represents the desired color yellow “predicted” by the current belief
node. This peak causes an activation peak in the slow layer of the
CoD Belief detector and a sub-threshold inhibitory preshape in the
fast layer.

At t1, a color change occurred and the purple canvas changed to
cyan instead of yellow. The perceived changed color causes a peak
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Figure 5.3.1: Neural node activation while an unexpected result color is
created.
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to emerge in the Result Role field, which overrides the sustained
peak representing yellow. A peak arises in the fast layer of the CoD
Belief detector at the same cyan location due to missing input from
the slow layer. Thus, the CoD Belief node is activated, which in-
hibits all belief nodes, causing B3 to fall below the threshold. No
belief is active anymore which removes the boost from the Belief
Activated node and prevents it from activating despite the detected
color change. The slower Recruit node eventually raises the belief
node, B7, above the threshold, which then activates the Belief Ac-
tivated node and causes a release of the Reward Signal . Belief B7
gets associated with the new observed rule and the result color cyan.
The occurrent belief again matches the state of affairs in the world
(t2). The original belief, B3, remains unchanged, but see the dis-
cussion for ideas on how to incorporate the notion of reliability into
the belief system.

5.3.2 Dealing with Outdated Memory

In this particular example, the agent’s capability to deal with a
changing environment is probed. To this end, the location of a pre-
viously perceived canvas is changed, while the agent is at another
location. The canvas is represented in the agent’s Memory Traces
and matches the agent’s occurrent belief. Therefore its spatial lo-
cations are recalled during Intention Locate, where it guides the
Intention Drive. Upon the arrival of the agent at the remembered
location, the canvas has been moved to a different location. The
agent has to proceed via the Explore World Intention.

Figure 5.3.2 shows the development of activation of the related
neural nodes and fields during this example episode. The top row
shows the sigmoidal activation for a selected number of neural nodes.
Activation above threshold level is denoted with color, while white
space denotes below threshold activation. One row stands either for
a single or multiple mutually exclusive neural nodes. The second row
depicts screenshots from the simulated environment and the third
row contains activation snapshots from the Retinal Salience Map.
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Figure 5.3.2: Supra-threshold activation of the neural nodes involved in
the Locate intention-in-action while a memorized canvas is shifted un-
known to the agent.

At t0, the agent is situated in front of two buckets, which are
represented as two peaks in the Retinal Salience Map. Currently,
the Intention Locate is active, which has started with a successful
Intention Recall . The active CoS Recall node signals that a spatial
location was retrieved. This inhibits the Intention Drive node’s
precondition node, causing an activation of the intention-in-action,
which results in a movement initiation to the left.

At t1, the agent has moved halfway towards the recalled canvas
location. The purple canvas has been moved to the left through
external manipulation of the simulation. In the screenshot of the
simulated scene, the old location is highlighted by a red circle for
illustration purposes (not visible for the agent).
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At t2, the agent has arrived at its destination, where it has en-
gaged in a Visual Search Intention. The current camera image does
not contain any salient objects, therefore no peaks form in the Reti-
nal Salience Map. The search eventually terminates via the Visual
Search Timer node, which triggers the CoD Visual Search.

The active CoD Visual Search node then dis-inhibits the precon-
dition node for the Explore World Intention, which has started at
t3. Exploration favors the left direction because the Memory Traces
contain more objects to the right of the agent (see section 4.3.2).

At t4, the agent found a “new” object, which has not been com-
mitted to memory, yet. This causes the CoS Explore World , which
is then followed by a Visual Search Intention. The attended ob-
ject matches the desired purple canvas, which leads to a CoS Visual
Search. This in turn activates the CoS Locate, which will eventually
lead to a successful application of paint.

The explicit CoS or CoD representations enable the agent to
deal with unforeseen changes to its previous mind-to-world repre-
sentations. However, explicit connections to fallback behaviors via
precondition nodes have to be in place, here the connection from the
CoD Visual Search to the Explore World Intention. At this point,
the architecture lacks a mechanism to explicitly unlearn/update false
memories, they will eventually be forgotten via interference of the
memory substrate.

5.3.3 Reacting to Perceived Change

In the two previous examples, the environment was manipulated
without the agent directly perceiving the change. This example
demonstrates how concrete CoS and CoD representations enable the
agent to successfully establish a closed sensorimotor loop. To this
end, the agent’s reaching target, a purple canvas, is moved while the
agent is actively reaching for it. The agent perceives the change and
continues to move its arm until its eef arrives at the new location.

Figure 5.3.3 shows neural node activity as well as activation snap-
shots occurring during the Intention Reach. The layout of the figure
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Figure 5.3.3: Activation of fields and nodes related to reaching during an
unexpected shift of the reaching target.
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is analog to Figure 5.1.9 except for the depiction of the simulated
scene, which shows the robot and the purple target canvas from
behind.

At t0, the Intention Reach is already active and both the Inten-
tion Reach node and the Oscillate node have recently pierced the
activation threshold. The canvas is positioned directly in front of
the agent, which is represented through a peak at the center top
position of the Intention Reach field. The agent’s eef is located in
the bottom center location of this horizontal/depth space, which is
visible as a supra-threshold peak in the Init EEF Pos field or as a
sub-threshold bump in the CoS Reach field and the Cur EEF Pos
Gate field. In the coordinate system centered on the hand, the can-
vas is also located in the center top. Therefore, a peak has formed
at that location in the faster excitatory layer of the oscillator, while
a sub-threshold bump is present in the slower inhibitory layer.

At t1, the canvas has been moved to the left of the agent. In the
visual module (not explicitly shown here), this leads to an activation
peak at the new location in the Spatial Selection field, while the peak
at the old location vanishes due to the field’s selective kernel and
the lack of input support. Feature’s observed at the new location
still match with the desired features (small and purple), such that
the CoS Visual Search remains active. Thus, the attended location
keeps getting forwarded to the Intention Reach field, where it causes
a change in target location. At t1, the old target representation
is about to vanish, while the peak emerges at the new location.
This target change also propagates into the sub-threshold activation
pattern of the CoS Reach field. The starting location represented in
the Init EEF Pos field remains unchanged as the oscillation is still
ongoing. Sub-threshold activation in the Cur EEF Pos Gate field
shows that the eef has already moved towards the original target
and currently resides in the center of the horizontal/depth space.
The two-layer oscillator shows minimal supra-threshold activity in
the excitatory layer and a recently emerged activation peak in the
inhibitory layer. Without any target change, the current oscillation
would be about to terminate.
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At t2, a full peak has emerged in the Intention Reach field, which
causes the emergence of a second peak in the excitatory layer of the
oscillator. It is located in the top/left position of the eef-centered
space because the coordinate transform is still based on the original
starting position represented in the Init EEF Pos field.3 This peak
causes a movement towards the top left direction, which can be
observed in the sub-threshold activity in the Cur EEF Pos Gate
field.

At t3, the first oscillation has ended, as signaled by the active
CoS Oscillate node. This allows an update of the eef through the
emerging peak in the Cur EEF Pos Gate field, which is located
to the top right of the target position. It updates the representa-
tion in the Init EEF Pos field, which also forwards it to the CoS
Reach field. Activation here remains below the threshold because
eef- and target position do not sufficiently overlap. Activation in
both layers of the oscillator also resides below threshold activity due
to the missing boost from the Intention Oscillate node. The miss-
ing supra-threshold activity also means no excitatory support for the
CoS Oscillate node, which leads to its deactivation. Subsequently,
the intention node will reactivate to cause a second oscillation and
thus a second arm movement. It will be a minor shift in the bot-
tom/left direction as is indicated by the activation bump in the
excitatory layer of the oscillator.

At t4, this movement has also ended and the eef matches with
the target position, which is represented by a peak in the CoS Reach
field. This peak and the subsequent inhibition of the Intention Reach
node prevent the activation of further corrective movements.

This example demonstrates the key role of reliable perceptions
during action. Perceptions need to be stable enough to serve as
movement targets, but they need to be sensitive enough to regis-

3This effect is not generated on purpose and is a result of the simplification of
the reaching architecture. It is absent in the original more detailed versions of the
reaching architecture, where the starting position is updated upon target changes
to match behavioral data more precisely (see Zibner, Tekülve, and Schöner,
2015).
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ter qualitative changes in the sensory surface. Furthermore, self-
perception, here perception of the eef position, is critical to deter-
mine the successful achievement of a task.
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Chapter 6

Discussion

This thesis presented process models for the six main psychologi-
cal modes of intentional states defined by Searle (1983). They have
been integrated in a dynamic field architecture that controls an ar-
tificial robotic agent in a multi-step task. Integration enabled the
grounding of higher-level intentional states through the lower-level
present intentional states: perception and intention-in-action. Two
main premises for the architecture were neural plausible realization
and the ability to act autonomously. Neural plausibility is achieved
through a strong commitment to the framework of DFT. The archi-
tecture is continually linked to a time-continuous sensorimotor sur-
face, meaningful representations emerge through fixed connections
in the architecture, and learning is based on local representations.
Algorithmic solutions are only utilized as a part of the sensorimotor
surface to allow for a rich action repertoire without overextending
the scope of the modeling work. No external control is required
to guide the architecture’s behavior. Autonomous action is driven
by internally represented desires and sequencing is controlled by ex-
plicit intentional state representations. Those representations allow
for learning through experience to guide future behavior. Overall,
the architecture aims to portray a minimal implementation of a neu-
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rally plausible autonomous agent following the theoretical guidelines
of Franklin and Graesser (1996) and Searle (2003).

This discussion of the presented architecture and its process mod-
els of intentional states is divided into four parts. The first part ex-
amines each individual process model and the autonomous learning
process in the context of experimental findings and related modeling
approaches. In the second part, the general implications of this work
on Dynamic Field Theory are discussed with respect to creating au-
tonomous agents capable of solving multi-step tasks. Based on this,
the third part compares DFT to other computational theories of the
mind. Finally, limitations of the presented work are highlighted in
conjunction with possible improvements in the last part.

6.1 Individual Cognitive Processes

Modeling goals of this thesis were twofold: Creating individual pro-
cess models of different intentional states on a neural plausible ba-
sis and integrating those models to allow for autonomous learning.
Functionality constitutes the main implementation goal, but each
individual implementation might additionally be constrained by dif-
ferent insights in cognitive processing. This section highlights the
individual processes and evaluates their particular implementation
with respect to findings from cognitive science.

6.1.1 Perception

The psychological mode perception has been modeled across vary-
ing modalities: visual perception, arm proprioception, tool feed-
back, and self-localization. The life cycle of all perceptual states
is determined by the detection and reverse-detection instability in
fields connected to the sensorimotor surface. Only stimuli that cause
supra-threshold activation count as perceived and are available to
the remaining architecture. This is related to the neural signatures
of consciousness: Conscious stimuli cause waves of activation that
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are propagated to other areas of the brain, while unconscious stimuli
affect only early sensory areas (Sergent, Baillet, and Dehaene, 2005).

The neural implementation of the sensor modalities used in this
thesis has been strongly simplified with the exception of the visual
system. Aside from it being the most researched sensory modality
in humans (Hutmacher, 2019), it is attractive to look into visual
perception because of the visual sensor’s unique features. Human
vision combines a broad sensor range with good spatial resolution
and thus affords selective mechanisms to form states about individ-
ual perceived entities.

The presented neural architecture for visual perception (see sec-
tion 4.2) is strongly based on the work by Zibner (2017) and Grieben,
Tekülve, Zibner, Lins, et al. (2020), which in turn was inspired by
the work of Itti and Koch (2001) and Wolfe and Gray (2007). The
defining mechanism of this architecture is a spatial attention mech-
anism that selects one out of multiple salient stimuli. Selection is
biased by an inhibition of return mechanism that ultimately ensures
the exploration of the visual scene.

Successful spatial selection causes the emergence of supra-thre-
shold activation in space/feature fields representing the stimulus’s
visual features. All features scattered across the different fields make
up the visual perception and they are bound together by the spatial
selection mechanism. In DFT, spatial binding allows to represent
high-dimensional stimuli through multiple low-dimensional fields,
thus reducing the required amount of neural substrate (Schneegans,
Spencer, and Schöner, 2015). Separating space and feature repre-
sentations has the additional advantage to calculate potential co-
ordinate transforms purely on spatial features, again reducing the
amount of required neural substrate. It can be argued that the
above properties allowing for neural sparsity are arguments for fea-
ture binding proposed initially by Treisman and Gelade (1980) in
their Feature Integration Theory. Spatial binding precludes the per-
ception of more than one location at a single point in time and thus
might be an explanation for the sequential processing of the human
vision system, which is, for example, revealed in conjunctive visual
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search (for a review see Wolfe and Horowitz, 2017).
The models of the other perceptual modalities in the scenario are

impoverished, but they do share the critical main feature of percep-
tual states: A stable supra-threshold representation. The range of
the simulated sensors of arm proprioception, tool feedback, and self-
localization is limited to one observed world variable, and therefore
no selective feature binding process is required. Perceptual states of
these modalities are nevertheless the result of attentional processes,
which manifest themselves as homogeneous activation boosts. Al-
though the DFT architecture does not require this attentional con-
trol mechanism, it mimics the nature of human attentional processes,
which are strongly intertwined with action (Pratt, J. E. T. Taylor,
and Gozli, 2015; Abrams and Weidler, 2015). In Searle’s theoreti-
cal analysis, attentional processes are a feature of the mind in gen-
eral and thus play a role in all psychological modes of intentionality
(Searle, 1992, p. 137 ff.). Not representing each sensory modality
through a supra-threshold peak at all times, at least reduces the
total amount of active neurons in the architecture at a given time.
Functional effects of crossmodal attention on cognitive processing
(Spence and Ho, 2015), most prominently inattentional blindness,
are currently missing from the model. It is theoretically possible to
establish competitive mechanisms between the different perceptual
modes, but it would require a different task setting to sufficiently
probe those mechanisms against human data. In the current sce-
nario, the main purpose of perceptual states is to provide stable
variables that guide goal-directed action and allow the formation of
(working) memory.

6.1.2 Memory

On the broadest level, memories are typically classified as either
long-term or short-term memories. Intentional states of the mode
memory discussed in this work are thought of as long-term mem-
ories rather than short-term. In the presented process view short-
term memory, most prominently working memory, is attributed to
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the psychological mode of perception (see section 3.1.1). Long-term
memories, however, can be further differentiated into procedural, se-
mantic, or episodic memories. Procedural memories are not part of
this model, because they are not intentional states, but they may
share a similar substrate. For example, Sandamirskaya and Storck
(2015) utilized a combination of memory traces and reward-based
Hebbian Learning to learn steerable neural maps that guide saccade
generation. Semantic memories represent learned facts and fall into
the category of knowledge, which is modeled by the mode of belief
in the presented framework. The mode memory, as it is used in this
work, describes past perceptions, and thus episodic memory.

In theory, any stabilized perception should lead to some kind of
memory formation, but in the presented model this is only modeled
for visual perceptions of the external world. Any visual percep-
tion causes the build-up of a space/feature memory trace. Simi-
larly to perception, a memory may be distributed across multiple
feature/space traces which are bound by space. In contrast to per-
ception memorized features are embedded in allocentric space rather
than retinal coordinates. Episodic memories are typically thought of
to integrate perceptible properties in a framework of space and time
(Tulving, 1972). Spatial integration is explicit, while the temporal
component of each memory is implicitly encoded in the strength
of the individual memory trace: The higher the trace the more re-
cent the encoded perception. A similar idea is shared by Grossberg
(1978) in his short-term memory model for serial order encoding.
This mechanism of temporal encoding, however, has its limits and
is not comparable to human capabilities of temporal organization
of memories. The ability of humans to order and compare memo-
ries across different time-scales demands a higher-level mechanism,
which is not addressed by this work. Mau et al. (2018) suggest that
populations of time-cells in the hippocampus may encode different
timescales due to population drift that continuously changes neu-
ronal output with passing time. With regard to episodic memories,
the hippocampus is thought of as the key neural structure for mem-
ory consolidation, where it functions as a binding agent for memories
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stored in the neocortex. It is hypothesized that the hippocampus is
required, whenever episodic memories are stored or received (Nadel
et al., 2000; Cheng, 2013)).

The simplistic memory substrate proposed in this work lacks the
hippocampal capability to store episodic memories as temporal se-
quences. Its main property is interference, which is caused by global
decay whenever a new item is added. The memory trace’s rate
of decay thus enforces an implicit capacity limit on the number of
memorized items. Such capacity limits are typical for working mem-
ory. For example, Oberauer and Lin (2017) propose a non-neurally
modeled inference-based model, which shares a lot of similarities
with the presented model such as feature conjunction-based encod-
ing and cue-based recall. Episodic memory is usually not associated
with having capacity limits, but it was chosen to apply the interfer-
ence mechanism here to naturally include forgetting into the system.

Unquestionably the utilized memory substrate leaves a lot to be
desired. It can, however, be assumed that the process model to gen-
erate memory states remains invariant under memory substrates of
different complexity as long as the core aspects are maintained. A
particular aspect is the use of memory traces embedded in feature
spaces, which have a history as models for episodic memory indepen-
dent of DFT (see, for example, Hintzman, 1986). Neural fields nat-
urally lend themselves to trace representations because feature cues
and homogeneous activation boosts allow for memory recall from
arbitrary small amounts of trace. Once recalled, field interaction
stabilizes the memory state against forgetting or interference, which
allows it to be utilized by other cognitive processes. During the
recall process, however, errors may occur, when neural noise shifts
the sub-threshold activation pattern in the direction of other mem-
ory items. Wrong recalls are more likely to occur to spatially close
items or items sharing similar features (A. Cohen and Ivry, 1989).
These illusory conjunctions have been reproduced with earlier DFT
models based on similar low-dimensional space/feature maps (Lins
et al., 2012). Those types of errors are not probed in the presented
painting scenario, but the capability to perform such errors is inher-
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ited from previous models.
In the demonstrated model, the IiA to recall a given memory

does only result in a CoD, if no entry in the memory trace matches
the full feature cue. As it is hard to detect the absence of a recalled
memory state, a neural timer is required to terminate an unsuc-
cessful recall. The nature of the painting scenario has an interesting
effect on recall because the painting action changes an object’s color,
but not its height. Thus, recalls are more likely to fail when color is
included in the feature cue because the space/color trace is subject
to more changes and thus more interference. The failure to recall
a given memory describes a CoD of the IiA recall and not of the
memory state itself. To detect falsely memorized states higher cog-
nitive processes are required that can compare own memories with
external sources such as witness testimonies or video footage. There-
fore, no mechanism to detect a CoD for memory is demonstrated,
but it would require a recall of the false memory similarly to the
mechanism shown for belief.

6.1.3 Belief

Philosophical definitions of belief may vary, but most of them share
the idea that a belief constitutes a proposition about a particular
state of affairs in the world (Schwitzgebel, 2019). Beliefs can be
ascribed to individuals regardless of their current mental state, e.g.
someone can believe that Paris is the capital of France even when
that person is asleep. Non-conscious beliefs like that are called dis-
positional beliefs, while beliefs currently in the forefront of a person’s
mind are called occurrent beliefs. In this neural process account, the
focus lies on occurrent beliefs and how they can emerge from a set of
dispositional beliefs. In the presented process model, active beliefs
are occurrent beliefs, while inactive beliefs are considered disposi-
tional.

From a philosophical standpoint, beliefs are not inherently asso-
ciated with probabilistic descriptions as in everyday language (Nils-
son, 2014). In the definition used in this thesis, activated beliefs are
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deemed to be true unless conflicting evidence is perceived. Beliefs
thus do not include any graded description of truthfulness and could
be interpreted as knowledge representations. Knowledge, however,
includes the previous psychological modes of perception and mem-
ory as these are part of an individual’s knowledge base. To clearly
distinguish beliefs from other mind-to-world modes, beliefs are de-
fined as general representations of laws of the world, which hold
beyond a particular instance of memory or perception. Belief con-
tent is therefore composed of different abstract concepts rather than
specific feature representations.

Abstraction is realized through a layer of concept nodes, which
provide a bidirectional interface between perception and action. Per-
ceiving a matching feature during acting activates the correspond-
ing concept node, while activation of that concept node in advance
guides action. Their connection to particular parts of the action se-
quence grounds the concept nodes and provides them with meaning.
This prestructured form of abstraction is simplistic as it defines the
belief’s possible content and circumvents the hard problem of learn-
ing, which action components are meaningful for the desired out-
come. The present mapping between role fields and concept nodes
is a placeholder for a more sophisticated learning mechanism that ex-
tracts rules from acting and thus maps perceived actions to abstract
concept representations. An example for such a learning mechanism
could be the interplay between the adaptive and the contextual layer
of the DAC theory by Verschure (2012), which utilizes a powerful
(partly algorithmic) memory system to associate sensor, motor, and
goal states. The current placeholder solution is sufficient for this
model, as its main focus lies in the life cycle of the intentional state
and how it affects the remaining architecture (see section 6.1.7 for
the discussion on autonomous belief learning).

From a process-level perspective, beliefs share a lot of similari-
ties with memories. Belief activation and memory recall are both
based on feature cues that may match the present memory sub-
strate. Belief feature cues are represented through concept node ac-
tivation. Memory substrate is comprised of the learned connections
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from concept to belief nodes. Once a belief node has been activated,
it is stabilized against noise through lateral inhibition among be-
lief nodes and recurrent excitation through its connected concept
nodes. A stable representation of beliefs is required to guarantee a
consistent task execution in multi-step tasks, for example, it would
greatly disrupt behavior if the rule to generate a certain color would
change after a source color has already been collected. However,
destabilization of an active belief node is possible through a loss of
top-down activation or conflicting perceptions. The CoD of a belief
is easier to detect than for a specific memory because a belief repre-
sents a general state of affairs and thus a single conflict should lead
to rejection.

The main difference between beliefs and memory lies in their in-
teraction with the other parts of the architecture. As higher-level
representations beliefs have a wider effect on the agent’s behavior
and ensure the coherence between different actions to achieve a cer-
tain outcome. For example, the concept nodes that make up the
belief content here are reciprocally connected to perception and ac-
tion. Generalizing from the concrete painting example here, concept
nodes connected to beliefs should always represent abstract roles
that constitute a particular grammar, e.g., tool, affected object, and
outcome (see section 6.4 for ideas on generalization). The reciprocal
nature of the role concept nodes is made possible through the simi-
lar encoding of perceptual and desired action states offered by DFT.
This is a major point in the Theory of Event Coding by Hommel et
al. (2001), where perceptual and motor states are bound together by
a common higher-level encoding. The demonstrated belief system
could be regarded as a neural implementation of the theory.

The higher-level status of beliefs is further entrenched through
their direct connection to the highest world-to-mind state: desire.
Desires govern the agent’s behavior and specify which states of affairs
are relevant to the agent. They ultimately determine which contents
the agent’s beliefs ought to have and under which circumstances
those should be learned.
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6.1.4 Intention-in-Action

In contrast to the mind-to-world states above, where presence coin-
cides with CoS fulfillment, process models of world-to-mind states
are characterized by the temporal displacement of these two states.
Sandamirskaya, Richter, and Schöner (2011) proposed the ECU net-
work to represent these temporally discrete states using continuously
evolving neural dynamics (see section 2.3.6).

All world-to-mind processes modeled here are based on the ECU,
which allows their implementation in time-continuous environments.
This sets the demonstrated architecture apart from other models for
cognitive agents. Reinforcement learning agents are typically mod-
eled in environments with discretized time, where each time step
requires an action decision and execution (Sutton and Barto, 1998;
Mnih et al., 2013). Similarly, the more neurally inspired cognitive
architectures ACT-R (Anderson, 1996) or LIDA (Franklin, Madl,
et al., 2013) are also based on a cognitive cycle that is executed in
a fixed interval. In each cognitive cycle, a production rule system
specifies the architecture’s behavior based on variables provided by
different attentional buffers. Fixed cognitive cycle implementations
do not take into account the continuous reality of living neural sub-
strate. The effect of this might be negligible on an abstract level,
but close to the sensorimotor surface, the time discretization has
consequences on the behavior of the whole architecture. For exam-
ple, actions with longer or varying duration require specific imple-
mentation solutions on the lowest cycle-by-cycle level to fit into the
framework. This amounts to a larger number of production rules
and makes the architecture prone to minimal perturbations during
action execution. The dynamic ECU model only requires matching
representations for specific macroscopic states.

The modeled intention-in-actions in this work define the agent’s
action repertoire. Each IiA can be understood as a parameterizable
behavioral primitive, from which more complex behavior can emerge
through a sequential organization. The IiAs can be divided into two
different categories depending on how the “world” in the world-to-
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mind direction of fit is understood. Actions where the world de-
scribes the external world and actions where the world describes
the mental states of the agent. The first category encloses reaching,
locomotion, and painting and typically describes an isolated action.
The second category comprises visual search, memory recall, and be-
lief activation, which all are world-to-mind states that aim to create
a particular mind-to-world state without overt motor action. This
mind-to-world state may then be used to specify IiAs of the first
category, e.g., visually searching for a cube provides the target for
the following reaching movement. In the following, the individual
implementations of each IiA are discussed.

The Intention Reach used in this work is based on previous neu-
ral process account for goal-directed reaching (Schöner, Tekülve,
and Zibner, 2019). Its main component is a neural oscillator that
generates velocity profiles based on the relative translation between
the endeffector and reaching target. Velocity profiles of individual
movements are bell-shaped and qualitatively match the velocity pro-
files generated by human arm movements (Atkeson and Hollerbach,
1985). The architecture is governed by an ECU that guides the over-
all reaching process by monitoring the displacement between the en-
deffector and target. This allows the model to deal with unexpected
perturbations such as a rapid change in the target location. Follow-
ing that line, a more detailed version (Zibner, Tekülve, and Schöner,
2015) including a simplified muscle model has been utilized to model
the two-step paradigm of Van Sonderen, Van der Gon, and Gielen
(1988). This work’s model inherits the online update capacity, which
is demonstrated in section 5.3.3. Inheritance of robustness against
perturbations is one of the beneficial traits of the ECU formaliza-
tion. If a subnetwork modeling a particular behavioral competence
is robust, its implementation in an integrated setting will be as well.
This allows for an almost modular design of individual subnetworks
as the requirements for the rest of the architecture are quite minimal.
In the case of online updating, the perceptual system is required to
be capable of picking-up rapid changes in the target position.

The agent’s locomotion in the one-dimensional world is realized
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by the Intention Drive and the Explore World Intention. Goal-
directed driving is realized by a subnetwork quite similar to the
reaching model, which generates one-dimensional velocities using an
oscillator to move the robot towards a specific location. This ballis-
tic form of locomotion was chosen for a couple of reasons: 1) It shows
the generalizability of the reaching architecture toward different sen-
sorimotor surfaces. 2) The agent and its locomotion using wheels is
artificial anyway, so it makes sense to reuse an already established
field architecture. 3) One could interpret the moving robot as the
overt component of a vision model, where the robot with its fixed
camera represents the pupil. Movements in the world environment
would then represent saccades, which have a ballistic movement pro-
file (Rashbass, 1961). Due to the simplified artificial implementation
of the agent’s location sensor, a single oscillation suffices to move the
agent to the desired location. However, if neural noise would per-
turb the location sensor or the oscillator, the movement would end in
the proximity of the desired location. Follow-up movements would
autonomously be generated due to the ECU’s inherent robustness,
which could be understood as corrective saccades.

Exploratory movements are executed with a constant velocity
in either the left or right direction. Directions are represented by a
pair of competitive neural dynamic nodes. Memorized items bias the
activation of those nodes and favor the direction with fewer stored
entries. This heuristic could be extended towards multiple direc-
tions and resembles a simple form of curiosity-driven exploration
(Graziano et al., 2011). The direction decision always depends on
the current location of the agent rather than a methodological global
measure of the memorized parts of the world space, which are for ex-
ample used in machine learning. The CoS of exploration is fulfilled
whenever an object is visually attended that has not yet formed an
entry in memory. To speed up visual exploration during driving only
the “ventral” spatial object representation is used to determine the
CoS. Features of the discovered object are then compared with the
desired features in the following visual search. If the visual search
turns out unsuccessful, signaled through activation of its CoD, the
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agent engages in exploration again.
As mentioned in chapter 5 there is currently no mechanism in

place to detect an unsuccessful exploration of the world space. If
the desired object does not exist, the agent continues this cycle of
exploration and visual search forever. Depending on the capacity
limit of the memory, the agent would even rediscover old objects as
new in the process. Scenario design has to ensure that the required
objects are present in the environment. The implemented border de-
tection, which inhibits either the right or left direction concept node,
is another aspect of exploration that results from the simplified toy
scenario (see section A.3). The demonstrated exploration behavior
could be more sophisticated, but it is sufficient for an implementa-
tion with an emphasis on the process. The heuristic leads the agent
towards new objects with varying travel duration and utilizes visual
perception and memory to detect its CoS.

Picking-Up and Dispensing color are the most simplified motor
behaviors of the agent. The simulated environment requires the
agent to just point its endeffector towards a cube of adequate height
to execute each action. Actions are realized through function calls
within the simulator, which take a randomly determined amount
of time. Action termination is then detected through a change in
the paint device’s fill status or transient color change. Even though
the detailed intricacies of a painting action are sidestepped in this
implementation, it is still a relevant process implementation realized
in continuous time that demands a CoS representation. For reasons
of simplicity, these actions cannot fail and thus do not require a CoD
representation. If the painting behavior would be implemented in a
more fine-grained manner it would probably be a series of multiple
movements (e.g. brush strokes), which could be executed in different
variations. Strokes should be modeled as parameterizable primitives
to limit the number of required detection mechanisms for CoS and
CoD.

The intentions-in-action Visual Search, Recall, and Activate Be-
lief cause changes inside the neural field architecture to achieve
a particular mind-to-world state. All IiAs share the same mech-
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anisms although the mind-to-world states originate from differ-
ent substrates representing different psychological modes. Each
intention-in-action induces a selection instability based on an ac-
tivation preshape formed by the particular mode’s substrate and an
optional feature cue. The resulting supra-threshold activation is sta-
bilized and causes the CoS to be fulfilled. The non-motor character
of these intentions-in-action predetermines them to provide their in-
duced mind-to-world state towards other intentions-in-action, which
eventually result in motor action. Activation of the CoS represen-
tation thus must not terminate the intention-in-action, because this
would result in a destabilization of the induced state making them
unusable for follow-up actions. Loss of top-down activation even-
tually terminates these intentions-in-action. Induced states may be
sustained past the termination of the intentions-in-action in working
memory representations, but these also then depend on top-down ac-
tivation sustaining them. Top-down activation here encompasses all
parent world-to-mind states governing the agent’s overall behavior,
which are organized in hierarchies of prior intentions.

6.1.5 Prior Intention

A prior intention combines an intention-in-action with a precondi-
tion mind-to-world state, which upon perception, triggers the acti-
vation of the encapsulated intention-in-action. In the demonstrated
scenario, prior intentions are always part of action sequences, where
the precondition state of each prior intention is either a CoS or
CoD representation of another intention-in-action. The intentions-
in-action themselves may constitute an action sequence made up of
multiple prior intentions. This leads to hierarchical levels of prior
intentions. The lowest level describes action sequences connected to
the sensorimotor surface, while the highest level describes an action
sequence formulated on the abstract levels of desire and belief. All
active prior intentions of an agent make up its current action plan.
The hierarchical level of the active prior intentions defines the degree
of concreteness of the associated elements of the plan.
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In the demonstrated scenario, the highest level intention-in-action
is the Paint Intention, which describes the sequence of the two
IiAs Collect Coat and Apply Color. The latter intentions-in-action
each comprise action sequences, which share common lower-level
intentions-in-action. Intentions-in-action on the lowest level do not
incorporate action sequences and are closely connected to the sen-
sorimotor surface (see the previous section for their discussion).

A hierarchy of action representations has multiple advantages,
such as e.g., potential robustness against component failure as well
as flexible re-usability of infrastructure. The hierarchical organiza-
tion of a robotic agent’s controller has, for example, already been
proposed by Brooks (1986) in his subsumption architecture. Based
on the DFT model for serial order (Sandamirskaya and Schöner,
2010), Duran, Sandamirskaya, and Schöner (2012) developed a neu-
ral architecture for the hierarchical organization of action chunks.
Although this approach allowed to implement the autonomous ex-
ecution of complex action sequences, it still suffered from the in-
herent drawbacks of the serial order model. Sequences are encoded
as fixed chains of actions, which prevents the flexible re-usability
of sequence parts. This issue was addressed in the work on behav-
ioral organization by Richter (2018), which introduced a hierarchy
(or heterarchy) of processes using neural nodes to flexibly enforce
constraints between different ECUs. The two types of constraint
nodes introduced by Richter are the suppression and the precondi-
tion node, which is the basis for the prior intention model proposed
here. Action sequences based on lower-level intentions-in-action re-
quire minimal infrastructure to be implemented, as it takes only a
neural node on a higher hierarchical level, which couples with the
desired action’s intention-nodes and the desired constraint nodes.
Constraint nodes may also be shared between different sequences,
as can be seen in Collect Coat Intention and Apply Color Intention,
which share all sequence elements except the final action.

Regarding process organization, this thesis presents novel ideas
on parameter specification, an aspect that has not been discussed
in previous models. The ECU model (Richter, Sandamirskaya, and
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Schöner, 2012) specifies when peaks form in the intention field, but
not at which particular location in the field. Earlier DFT models
did not address this issue, because they typically modeled a single
behavioral competence, where each ECU possesses a single source
that specifies its contents. In the present model, an intention-in-
action implemented by a single ECU may be utilized by multiple
prior intentions with different content. In that case, the hierar-
chically higher prior intention is responsible for the content of the
intention-in-action by activating concept nodes or enabling gating
fields that couple into the intention field of the intention-in-action
(see section 3.2.2). For example, the Intention Locate has different
contents during the Collect Coat Intention and the Apply Color In-
tention. Content of the Intention Locate is specified by an active
concept node that defines the desired height and by an active gate
field that forwards the appropriate belief content into the intention
field. The active gate field and concept node are determined through
excitatory input of the particular active parent world-to-mind state
(Collect or Apply). Other examples of content specification include
the Intention Reach, where the target is specified by the current
perception via the Reaching Target Gate field, or the content of In-
tention Drive, which is determined by recalled memories. In each
case is the appropriate gate field preshaped by the parent world-to-
mind state. Both cases do not yet contain other gates that would
propagate alternate sources, but the gates nevertheless allow for an
extension of the model, which for example might allow verbal in-
structions to specify targets.

Another aspect of process organization that is extended in this
work is the use of the CoD representation in sequence generation.
Previously, CoD representations have been utilized to restart a failed
behavior, for example, in the visual search architecture by Grieben,
Tekülve, Zibner, Schneegans, et al. (2018) or the spatial language
grounding architecture by Richter (2018). The present model ex-
tends this notion and utilizes the CoD representation as a precondi-
tion for fallback behaviors.

For example, during Locate both a failed recall or a failed visual
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search lead to a following Explore World Intention by deactivating
its precondition node. This usage as a precondition affords a working
memory representation of the CoD that is sustained for the duration
of the fallback behavior. However, depending on the concrete action,
it might need to be destabilized again later to allow for a restart of
the initially failed behavior. This is, for example, the case for visual
search, which needs to reactivate after an execution of the Explore
World Intention. Thus, the activation and deactivation cycle of
the CoD node is extended by one ECU in contrast to the usual
case, where the CoD node directly terminates itself by inhibiting
the intention node of its ECU. This cycle may be expanded by an
arbitrarily long sequence of fallback actions. This adds another class
to the different types of process organization elements that can be
recruited by activation boosts of the parent world-to-mind state.

The toy nature of the task trivializes a lot of aspects of action
planning, especially with action sequences as its only form of prior
intention. Sequencing is fixed explicitly by the architecture’s de-
signer through precondition nodes between ECUs with few also ex-
plicitly defined fallback actions. This may be appropriate for small-
scale tasks but is certainly not suitable for more complex task en-
vironments with various fail cases and solutions. The architecture
lacks the capability of deliberation that might result in the flexible
generation of action plans given certain desires, beliefs, memories,
and/or perceptions. Primitives in the form of elementary intentions-
in-action are a first step towards flexible deliberation. But forming
plans includes a decision process that incorporates multiple variables
and weighs them against each other (see the work of Paul Cisek
for a neurally inspired framework of decision making; Cisek, 2007;
Cisek, 2012). Furthermore, it requires solving a learning problem
on how to combine higher-level and lower-level actions into success-
ful action sequences. Here the ideas of Hierarchical Reinforcement
Learning (Flet-Berliac, 2019) could be helpful, but most hierarchi-
cal reinforcement learning approaches also suffer from a limited task
generalization capability and might not necessarily be neurally plau-
sible. Deliberation poses an open challenge for Dynamic Field The-
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ory, but regardless of its concrete implementation, the intention-,
CoS-, or CoD- representations of the comprised intentional states
should be vital for the eventual realization of the resulting action
plan.

6.1.6 Desire

Of the six psychological modes defined by Searle, the process model
for desire is the least developed in this work. Its process model is
based on the ECU, similar to the other two world-to-mind modes.
The modeled process describes the life cycle of an occurrent desire
that is acted upon until it is fulfilled. Its implementation does not
differ from an intention-in-action, but it fulfills a special role as the
hierarchically highest world-to-mind state. It is the origin of all prior
intentions and the invoke mechanism for beliefs.

A critical property of desires, the competition among them, is
lacking in this work because the agent possesses only a single de-
sire to create a particular colored cube. The occurrent desire is
thought of to be the result of a selection process among different
dormant desires. These individual desires are driven by their own
dynamics that reflect the biological needs of the agents as, for exam-
ple, realized in the PSI model by Dörner and Güss (2013). In this
work, desire dynamics are emulated by a memory trace that tracks
the painted colors and couples inhibitorily into the desire intention
field. This causes the agent to favor nonrecent colors. These simpli-
fied desire/homeostasis dynamics of the artificial agent do, however,
sidestep the problem of selecting desires that compete on different
axes, like, e.g., hunger and thirst. The agent is also posed to have
an active desire at all times. The current model, therefore, lacks a
satisfying implementation of the Gap (Searle, 2003) that separates
an agent’s dormant desire from an active desire that leads to the
formation of prior intentions.

Furthermore, desires are not always the result of bodily needs
but may arise purely through cognitive processes, e.g., craving for
food without being hungry. These cognitive processes are thought
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of to be invoked by perceptions cueing rewarding memories, which
then cause certain desires to become occurrent (Papies and Barsalou,
2015). The model presented in this work functions only in top-down
direction, where desires activate beliefs and then lead to action. A
possible extension would allow (opportunistic) bottom-up activation
of desires through beliefs evoked by perceptions. The latter belief
activation through perception is already supported by the architec-
ture (see section 4.5). Once a more sophisticated desire selection
process is developed, one should include a bias from the belief net-
work to account for the bottom-up grounding of desires described
by Papies and Barsalou (2015).

Another aspect of desire is its role in autonomous learning. Al-
though there is no clear technical reason to connect learning to an
agent’s desires, it has quite a conceptual appeal to limit the scope of
learning through desires. Given limited neural resources, one should
aim to learn about contingencies that may assist in realizing a poten-
tial desire. The philosopher Schroeder (2004) goes one step further
as he defines desire through learning: “For an organism to desire
p is for it to use representations of p to drive reward-based learn-
ing”. From a process model perspective, it makes sense to connect
learning to the CoS of desire, for example in the form of a reward
signal. Learning does not need to depend on activation of the desire
CoS-node directly but may be connected to the same signals that
trigger an activation of the CoS. In that sense, an agent is endowed
with the ability to learn from mistakes related to the achievement
of the desire. For example, in the painting scenario, the agent also
learns the color mixing rule of a painting attempt that led to an
undesired color and thus an activation of the CoD-node. Desire in-
fluences learning in two ways: It causes the behavior that generates
experience to learn from and it drives learning from experience upon
fulfillment through reward.
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6.1.7 Autonomous Learning

This thesis aims at an account for biologically plausible autonomous
learning; i.e. learning from self-generated experience. This excludes
most neurally inspired machine learning methods, which are driven
by large collected data sets. Reinforcement learning is the most
prevalent form of autonomous learning with its main focus on achiev-
ing functionality rather than neural plausibility. Learning is typi-
cally based on non-neural methods such as error back-propagation,
perfect memory of traversed states, or algorithmic resetting of the
agent. This results in approaches mainly concentrating on end-to-
end learning by means of balancing exploration and exploitation.
Reinforcement learning problems are formalized as Markov decision
processes comprising a set of states, a set of actions, a transition
function based on state/action pairs, and a reward function also
based on state/action pairs. The learning goal is a value function,
which assigns each state-action pair a particular value with respect
to the expected reward gained from that action. This leads to the
agent implicitly learning a task through a reward function defined
by the modeler. The resulting value function is strongly tied to the
reward function and devoid of other content. Thus, it is hard to
transfer the learned experiences to other tasks.

According to M. E. Taylor and Stone (2009), autonomous task
transfer requires the following steps: 1) Given a target task, select
a source task from which to transfer, 2) Learn the common rela-
tionship between source and target task, 3) Find a way to actually
transfer the knowledge. For example, Gupta et al. (2017) propose
an approach that utilizes a second learning algorithm to map ex-
perience into a task-independent space. Hierarchical Reinforcement
Learning (HRL) aims to achieve transfer learning through a different
approach (see Flet-Berliac, 2019 for an overview). It suggests that a
task should automatically be learned in multiple degrees of abstrac-
tion, which would then allow to easily transfer high-level knowledge.
This would solve the problems that arise from the strict formaliza-
tion as Markov decision process, where each action takes the same
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amount of time. For example, the options framework tries to com-
prise multiple lower-level actions into higher-level actions with dif-
ferent duration (Sutton, Precup, and Singh, 1999). Unfortunately,
HRL approaches usually require some prior knowledge about the
task and therefore still tend to generalize badly to other task envi-
ronments. More recent approaches, however, try to automatically
define higher-level goal states to overcome this problem (Nachum et
al., 2018). However, there is still a large gap between the current im-
plementations of HRL and the promise it holds to successfully solve
complex environments, even with the latest advances in machine
learning at their disposal. An implementation of HRL constrained
to neurally plausible computations might therefore still be a dream
of the future.

In this work, this issue is sidestepped and it is assumed that a
particular action hierarchy has already been learned for the paint-
ing process. Given an established hierarchy, there are still issues to
address when high-level associations should be learned based on ex-
perience in continuous time in a neurally plausible way. The problem
is twofold: First meaningful experience collected at different points
in time has to be represented simultaneously. Then, once a goal is
achieved, local learning mechanisms need to bundle the experience in
a substrate that enables the future application of the learned rules.

The first issue is resolved through working memory representa-
tions of the particular observed colors during the painting process.
Explicit intentional state representations of the architecture allow
to gate the currently perceived color into the respective role field at
discrete points in time. The goal state is detected through a percep-
tion of the transient color change. This causes an eventual release
of a reward signal triggering a reward-based Hebbian learning rule.

The second issue is addressed by the belief learning architec-
ture (see section 4.5). Selective belief nodes, inhibition through the
Commit State nodes, and recruiting of new belief nodes make local
learning possible in this integrated setting. Reciprocal connections
between the concept and belief nodes allow for non-algorithmic dy-
namic matching. Furthermore, the bi-directionality of the connec-
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tion patterns allows using the same infrastructure for learning as
well as for action guidance. In total, it provides a process model
for the following capabilities: (1) Color painting triples are learned
and represented by single neural nodes and their connections. (2)
The architecture provides means to detect novelty or familiarity of
observed color triples. (3) New neural nodes may be recruited upon
the perception of a novel color triple. (4) Familiar color triples may
be reactivated using (partial) color cues. (5) Activated color triples
may be deactivated upon the perception of conflicting evidence.

The mechanisms for matching concept nodes and belief nodes as
well as recruiting of new belief nodes are inspired by the Adaptive
Resonance Theory (ART; Carpenter and Grossberg, 1987). ART is a
theory of cognitive information processing, which puts a strong em-
phasis on the brain’s capability to perform fast and robust learning.
The original ART model realizes pattern learning and recognition by
associating an input pattern with a single neural node. Later vari-
ations of ART allowed for shared representations among multiple
nodes (dART, Carpenter, 1997) or the association of multiple input
patterns (Fusion ART, Tan, Carpenter, and Grossberg, 2007). The
former has been used in (self-) supervised learning scenarios, where
categories of different abstraction levels can be learned, e.g., Snoopy
is a dog, but Snoopy is also an animal (reviewed in Carpenter and
Grossberg, 2016). The latter has been utilized to associate triples of
state, action, and reward in a reinforcement learning setting.

The described models above all share a variant of three core
components: an input layer, a category layer, and a matching layer.
Learned patterns are encoded in plastic long-term memory connec-
tions between the input and the category layer. Whenever an input
pattern is presented to the system, it will cause the emergence of a
specific activation pattern in the category layer. Activation in the
category layer reciprocally projects back onto a third matching layer,
where it is compared to the original input pattern. If the resulting
activation in the matching layer meets a certain threshold, called the
vigilance parameter, learning will take place and adapt the connec-
tions between the input and category layer. If the threshold is not
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met, a mechanism will reset the category layer. This eventually re-
sults in a different activation pattern in the category and ultimately
the matching layer. This cycle of resetting and matching iteratively
continues until the threshold is met or a node, previously uncom-
mitted to learning, is activated in the category layer. The latter
signals that the input pattern is unfamiliar to the system and thus
it is associated to the previously uncommitted category node.

This iterative search for a matching pattern based on a single vig-
ilance parameter protects the learned patterns against catastrophic
forgetting. ART, therefore, solves the plasticity-stability dilemma,
because the system can continuously adapt itself while maintaining
its original functionality. However, some cognitive processes might
require (catastrophic) forgetting, for example, variables related to
the spatial or motor domain should not persist indefinitely. In cases
where the plasticity-stability dilemma should not be solved, ART
needs to be complemented by different processes (Grossberg, 2013).

The presented belief architecture is simplified in terms of ART’s
classification capabilities, but it adopts its core functionality, distin-
guishing novel from familiar inputs. Matching through resonance al-
lows reducing the dimensionality from concept inputs to belief nodes,
while still allowing matching operations in top-down and bottom-up
directions. Furthermore, resonance between the active belief and the
active concept nodes as a requirement for learning prevents catas-
trophic forgetting when new beliefs are added. In this integrated
implementation the surrounding dynamic field architecture can be
understood as the complementary processes mentioned by Gross-
berg.

This includes the connection of the input pattern to perception
and action through the role fields as well as the memory nodes rep-
resenting commitment, which is typically not explicitly modeled in
ART. The simple nature of the input pattern allows for a simple
binary matching mechanism, while in ART an iterative matching
mechanism is realized based on a separate matching representa-
tion and a threshold function. If the belief model gets extended
towards broader input classes, then an implementation of the full
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ART matching model might be required. DFT provides the required
infrastructure for iterative matching, which is for example already
implemented in Intention Visual Explore and could be adapted in
an analog way for belief matching.

Another model that realizes autonomous learning integrated in a
hierarchical architecture is the Distributed Adaptive Control (DAC)
theory by Verschure (2012). It supports the stance that a complete
architecture integrating the constraints from multiple levels of de-
scription is required to understand the “Mind, Brain, Body Nexus”.
DAC proposes an architecture composed of three hierarchical lay-
ers: reactive, adaptive, and contextual. Compared to the model in
this work, the DAC architecture is less pre-structured and integrates
learning through all layers. The reactive layer learns, how to engage
with stimuli directly, the adaptive layer learns to form meaningful
representations, and the contextual layer utilizes episodic memory
to represent sequences on the level of the adaptive layer, which ul-
timately guides behavior. The contextual layer can be compared to
the presented belief learning architecture, but although DAC aims
for a neural explanation, not all parts are yet realized with neural
methods. Matching perception with episodic memory is conducted
using the Joint Probabilistic Data Association algorithm (Mathews,
i Badia, and Verschure, 2012), which sidesteps the problems solved
by the belief architecture. Further overlap of this work with the
DAC architecture is discussed in section 6.3.3.

6.2 DFT as Cognitive Modeling Frame-
work

The modeled processes discussed above were realized in a single neu-
ral dynamic field architecture autonomously controlling a robotic
agent in a toy painting task. This brings us back to the original
question: How can intentional states endow the nervous system with
the ability to act autonomously? Or to be more concrete, in which
way do the realized intentional states facilitate autonomous action?
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How well can the specific implementations here be generalized to
other scenarios and sensorimotor surfaces?

The key to answering both questions is integration. Integration
of all processes made it possible to neurally ground abstract or tem-
porally shifted intentional states through present perceptions and/or
actions. Grounding is the pre-requisite of interaction with the world
and the grounding of higher-level intentional states allows for sophis-
ticated interaction. Mind-to-World states provide the stabilized rep-
resentations on which goal-oriented action is based. World-to-Mind
states include the representation of current, future, and high-level
goals and the means to detect their completion. Thus, they enable
autonomous action that goes beyond simple action and reaction and
may solve multi-step tasks.

Integration also affords a temporal organization of the processes,
which is achieved through process representations of the CoS and
the CoD. Their formation discretizes the continuous sensorimotor
stream in both directions of fit. Discretization of the sensorimo-
tor stream into meaningful representations provides a higher-level
interface on which autonomous action can be formalized. Addition-
ally, the CoS representations fulfill a mechanistic role by invoking
instabilities that eventually lead to action.

Inside DFT, the idea to trigger action sequences via instabilities
is not new (Sandamirskaya and Schöner, 2010) and does not require
the explicit intentional state framing to function. The framework,
however, provides the theoretical grounds to formalize a general cog-
nitive system based on DFT. Although DFT was always conceived as
a universal framework to cover neural processes in the brain, its mod-
eling work was focused on either fitting experimental data (Thelen
et al., 2001; Schutte, Spencer, and Schöner, 2003) or process mod-
els of isolated behavioral competences such as reaching (Schöner,
Tekülve, and Zibner, 2019), grounding of spatial language (Richter,
Lins, and Schöner, 2017) or scene representation (Zibner, Faubel,
et al., 2011; Grieben, Tekülve, Zibner, Lins, et al., 2020). The work
presented here extends the latter notion by integrating competences
of different hierarchy levels in a single model to solve a multi-step
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task.
Implementation of the different psychological modes showed that

the same principles are shared in each direction of fit. Mind-to-world
modes perception, memory, and belief share the detection instabil-
ity in combination with a sensor/memory substrate as the primary
process model. Detection may be caused by feature cues and/or ho-
mogeneous activation boosts and is typically accompanied by a sta-
bilization via selective interaction. World-to-mind modes intention-
in-action, prior intention, and desire share the ECU process model
consisting of an intention node, a CoS node, and the corresponding
intention- and CoS-fields. ECUs may be extended by CoD nodes,
nodes governing behavioral organization, and gating fields specifying
content.

Following these principles, one can implement a process model
for any intentional state given a field-based implementation of the
content is possible. The latter requirement is probably DFT’s great-
est weakness as a practical modeling framework, but also one of its
greatest strengths as a theoretical language. DFT strongly sub-
scribes to the embodiment stance, which entails that all sensorimo-
tor processes need to be grounded on a sub-symbolic level. Thus,
the content of intentional states on all hierarchical levels ultimately
depends on the nature of the agent’s sensorimotor surface. This
has the advantage that the resulting model closes the explanatory
gap between lower and higher-level cognitive processes. It is also in
some parts the reason for the same process mechanisms across dif-
ferent levels of psychological modes because higher and lower-level
cognitive processes share the same “language”. The disadvantage of
this commitment to embodiment is the amount of infrastructure re-
quired to reach higher-level reasoning. Possible computational power
strongly depends on the complexity of the feature spaces that make
up the intentional state content. Complex feature spaces are not
possible in DFT without extensively modeling the low-level repre-
sentations they are based on. This is one reason, why the functional
capabilities of the agent presented here are inferior to the capabil-
ities of symbolic cognitive architectures (see the next section for a
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comparison to other approaches). Embodiment in combination with
experimental insights on certain cognitive processes provide the main
constraints for DFT architectures and endow them with explanatory
power.

The presented neural implementation principles for intentional
states do not necessarily add further constraints, but mainly pro-
vide an interface to systematically deal with them. The inten-
tional state framework modeled in this work tackles multiple of
the open challenges formulated for artificial cognitive systems by
Gomila and Müller (2012); mainly learning from experience, flexible
use of knowledge, and autonomy. Thus, the intentional state pro-
cess models might represent a crucial stepping stone towards neu-
rally grounded higher-cognitive architectures, which may ultimately
result in a systems-level architecture of the mind.

6.3 Other Computational Theories of the
Mind

This research goal is shared by other cognitive theories, which aim
to unify the capabilities of the human mind in a comprehensive for-
malized model. This section lists a selection of different approaches
towards that goal. As a branch originating from artificial intelligence
research, not all theories do necessarily commit to neural plausibil-
ity, but their insights into the requirements of a complete model of
the mind might nevertheless guide higher-level DFT models.

6.3.1 ACT-R and SOAR

SOAR (Laird, Newell, and Rosenbloom, 1987) and ACT-R (Ander-
son et al., 2004) are the most prevalent representatives of the field
of cognitive architectures and share common concepts. Both are
composed of different algorithmically implemented modules, which
correspond to a particular function of the mind. Each module has
input/output buffers, which make its internal variables available to
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the rest of the architecture. Variables encode relations and prop-
erties of objects in symbolic data structures called chunks. In each
cognitive cycle, the variables are processed by a production rule sys-
tem, which executes a particular function based on the current buffer
values of all modules. Those functions then modify the values of the
module buffers for the next cognitive cycle. Buffer values in sensori-
motor modules may represent or invoke certain perceptions and/or
actions.

Although both cognitive architectures are based on similar prin-
ciples, only ACT-R aims to model human cognition and its limita-
tions. In contrast to the “true” symbolic SOAR, it assumes a hybrid
approach combining subsymbolic and symbolic levels of computa-
tion. This mainly manifests itself in the activation property of each
individual chunk. Activation represents the probability that the
connected chunk may be retrieved through memory processes and
eventually be part of production rules. At the beginning of each
cognitive cycle, the activation values of each chunk are adjusted ac-
cording to three factors: Their match to the current situation, a
constant decay rate, and noise. Learning in ACT-R may alter the
base level activation of individual chunks, which makes their future
retrieval more likely.

Activation dynamics of individual modules match the timing
specified by the Model Human Processor (Card, Moran, and Newell,
1986) with each cognitive cycle representing 50ms. Comparing ACT-
R models to human data typically amounts to comparing the task
timing of the architecture to human performance in similar tasks
and, in particular, the development in performance during learning.
In a different approach, it was possible to assign module activity
to particular brain areas, which could then be fitted to fMRI data
(Anderson, 2005).

Successful model fits to human data, in particular with a mainly
symbolic approach, are still far away from explaining the neural
mechanisms involved in cognition. Accounts based on timing and/or
activity distribution within the modules are still too unconstrained.
ACT-R and SOAR trivialize important neural problems such as fea-
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ture binding, catastrophic forgetting, or serial behavior (Taatgen
and Anderson, 2008). Albeit the presented model provides less func-
tional power than an ACT-R or SOAR model, it does provide neural
process solutions to the above problems.

6.3.2 LIDA

The cognitive architecture LIDA (Franklin, Madl, et al., 2013) is
based on ACT-R and SOAR, but it leans a bit more towards connec-
tionist ideas, describing itself also a hybrid approach. It shares the
idea of a cognitive-cycle and divides it into three phases: Understanding-
, attention-, and action phase. A central hallmark of LIDA is the
attention phase, which is based on the Global Workspace Theory
(Baars, 1993) and guides all action and learning of the model.

In contrast to ACT-R and SOAR, LIDA puts an emphasis on
symbol grounding (Harnad, 1990) during understanding, where sym-
bolic representations are formed based on current sensor informa-
tion. There is, however, still a big gap between the theoretical and
the implemented version of LIDA, with the implemented version be-
ing based on the object-oriented programming language Java. Thus,
a lot of the provided solutions still rely on non-neural symbolic pro-
cessing. For example, perceptual associative memory represents per-
ceptions through individual graph objects. Those encapsulate low-
level and high-level features ranging from spatial position to causal
relationships. Graph objects are created and later processed by al-
gorithmic codelets, which may, for example, restructure multiple
objects into a single coalition object. Those coalition objects then
compete for attention in the attention phase, which makes selected
coalitions available for further processing in the action phase.

Parts of LIDA’s cognitive cycle have been implemented in DFT
(Franklin, Madl, et al., 2013) to prove their neural plausibility.
LIDA’s high-level structure and in particular its elaborate memory
systems may provide guidelines for future DFT architectures, but
the main challenge lies in finding neural solutions for LIDA’s nu-
merous codelets. Global Workspace Theory may provide necessary
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constraints on the number of active intentional states in the architec-
ture, which for the presented model only exist for visual perception
and memory.

6.3.3 DAC

Looking at other models for the architecture of the mind, the pre-
viously mentioned DAC theory (Verschure, 2012) provides a more
neurally based approach than the cognitive architectures discussed
above. DAC aims to solve the H4W problem of survival, which boils
down to answering four fundamental questions: Why, what, where,
and when? The H4W formulation can roughly be mapped to the in-
tentional state-based approach. Why refers to reasons for action and
is connected to goal representations, which is broadly covered by the
world-to-mind DoF states. What and where refer to the dorsal and
ventral streams of perception, which in this thesis are consolidated
as mind-to-world DoF. When is concerned with the individual tim-
ing of the architecture components, which is inherent to the DFT
process model approach.

Further similarities can be found in the structure of DAC, which
is composed of layers and columns. The three layers reactive, adap-
tive, and contextual describe different degrees of abstraction from
the sensorimotor surface, roughly matching the different types of
psychological modes. Each layer is decomposed into three columns:
world, self, and action. World and action columns correspond to
the mind-to-world and world-to-mind DoF, respectively. The self-
column shares components of both directions of fit as it contains goal
and need representations as well as learned associations between dif-
ferent perceptions.

Layers operate in parallel and are tightly coupled with each other.
Autonomous process organization is established through fixed con-
trol loops. In the reactive layer, the allostatic controller constantly
compares the sensed values of homeostatic variables with their de-
sired value and generates motor commands according to their differ-
ence (Sanchez-Fibla et al., 2010). Higher-level action plans are rep-
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resented in the contextual layer with pre- and post-condition states
(Moulin-Frier et al., 2017), which allows sequencing of actions. Simi-
lar to Brook’s subsumption architecture (Brooks, 1986), higher-level
action commands may override those of lower levels.

Earlier models of DAC put a strong emphasis on an implemen-
tation purely based on neural principles. A particular strength of
DAC is its capability to autonomously learn the neural connections
between and within its different layers (Duff and Verschure, 2010).
The Hebbian learning process here is incremental, where each higher-
level layer builds on the already learned lower-level representations.
The reactive layer builds the foundation and enables the system to
generate behavior based on its immediate sensations given its cur-
rent low-level needs. The adaptive layer binds multiple sensations
into integrated multi-modal perceptions and is able to connect them
to higher-level action representations. Based on this, the contextual
layer introduces an episodic memory and allows the learning and
replaying of sequences. Learning is mostly based on Hebbian princi-
ples, but the more the approach adds further complexity, the more
it deviates from its neurally pure stance. For example in the con-
textual layer non-neurally implemented algorithms are required to
match active sequences to previously experienced ones. The latest
DAC models depart further from the neural plausible implementa-
tion and utilize state-of-the-art machine learning methods to imple-
ment individual modules (Moulin-Frier et al., 2017). This allows
them to achieve impressive levels of functionality, for example in
Human-robot interaction.

Overall DAC is still considered a neural theory as its overall ar-
chitecture is conceptually consistent with properties of human cog-
nition. To probe individual mappings, models comprised under the
label neuroDAC have established a loose mapping between DAC’s in-
dividual components and particular brain regions (Verschure, 2012).
Compared to DFT, this paradigm shift towards more algorithmic so-
lutions trivializes a lot of problems that process models face, because
implementations of higher-level processes are almost of symbolical
nature. Lower-level autonomous learning of the representations in
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the reactive and adaptive layer, however, might explain how inter-
action during development could lead to the emergence of particu-
lar field architectures. This aspect is typically trivialized in DFT
architectures with most of the infrastructure simply considered as
pre-defined, for example, the choice of its particular fields or field
dimensions.

6.3.4 LEABRA

The LEABRA (O’Reilly, Hazy, and Herd, 2016) cognitive architec-
ture follows a similar bottom-up neural approach as the early DAC
models. LEABRA is an acronym for local, error-driven, associative,
biologically realistic algorithm, which emphasizes its strong focus on
learning. It does not propose a particular structured architecture,
but a guideline of multiple principles that structure neural network
design. As a neural theory, many of the principles are in line with
the commitments of DFT. In particular, the usage of networks of
neurons as the fundamental information processor, inhibitory neu-
rons as the competitive mechanism driving selection, sustained ac-
tivation as working memory, and weight-change modeling long-term
memory. LEABRA also proposes activity gating to govern behav-
ior (Hazy, Frank, and O’Reilly, 2007) and suggests that higher-level
cognition is based on hierarchical processing and bi-directional cou-
pling, which is in line with the behavioral organization of high-level
DFT architectures.

The main difference between LEABRA and DFT models is the
strong emphasis on learning in LEABRA. While DFT architectures
presuppose homogeneous connection patterns based on the encoded
feature spaces, LEABRA formulates every architecture as a learn-
ing process. Its hallmark is a learning rule that combines statisti-
cal Hebbian learning as well as a biologically plausible variation of
error-driven learning. Most LEABRA architectures are tuned to a
designed environment that specifies sensor data as well as error sig-
nals in response to action. This bottom-up approach makes it hard
to transfer and integrate the models once they are learned. However,
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due to their commitment to neural principles while learning, fully
established models might be good candidates to inspire future de-
velopments in DFT as well. For example, the foraging model emery
(O’Reilly et al., 2014) learned to satisfy its different needs (hunger
and thirst) in a plus-maze environment. The mechanisms that un-
derlie their proposed stages of goal-selection and goal-engaging could
guide the extension of the currently impoverished desire dynamics.

Due to its reliability on bottom-up learning, LEABRA models
typically have a hard time achieving aspects of higher cognition. To
close this gap, the SAL (Synthesis of ACT-R and LEABRA; Lebiere
et al., 2008) model was introduced. It combines the symbolic pro-
cessing power of ACT-R with the neural front-end of LEABRA.
However, the most recent model by Szabados et al. (2020) replaces
only ACT-R’s visual system through a LEABRA architecture which
allows for object detection and feature extraction from a raw cam-
era image. An algorithmic implementation of ACT-R realizes the
remaining parts of the architecture. Future work in this direction
that extends the amount of neural integration into ACT-R might
provide useful insights on the sensorimotor grounding of higher-level
cognitive processing.

6.3.5 SPAUN

A different approach towards modeling the mind based on neural
populations is the Semantic Pointer Architecture Unified Network
(SPAUN) developed by Eliasmith et al. (2012). SPAUN’s sensori-
motor interface consists of a static artificial camera and a physically
modeled arm with a pen at the endeffector. With this interface,
SPAUN is able to solve up to eight different tasks, which range from
copying seen digits over memorizing digit sequences to complex rea-
soning on number lists.

SPAUN is implemented in the Neural Engineering Framework
(NEF), which utilizes the activity of populations of spiking neu-
rons to encode vector representations (semantic pointers). Those
representations are trained by the modeler using a set of encod-
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ing and decoding weights for the population based on the results
of a least-squares minimization solver. This allows compression of
high-dimensional input data into lower-dimensional representations
for reasoning. Analogically low-dimensional representations can be
decompressed into appropriate high-dimensional motor output. In
general, NEF provides a neural implementation of any vector and
is therefore utilized to implement Vector Symbolic Architectures
(VSA), which provide a framework for symbolic processing based
on high dimensional vectors (for a review see Schlegel, Neubert, and
Protzel, 2020 ). This provides powerful computational capability
but also limits them to the pre-trained representations — in the
case of SPAUN to single digits.

Nevertheless, SPAUN’s ability to solve a multitude of different
tasks with a single neural architecture is impressive. Tasks are pre-
sented to the architecture in the form of a task identifier (characters
A0-A7) followed by a particular sequence of characters making up
the concrete task. The flow of information in the architecture is
guided by a model of the basal ganglia, which acts according to
the current and previous visual input (Stewart, Bekolay, and Elia-
smith, 2012). The functionality of this action selection mechanism
can be compared to the network of ECUs guiding activation flow
in a DFT architecture. SPAUN does also provide the means for
learning, which is demonstrated in task A2, where the model imple-
ments a Reinforcement learning approach to make optimal choices
in a three-armed bandit task. In this context, a choice is connected
to a visual reward (0 or 1), which slightly influences future decisions.
This mechanism is similar to the memory trace mechanism utilized
in DFT models.

Although SPAUN is implemented completely through spiking
neurons, it remains an open question whether its particular imple-
mentation captures constraints of neural processing. In particular,
the encoding and decoding mechanism of the NEF provides almost
unconstrained representational power as vectors of arbitrary high
dimensionality can be expressed. Eliasmith et al. (2012) state them-
selves that the NEF does not uniquely determine an architecture’s
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functionality. SPAUN should therefore be conceived as an indepen-
dent theory of neural organization. One could also fathom a NEF
implementation of neural dynamic fields, which would provide a pos-
sible explanation of how spiking neural networks could lead to field
architectures.

The main difference between DFT and SPAUN does therefore
not concern the neural implementation, but rather the task-level
each architecture is supposed to solve. DFT models, like the one
presented in this work, are concerned with simple tasks that require
a closed loop with the environment. This leads to an emphasis on
forming discrete stabilized states out of a continuous sensorimotor
stream. SPAUN limits the interaction with the environment to an in-
put phase followed by an output phase, but successfully solves tasks
that require high-level reasoning. To create an autonomous embod-
ied neurally controlled agent with similar high-level intelligence, an
integration of both approaches seems worthwhile.

6.4 Outlook

The work presented here merely provides the essential components
to model intentional agents with DFT. From here, there are multi-
ple avenues in which the current model could be expanded. The two
main directions would be to either increase the modeled detail level
of the sensorimotor surface or to further develop the higher-cognitive
capabilities of the agent in the direction of learning and problem-
solving. The former direction would allow a closer connection to
experimental data to provide more constraints on the elementary
psychological modes of perception and intention-in-action. The lat-
ter brings the model closer towards human cognition, which might
provide a worthwhile foundation to extend the currently impover-
ished psychological mode desire.
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6.4.1 Embodiment

A toy scenario might be convenient for illustrative purposes, but
the simplifications that come with it trivialize a lot of processes on
the sensorimotor surface. Given that higher-level states build on
the low-level sensorimotor states through grounding, low-level con-
straints might have cascading effects on processes of higher cogni-
tion. Whenever experimental evidence for such constraints arises,
the model should strive to be able to explain them. Taking into
consideration that Intentionality touches on nearly all modes of rep-
resentation one has to particularly cherry-pick the evidence that sug-
gests the most general implications. Modeling the involved sensori-
motor surface in detail amounts to explaining how particular stimuli
are translated into field activity and how field activity is translated
into motor action. DFT already allows for a lot of simplification
on that part, as it grants the population level of neurons the main
explanatory power rather than looking at the concrete biochemical
processes that drive individual neurons (Schöner, 2019). The senso-
rimotor surface, however, represents in many cases the less explored
interface between rate code and space code. Thus more detailed
modeling of individual aspects of the sensorimotor surface might
produce new insights and could further strengthen DFT’s commit-
ment to the embodiment stance. In the present scenario, the agent
is a simulated robot, which further removes its implementation from
human data, as all parts of the sensorimotor surface eventually end
in non-neural components. It is nevertheless appealing to strengthen
their individual capacities using neural methods because the goal re-
mains to find neural mechanisms that are invariant with respect to
the concrete implementation of the sensorimotor surface.

On the perceptual side, the visual input is simplified using a
fixed background extraction, thus affording a limited environment
based on distinct single-color objects. To account for a more realis-
tic environment one would require neurally plausible image process-
ing, which would produce multiple space/feature maps and a graded
spatial salience map. Although their training might not be entirely
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neurally plausible, convolutional neural networks are promising can-
didates for feed-forward networks that could realize the above maps.
The number of perceivable features could be greatly increased, in
particular adding depth perception to the model suggests itself to
allow for a more realistic reaching. Along the same line, the allo-
centric world space should be extended to at least two dimensions,
which would allow for a more interesting arrangement of color buck-
ets and canvases. Goal-directed movement and memory represen-
tations would be two-dimensional, which is actually closer to place-
and grid-cell representations studied in animal experiments (Haft-
ing et al., 2005). A more complex environment would require solving
the problem of simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM; for a
neurally inspired approach see Milford, Wyeth, and Prasser, 2004).

An improvement of locomotion would require a major change of
the scenario from wheels to a leg-based locomotion variant. It would
open up the possibility to study errors during gait that might arise
from under or misrepresenting the environment. With the current
model, it might be more appealing to extend the agent’s reaching
capabilities as an arm is already in place. Here, the condition of sat-
isfaction mechanism is utilized to allow for online updating in the
face of target changes. Adding more detail to the model by, for ex-
ample adding muscle models, might complicate this process through
the introduction of delay to the system. This would increase the
demands on the currently algorithmically realized proprioception of
the endeffector’s position in space. A neural implementation has to
incorporate muscle spindles, corollary discharge, and visual feedback
into a single representation. This sensory integration is error-prone
and might even lead to categorical misperceptions such as the rubber
hand illusion (Botvinick and J. D. Cohen, 1998).

Illusions like this are closely connected to attentional processes,
which in the current model are modeled in detail only for the visual
domain. The model assumes that there is an attentional bottle-
neck, which manifests itself implicitly in its sequential processing
nature. But this assumption neither explicitly constrains modeling
nor does the scenario probe the agent’s attentional capabilities. En-
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riching the scenario such that multiple stimuli fight for the agent’s
attention with measurable consequences might lead to additional in-
sight on the role of attention in multi-step tasks; particularly when
representations of different modalities are required (Spence and Ho,
2015). A model dealing with the cross-modality of the attentional
bottleneck would be the Global Workspace Theory (Baars, 1993),
which is explicitly implemented in the cognitive architecture LIDA
(Franklin, Madl, et al., 2013) but also implicitly represented through
the production-rule system in other architectures like ACT-R (An-
derson et al., 2004). Attentional processes, which are implicitly con-
nected to working memory capacity, are good candidates for a low-
level property that might have a noticeable effect on higher-level
reasoning (Kyllonen and Christal, 1990; Conway, Kane, and Engle,
2003).

6.4.2 Higher Cognition

This work presents mechanisms to ground intentional states of higher
cognitive psychological modes. The belief architecture, in particular,
shows how meaningful experience can be acquired and utilized in fu-
ture tasks. Nevertheless are the architecture’s cognitive capabilities
inferior to other less grounded algorithmic and symbolic approaches
to modeling the mind (see section 6.3). The following suggests a
couple of possible next steps to close this gap.

An obvious shortcoming of the presented architecture is its pre-
structuredness with respect to the task. One could imagine that the
agent has to learn the painting task from the ground up through
exploration similar to a reinforcement learning task. This would al-
low the agent to learn similar multi-step tasks and thus increase its
cognitive power. While learning the painting task should be possi-
ble given a limited set of actions for exploration (see, for example,
Luciw, Kazerounian, Sandamirskaya, et al., 2014), abstraction of
the three governing parameters coat, canvas, and result color is a
non-trivial problem. One insight of this work is the large amount of
neural infrastructure that is already required to merely store these
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three variables in a reliable and usable manner. This suggests that a
general predefined mechanism for detecting such relationships exists
rather than that it is learned from the ground up. The next step
in finding such a mechanism would be to extend the current belief
architecture into a more general one that can incorporate multi-
ple tasks requiring different belief content. The current roles coat,
canvas, and result color could, for example, be replaced by a net-
work encoding for a general action grammar as proposed by Pastra
and Aloimonos (2012). An architecture like this would provide the
foundation for problem-solving, where multiple outcomes could be
chained together to achieve a desired goal. If the actions in this
grammar are associated with a certain cost, it would also be pos-
sible to implement a complex deliberation mechanism as proposed
by Cisek (2012). To deal with different action sequences, the archi-
tecture’s episodic memory representation is likely to require a more
general encoding for temporal sequences. Insight from computa-
tional theories on the hippocampus, for example, the CRISP Theory
(Cheng, 2013), might guide a biologically plausible approach.

The next extension, adding competing desires, would also play
a role in such deliberation processes. Including additional desires
would amount to defining a desire dynamics based on the agent’s
needs and inherent interests. The psychologists Dörner and Güss
(2013) propose five types of needs for their PSI model: existential
needs (hunger, thirst, pain avoidance), need for competence, need for
certainty, the need for social affiliation, and the sexual drive. Each
of those needs is represented through a strength activation variable
governed by different (interdependent) dynamics. For example, the
strength of the thirst need is reduced by the consumption of liquids,
while the need for competence is reduced by successful actions and
increased by unsuccessful ones. A possible extension of the current
model could, in a first step, pick out a subset of conflicting needs.
To model the particular dynamics that drive non-existential need
strength, one could, for example, look into the dynamics of infant
habituation to explore the need for competence and/or certainty
(Aerdker, Feng, and Schöner, 2020). Curiosity in particular has
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been proposed as a major drive for exploration and learning (see,
for example, Oudeyer, Kaplan, and Hafner, 2007).

Given multiple needs with individual strength, only one is se-
lected as the dominant need and influences behavior. In PSI, desire
selection is not purely based on need strength, but it also incorpo-
rates the likelihood of the need to be satisfied in a given situation.
Extending the current desire model by such a bottom-up influence
allows the implementation of a grounded selection process. If an
agent is capable of forming opportunistic desires based on current
perceptions as suggested by Papies and Barsalou (2015), one could
use the grounded intentional state model to analyze executive func-
tions. In a first step, one could, for example, extend already existing
connectionist models driven by symbolic input (Botvinick and J. D.
Cohen, 2014). Eventually, beliefs could be incorporated into the
desire selection process extending the above-mentioned deliberation
mechanism from choosing a particular suiting action sequence to
choosing a particular task or desire to act on. Bratman, Israel, and
Pollack (1988) analyzed such high-level decision processes under the
label means-end reasoning, which incorporates conflicting plans and
potential opportunities in the agent’s deliberation process.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

This thesis presents a neural dynamic model that endows an artificial
agent with the ability to form intentional states of the six different
psychological modes defined by Searle (1983). For each psychological
mode, a neural process implementation is provided that governs the
life cycle of a discrete state representation. Implementations are
based around a process model of the Condition of Satisfaction, which
depends on the particular mode’s direction of fit. For states of the
mind-to-world DoF, the formation of the state through a detection
instability coincides with a fulfilled CoS. In the world-to-mind DoF,
a CoS is realized through a match-driven detection instability and
coincides with the termination of the state.

Intentional states are put to use in a multi-step toy task real-
ized in a time-continuous virtual environment. The state represen-
tations allow the agent to act autonomously in pursuit of its own
agenda fulfilling the definition of Franklin and Graesser (1996). De-
tecting the discrete points in time, when intentional states form,
are present, and/or terminate allows to create causal connections
between individual states. Based on these connections, the higher-
level intentional states (temporally shifted and general states) are
grounded through discrete representations of the lower-level inten-
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7. Conclusion

tional states (present states). This is in accordance with Churchland
and Sejnowski (1990), who argue that in neural systems any logical
symbol-like cognition has to be achieved through causality.

In a broad sense, the model can be understood as a neurally
plausible attempt to close the gap between reactive bottom-up ap-
proaches and symbol-based cognitivist approaches. Reactive ap-
proaches, like, for example, behavior-based robotics, (Brooks, 1986;
Braitenberg, 1986) enable agents to robustly act in a real-time envi-
ronment but struggle with more complex tasks requiring symbol-like
memory. Cognitivist approaches like, for example, cognitive archi-
tectures (Laird, Newell, and Rosenbloom, 1987; Anderson, 1996)
provide the means to solve complex tasks, but are not able to solve
the symbol-grounding problem (Harnad, 1990).

However, both ends of the spectrum require additional improve-
ments to further close this gap. Improving the lower-level processes
would allow the agent to deal with more realistic environments. Even
more work is required regarding higher cognition, where the pre-
sented belief architecture merely scratches the surface of reasoning.
Nevertheless, this thesis proposes that to truly understand the mind
one has to integrate both aspects of lower-level and higher-level cog-
nition in a coherent neurally plausible picture. The model presented
here suggests process models for intentional states within the DFT
framework as the unifying interface to achieve that goal.
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Appendix A.1. Feature Guiding in Visual Search

This appendix explains components of the field architecture that
have not been covered in chapter 4. The components listed here
have been in place during the result simulations to smooth the per-
formance. They do, however, not change the results qualitatively. In
future iterations of the model, these placeholder mechanisms should
be replaced through more sophisticated neurally plausible variations.

To inspect the full architecture, please have a look at the cedar
architecture files uploaded here:

https://osf.io/m38vz/?view only=1125aae86eeb437e9985

665b693e0ae4.
You can download the cedar simulation framework from:

https://cedar.ini.rub.de/.

A.1 Feature Guiding in Visual Search

The Visual Search Intention described in section 4.2 randomly se-
lects items in the visual field until a selected item matches the feature
cue. Although humans evaluate candidates in a sequential fashion,
they do not select candidates randomly but follow top-down guid-
ance given by the search cue. The detailed model of visual search
by Grieben, Tekülve, Zibner, Lins, et al. (2020) provides multiple
sources for visual guidance and verifies them through experimen-
tal data. From those only the already discussed Inhibition of Return
and a pair of simplified Space/Feature Guidance fields, usfg(x, f), are
realized in this work. The Space/Feature Guidance fields bias spa-
tial selection towards items that (partially) match the feature values
represented in the Visual Search Cue fields (see Figure A.1.1).

The fields are preshaped by the Space/Feature Retinal Maps,
usfr(x, f), and the respective Visual Search Cue field, uvsc(f). Peaks
emerge only at locations where both preshapes overlap:

τsfgu̇sfg(x, f) =− usfg(x, f) + hsfg

+ csfr→sfgσ(usfr(x, f)) + cvsc→sfgσ(uvsc(f))
(A.1)
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Appendix A.2. Visual Search CoD Details
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Figure A.1.1: The Space/Feature Guidance fields provide a top-down bias
to the Spatial Selection field

Spatial information of then provides a slight bias to the Spatial Se-
lection field, usel. To achieve the complete model add the term
+csfg→sel

∫
σ(usfg(x, f))df to equation 4.7.

A.2 Visual Search CoD Details

This section explains the dynamics of the three fields responsible for
detection the CoD Visual Search depicted in Figure A.2.1.

The Visited Positions field,uvpo, represents all locations that
have been attended during the current visual search. It receives
additional input from the Spatial Selection field and operates in a
self-sustained regime. Whenever a location is selected in the Spatial
Selection field during visual search, it leads to a self-sustained peak
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Figure A.2.1: Visual Search CoD subnetwork.

in the Visited Positions field.

τvpou̇vpo(x) =− uvpo(x) + hvpo

+ csea→vpoσ(usea) + csel→vpoσ(usel(x))

+

∫
ωvpo(x− x′)σ(uvpo(x

′))dx′
(A.2)

The Visited Positions Delay field, uvpd, represents all locations
that have been attended during the current visual search, except the
one that is currently selected in the Spatial Selection field. It also
operates in a self-sustained regime, but it receives inhibitory input
from the Spatial Selection field and excitatory input from the Visited
Positions field. Thus, peaks form in the Visited Positions Delay field
whenever a reverse-detection instability occurs in the Spatial Selec-
tion field, because the inhibitory input vanishes while the excitatory
input from the Visited Positions field remains. Lateral interaction
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Appendix A.3. Border Detection during Exploration

in the Visited Positions Delay field is strong enough to sustain the
peaks, even if the same location is revisited in the Spatial Selection
field.

τvpdu̇vpd(x) =− uvpd(x) + hvpd

+ csea→vpdσ(usea)− csel→vpdσ(usel(x))

+ cvpo→vpdσ(uvpo(x))

+

∫
ωvpd(x− x′)σ(uvpd(x

′))dx′

(A.3)

A supra-threshold peak in the Repeated Position field represents
that a certain location in the visual array has been attended a second
time during a single visual search. It receives excitatory input from
the Visited Positions field, the Visited Positions Delay field, and
the Spatial Selection field and only forms a peak, if the activation
in all three input fields overlaps. Due to the direct inhibition from
the Spatial Selection field to the Visited Positions Delay field this is
only possible if the attended location has been visited before.

τrpou̇rpo(x) =− urpo(x) + hrpo

+ csea→rpoσ(usea)− csel→rpoσ(usel(x))

+ cvpo→rpoσ(uvpo(x)) + cvpd→rpoσ(uvpd(x))

(A.4)

A.3 Border Detection during Exploration

The Explore World Intention described in section 4.3.2 moves the
agent in either left or right direction in parallel to the object array
of buckets and canvases. The direction is chosen at random with a
bias for the direction with the least memorized items. To keep the
agent within the bounds of the object array and in its represented
world space, xw, exploration has to stop at the left and right border
of the array. In the simulated environment, there is no physical
boundary and more importantly, the simulated agent has no means
of detecting a boundary. In this work, border detection has been
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Appendix A.3. Border Detection during Exploration

simplified by endowing the agent with the knowledge of the left and
right border locations.

Borders are represented through the Left Border Concept node,
ulbc, and the Right Border Concept node, urbc, which each project
a Gaussian preshape on the left or right border location of the allo-
centric world space, xw. To detect whether the agent reached either
of the two borders, the concept preshapes are superposed with the
current agent location, px, in the Left Border Match field, ulbm, and
the Right Border Match field, urbm, respectively (see Figure A.3.1).

BL

Reached

Left Border 

BR

Reached

Right Border 

Right Border Match

horizontal world space

multi peak

left border

Conc.

right border

Conc.Current

Location

Left Border Match

horizontal world space

multi peak

Figure A.3.1: The Left Border Match field and Right Border Match field
that drive activation of the Left Border node and Right Border node.

A match between the current location and a concept lead to the
formation of a peak in the respective match field, which activates
the Left Border node or Right Border node mentioned in section
4.3.2. The dynamics of both match fields are analogous:

τlbmu̇lbm(xw) =− ulbm(xw) + hlbm

+ cpx→lbmpx(xw) + clbc→lbmσ(ulbc(xw))

τrbmu̇rbm(xw) =− urbm(xw) + hrbm

+ cpx→rbmpx(xw) + crbc→rbmσ(urbc(xw))

(A.5)
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A.4 Exploration Heuristic

Whenever the agent does not hold a belief that matches the current
desired color, it has to try out different buckets and canvases un-
til it creates the desired color by accident. Buckets and canvases
are chosen randomly through cued recall based on the object height.
Depending on the setup of the object array and the memorized loca-
tions of the agent, recent locations might be strongly favored during
recall, which leads to the agent trying out the same locations for a
long period of time. To motivate exploration of different locations
a simple field network was put in place to inhibit previously visited
locations in recalls that follow a CoD Paint (see Figure A.4.1). This
network is an arbitrarily chosen heuristic and should be replaced by
more sophisticated exploration mechanisms in the future.

Analog to the working memory representation of the utilized col-
ors in the role fields, the architecture creates working memory repre-
sentations of the pick-up and spray locations through boost-driven
gating driven by the Pick-Up Intention node, upck and Spray Inten-
tion node, uspr, respectively. Locations are sustained in the Pick-Up
Location field, upul, and the Spray Location field, uspl:

τpulu̇pul(xw) =− upul(xw) + hpul

+ cpx→pulpx(xw) + cpck→pulσ(upck)

+ cpai→pulσ(upai)

τsplu̇spl(xw) =− uspl(xw) + hspl

+ cpx→splpx(xw) + cspr→splσ(uspr)

+ cpai→splσ(upai)

(A.6)

Excitatory activation from the Paint Intention node, upai, ensures
that both locations are sustained for the duration of one painting se-
quence. If the painting sequence does not result in the desired color,
the CoD Paint , uddsp, is activated. It boosts the Failed Location
Gate field, uflg, which then forms a peak at each of the sustained
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Figure A.4.1: Locations of buckets and canvases that led to a CoD Paint
are temporally stored in a memory trace, which is inhibitorily connected
to the Space/Feature Recall fields.

locations:

τflgu̇flg(xw) =− uflg(xw) + hflg + cddsp→flgσ(uddsp)

+ cpul→flgσ(upul(xw)) + cspl→flgσ(uspl(xw))
(A.7)

Supra-threshold activation of the Failed Location Gate field is then
forwarded into the Failed Location trace, uflt, which represents the
recent history of locations that were utilized in painting sequences
that resulted in a CoD. This memory trace then provides an in-
hibitory influence to the Space/Feature Recall fields, which gives
other locations a competitive advantage during recall and thus ex-
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ploration. The Failed Location trace follows the following dynamics:

u̇flt(xw) = σ(uflg(xw))
cflg
τ+

+ (1− σ(uflg(xw)))
−uflt(xw)

τ−
(A.8)

To achieve the full model +cflt→sfruflt needs to be added to the right
side of equation 4.31.

A.5 Default Arm Resting Behavior

Whenever the agent is not reaching or using its paint-device the arm
returns to a default resting position. While humans automatically
relax their muscles during idle periods of time, a simulated robot
is not required to conserve energy. This feature is therefore purely
cosmetic with its main purpose to make the overall painting process
look more natural.

One possible solution for achieving such relaxing movements would
be a default target for the arm movement network (section 4.3.3)
that gets activated, whenever arm movement is not required. This
would, however, confuse this unconscious unintentional process with
the intentional goal-directed movement. Therefore, it was chosen to
implement the relaxing movement through an artificial placeholder
mechanism (see Figure A.5.1).

To easily integrate with the remaining architecture a pair of
intention- and CoS-nodes was used to govern the relax mechanism.
The Relax Arm Intention node, urla, receives a default activation,
cdef , and is inhibited by the Intention Reach node, urea, the Pick-Up
Intention node, upck, the Spray Intention node, uspr, and the Relax
Arm CoS node, ucrla:

τrlau̇rla =− urla + hrla

+ cdef − crea→rlaσ(urea)− cpck→rlaσ(upck)

− cspr→rlaσ(uspr)− ccrla→rlaσ(ucrla)

(A.9)

Activation of the Relax Arm Intention node activates a concept
node that projects the fixed resting configuration in the form of a
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Figure A.5.1: Placeholder mechanism that returns the arm to its resting
position, whenever it is not required for any other behavior.

five-dimensional angle vector into a velocity generating component.
Here the currently sensed joint angles, ϕ, are subtracted from the
resting configuration, ϕrest to generate the appropriate velocities, vϕ
for the arm:

vϕ = ϕrest − ϕ (A.10)

The absolute velocity values |vϕ| are forwarded inhibitorily into the
Relax Arm CoS node to enforce movement until there is no difference
between current joint angles and desired joint angles:

τcrlau̇crla =− ucrla + hcrla + cdef − cvel|vϕ| (A.11)

The difference approach utilized here does not require an explicit
CoS detection to stop moving, but it was nevertheless included here
for completeness sake.
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